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How Data Became Mainstream: The Chief Data Officer 4.0
December 27, 2018
By Randy Bean
Peter Serenita recalls a time when to work with data was considered a solitary pursuit that was shunted off
to the backroom. This was long before the notion that working with data was considered the “sexiest job
of the 21st Century”. Serenita holds the distinction of being one of the very first executives appointed as a
Chief Data Officer – a position that he was named to as Chief Data Officer, Worldwide Securities
Services at JP Morgan in 2006. By the time that Tom Davenport and D.J. Patil heralded the era of the data
superstar, Serenita had learned many valuable lessons which have continued to stand him in good stead as
we move toward the era of the Chief Data Officer 4.0.
Serenita is now U.S. Chief Data Officer for Scotiabank, the 3rd largest bank in Canada, serving over 25
million customers. I caught up with Serenita at the recent 2018 Chief Data Officer Summit, organized by
Evanta/Gartner Group, and held on November 26-27 in New York. This summit is one of a series of
industry events that now confirm the prominence of the Chief Data Officer (CDO) as a senior executive
decision-maker. This year’s CDO Summit comprised over 150 data executives and CDO’s, featuring a
range of presentations and panel discussions on the state of data and the evolution of the CDO role within
leading companies. One of the keynote presentations was delivered by Serenita on the history of data
management and the march to managing data at scale. This was a history lesson that few have
experienced as directly, and from its infancy, as has Serenita.
Organizations are at very different stages of maturity in their adoption of data management. This is
something that Serenita understands well. While some organizations have yet to reach the stage where
they have appointed a Chief Data Officer, the most ambitious organizations are moving to the stage of
Chief Data Officer 4.0, characterized by using data as a source of innovation and for purposes of business
monetization. Most organizations sit somewhere along this continuum. For data-native businesses like an
Amazon or Google, the notion of appointing a Chief Data Officer seems inherently redundant – every
business leader should have data in their DNA. The role of the Chief Data Officer is most needed for
mainstream, legacy companies who are undertaking a vast business transformation that leads to becoming
data-driven organizations.
Serenita describes the evolution of the Chief Data Officer role over the past dozen years, as each
organization has embarked on its own individual implementation of the data management journey. He
reflects on the early days of data management, where data was largely an Information Technology (IT)
function. He notes that the early wave of CDO’s (CDO 1.0) was focused on establishing data governance
policies and practices relating to data quality, data lineage, remediation, and data ownership roles and
responsibilities. Then came the 2008-2009 financial crisis, and with it the emergence of regulatory
demands, standard data management practices in the form of the Data Management Capability
Assessment Model (known as DCAM), and an emerging focus on the use of analytics (CDO 2.0).
Serenita also notes that, “The data profession is very collaborative. Organizations can learn from one
another. Data executives can benefit from the experiences of others who have been in the data trenches.
But the 4.0 data executive also brings a new way of thinking that will further advance the data practice”.
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In recent years, Serenita has seen a growing movement to integrate data and analytics responsibilities and
functions. Whereas firms had appointed Chief Data Officers (CDO) and Chief Analytics Officers (CAO)
with often parallel responsibilities, there has been a sharp movement toward the establishment of the
updated role of the Chief Data and Analytics Officer (CDAO). This is CDO 3.0, which is characterized by
a combined focus on data governance and analytics, coupled with a growing adoption of AI and machine
learning practices, along with advanced analytics techniques.
The progressive adoption of Big Data technology solutions is enabling businesses to process and analyze
whole data sets in their raw form, rather than relying upon individual data domains and tables. Data does
not have to be refined in advance either. Machine learning capabilities can be employed to understand and
transform data into its most usable state. Subject experts can teach the data or algorithmic model initially,
and then rely on the machine to learn along the way. Serenita remarks, “We have gone from the Stone
Age to space travel in the course of a decade”.
So what lies ahead? Serenita envisions a future where data is now understood to be a business enabler and
a revenue generator, and where the CDO reports to the head of business strategy (CDO 4.0). This is a far
cry from the days when data was relegated to the back room. Yet, Serenita is cautious as well as realistic
based on his many years of experience. In the data business, you need to be. “One size does not fit all”,
notes Serenita. “Factors such as stage of maturity, capability, organization, centralized versus federated
management, risk, and business enablement must all be taken into consideration”.
Serenita believes that to be successful a CDO must bring together within a single executive a diverse set
of skills. He describes the CDO function as being a “multi-disciplinary approach” where CDO’s should
refocus on the “art of the possible”. Serenita sums up, “data has become mainstream”. He advises that
organizations need to move rapidly to adopt agile data processes that enable the business to move quicker
and be more responsive to internal and external customers, and notes that organizations need to leverage
technology through AI and machine learning techniques. “Let the machine be the heavy lifters; let the
data analyst guide the machine”, Serenita concludes.
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A 2019 Forecast for Data-Driven Business: From AI to Ethics
December 17, 2018
By Thomas H. Davenport and Randy Bean
It should come as no surprise that 2018 continued to mark another year in the progression of data
adoption in business. Companies are pushing forward with efforts to become increasingly datadriven. Firms are investing in transformation initiatives to establish a “data culture” within their
organizations. Early adopters are focused on data-driven business innovation.
As we look ahead to 2019, we reflect on a year of accomplishments and emerging areas of focus – from
AI through Ethics (listed alphabetically)
•

AI/Machine Learning—AI continued to grow in popularity over the past year, becoming wellinstitutionalized within many large enterprises. We argued in a previous post, however, that too
many companies employed AI pilots and prototypes, and not enough firms had implemented
production deployments. As with analytics, the use of AI is increasingly being democratized
through automated machine learning (AutoML). Several contributors to KD Nuggets’ review of
AI and ML trends for 2019 suggested that AutoML would become more popular over the next
year. It will make machine learning models easier to create for business analyst types, as well as
dramatically increasing the productivity of data scientists—that is, if they can be persuaded to use
it. We also predict that deep learning, which has been the fastest-growing and most popular AI
technology over the past several years, will continue to advance in power and prevalence for
several years. However, we also expect that deep learning will increasingly be augmented by
other approaches to AI. NYU professor Gary Marcus has argued, and we agree, that artificial
general intelligence—or even generally useful AI—will have to employ various techniques
beyond deep learning in order to be successful.

•

Automation—One trend we noticed in 2018 is that there are a variety of automation technologies
for organizations wishing to employ “digital labor” to perform structured work tasks. Robotic
process automation, workflow, business rules, process mining, and some forms of AI all have the
goal of automating human labor, or at least freeing up humans to do higher-level work. We see
increasing numbers of companies embracing these technologies and determining how best to
design work to maximize the respective capabilities of humans and machines. Given the
proliferation of automation options, it’s important to begin identifying, prioritizing, and
categorizing automation use cases so that the right technology is used for each application.

•

Blockchain — 2018 represented a year of major advancement for blockchain solutions as firms
sought to ensure that data can be trusted, particularly when managing data in a distributed
fashion. The need to ensure data trust received heightened attention in 2018 due to the adoption
of the European General Data Protection Requirement (GDPR), resulting in greater focus on
developing trusted frameworks for data sharing. Healthcare has taken a lead in the adoption of
blockchain capabilities, forging ahead with initiatives to ensure the protection of patient data and
electronic medical records. Notably, leading healthcare providers such as Massachusetts General
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Hospital are evaluating initiatives to store patient data using blockchain. 2019 should be an active
front for blockchain in healthcare.
•

Cloud Computing—The cloud continued its march toward domination in 2018. Two Deloitte
surveys, for example, indicated that 90% or more of global executives are adopting, considering,
or already using the cloud. Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud are all
growing rapidly. They are increasingly adding software and data management capabilities to their
clouds, including enterprise data warehouses, advanced analytics, various forms of AI, Internet of
Things, blockchain, and robotics applications. Some companies have converted their computing
architecture to 100% cloud. The only question still to be resolved is what large organizations will
do with all that well-cooled data center space they are vacating.

•

Cybersecurity—The serious cybersecurity events of 2017—WannaCry and NotPetya—led to
many attempts to emulate them in 2018. As data-related activity by good guys grows, data
breaches, hacks, and ransomware from bad guys seems to grow even faster. The latest McAfee
Lab’s Threats Report suggests that malware exploiting software vulnerabilities grew by 151% in
the second quarter of 2018. The volume of these attempts leads us to believe that the only way to
address them is through the use of AI/machine learning for cyber-threat intelligence, detection,
and resolution. At the moment, however, those technologies don’t seem to reduce the burden on
humans much. In fact, they generate way too many false positives. It will be interesting—and
important for the world’s data security—to see whether the good guys or the bad guys master AI
first.

•

Data Analytics—One of the most prominent and durable trends in analytics is the rise of their
use by amateurs or “citizens.” As Tom wrote in a co-authored post for the International Institute
for Analytics, graphical and search-based interfaces to analytical programs are increasingly
making it possible for those without analytical skills to find data and specify the analytics they
need. This opens-up the possibility of data-driven decision-making to many more parts of
organizations. This trend started several years ago and will, we believe, continue for many more.
If there is data available on a topic within an organization, there will be no excuse for not using it.
Analytics in many organizations was also augmented by artificial intelligence, and in many cases
a single group supported both technologies. In its simplest forms, machine learning and predictive
analytics are basically the same.

•

DataOps – Data Operations (DataOps) is rapidly emerging as a discipline for organizations that
continue to struggle with the management of data as a shared business asset. DataOps brings a
set of data engineering principles which borrow from the DevOps software development
movement. The intent is to deliver “rapid, comprehensive, and curated data” to business analysts
and decision-makers. We expect 2019 to be a breakthrough year for DataOps approaches as
firms strive to derive value quickly and efficiently from their data assets. We also believe that
companies will increasing use machine learning to integrate and improve their data environments,
as we described in a post about GlaxoSmithKline.

•

Ethics – Lastly, but by no means to be forgotten, data ethics emerged in 2018 as one of the single
most important priorities for leading businesses, stung by security breaches and highly publicized
misuses of customer information that represented breaches of public trust. 2018 was in some
ways the year that data received a black eye. Now organizations must rebuild that trust. 2019
can be expected to be a year in which corporations step up efforts to ensure ethical data use and
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ethical data practices. As we have noted, the demand for corporate data ethics and greater data
responsibility is increasing. Data ethics is not just good citizenship – it is good business practice.
We expect that more companies will add new roles and governance approaches to address this
issue over the next year.
And, on this note, we wish everyone a prosperous and data rich 2019. May you progress on your data
journey with excitement, accomplishment, and responsibility. Here’s to a promising New Year.
Thomas H. Davenport (@tdav) is the President’s Distinguished Professor of Information Technology and
Management at Babson College, a fellow of the MIT Initiative on the Digital Economy, a senior adviser
to Deloitte’s Analytics and Cognitive practice, and a fellow at NewVantage Partners.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can
contact him at rbean@newvantage.com and follow him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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UBS Asset Management Taps Alternative Data to Increase Alpha
November 18, 2018
By Randy Bean
Asset management firms are in the business of managing money on behalf of institutional clients -typically pension funds and mutual funds. They operate as investment advisors that purchase and sell
financial instruments, with a fiduciary responsibility to generate the best possible returns for their
clients. To accomplish this, asset managers seek to “increase alpha”, meaning generating results that
outperform market indices. In today’s highly competitive investments markets, asset managers are
increasingly turning to so-called "alternative data" sources to deliver superior returns to the institutions
that entrust them with their financial assets.
UBS was founded in 1862 in Switzerland. The firm has operated under the UBS brand since the 1998
consolidation of Union Bank of Switzerland and Swiss Bank Corporation. UBS, which is headquartered
in Zurich and Basel, and is publicly traded on the Swiss and New York Stock Exchanges is one of the
largest global asset management firms. Thomas Heinzl is Chief Operating Officer for UBS Asset
Management, and Suvrat Bansal is Chief Data Officer and Head of Innovation. I spoke with Messrs.
Heinzl and Bansal about how they are leveraging Big Data and Alternative Data to increase alpha for
their clients.
Heinzl and Bansal are operating in a new data-rich investment world, characterized by massive
availability of data in traditional and new varieties and formats. Massive availability dictates different
ways and methodologies for managing and analyzing data. UBS Asset Management seeks to identify
market and investment signals that are contextually relevant, and which will have a material impact on the
performance of investments in a portfolio. The focus is on long-term performance, and the sustainability
of these asset’s performance.
The new sources that constitute alternative data are typically non-financial data elements that can be used
to gain better insights to assess the future price performance of invested assets. As an example, UBS is
leveraging card payment information to monitor sales data against earnings estimates and potential share
price impacts. These alternative data signals help asset managers minimize risk while ensuring the
delivery of superior investment performance on behalf of their clients. For public pension funds,
minimizing risk, and understanding a firm’s diversity and sustainability are central tenets of socially
responsible investing.
UBS Asset Management is engaged in capturing alternative data to expand the volume and variety of net
new data sources that can be fed into advanced analytics models that are leveraging machine learning
capabilities. Some asset managers use geospatial information and satellite imagery; satellite imagery can
be used to count the number of cars in store parking lots as a metric for retail sales activity. Geospatial
analysis can be used to identify the geographical proximity of competitors, or in which neighborhood new
stores have been opened. These beneficial indicators can help paint a picture of the health and prognosis
for a business over time.
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UBS is not alone in turning to analytics and alternative data to achieve sustainable value creation and
increase alpha. A recent study was conducted by the New York headquartered data and analytics
consultancy Element-22, with sponsorship from UBS Asset Management. The study featured the
participation of 20 asset management firms with a combined $14 trillion in assets under
management. Study results reaffirmed the perception that leading asset management firms are turning to
advanced analytics and alternative data sources to fuel investment performance, grow their client base,
and improve operating efficiency. Among key findings of the study:
•

Alternative data usage is exploding, with sources including transaction data, satellite imagery,
weather analysis, sentiment analysis, geolocation, and video capture. AlternativeData.org
projects spending on Alternative Data sources to exceed $1.7 billion by 2020.

•

Asset management firms are increasingly looking to advanced analytics and alternative data to
gain an investment advantage. The study reported that 85% of firms were employing advanced
analytics and 55% were using Alternative Data.

•

Advanced analytics capabilities such as machine learning are being used to reduce costs and
increase efficiency. Approximately 75% of firms reported using advanced analytics to aid in
business operations.

•

Comprehensive data capabilities are being used to manage new regulations such as GDPR,
fueling investments in foundational data capabilities. Firms like UBS operate under strict data
protection policies, which ensure that data is certified and compliant with local laws.

The investment industry is following suit. Earlier this month, The Wall Street Journal featured a
story Alternative Data is Valued on Wall Street. The story references the firm Thasos, co-founded by
MIT Professor and computer scientist Sandy Pentland, noting that “Thasos is at the vanguard of
companies trying to help traders get ahead of stock moves using so-called alternative data”. According to
the story, Thasos will set offer its data through Bloomberg terminals.
Heinzl and Bansal of UBS envision a rich new world of informed investment, fueled by data, with
machine learning playing a central role. “We are starting to test, or apply machine learning to fund flows,
product innovation, alpha generation, and risk and middle/back office operations”, they note. “Machine
learning enables us to identify opportunities and make investment decisions faster”. Big Data and
Alternative Data will be at the core of machine learning algorithms as asset managers seek to identify and
manage risk. For Heinzl and Bansal, faster data access, richer data sources, and more robust data
analytics are translating into the delivery of superior client performance. This is the front line of
innovation in the asset management world – applying alternative data sources as the next frontier of a
data-driven world.
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Allstate's Data-Driven Business Transformation Initiative
November 11, 2018
By Randy Bean
Like the majority of legacy firms today, Allstate Insurance, founded in 1931 as the insurance arm of Sears
Roebucks, must find new ways to compete in an increasingly competitive and digital marketplace.
Luckily, Allstate was spun out of Sears in 1993, and unlike Sears, has continued to grow and prosper.
While Allstate is the 2nd largest provider of property and casualty insurance in the U.S. according to A.M.
Best, Sears has become the poster child for how data-driven tech giants, in this case Amazon, can
thoroughly disintermediate and destroy a once thriving and iconic company.
In stark contrast to Sears, Allstate has demonstrated a commitment to leveraging data as an enterprise
asset that can be used to transform business processes and services. Under the leadership of Allstate’s
Chief Data and Analytics Officer Eric Huls, the firm has launched the ambitious “D3” organization.
Within Allstate, D3 refers to the 3 cornerstones of the firm’s data-driven analytics journey – Data,
Discovery, and Decision Science. The 300 person D3 organization is organized around core horizontal
activities – Data Strategy, Technology, and Analytics Center of Excellence – to support core vertical
business activities – product, claims, marketing, agencies, amongst others.
“We’ve taken an aggressive approach to integrating data into business, which ultimately gives us an edge
when it comes to innovative pricing solutions and knowing the why or what our customers need even
before they know it,” said Huls. “We continue to grow our data team and almost every day we’re seeing a
new or different way the information we already have can be beneficial to our customers.”
The Analytics Center of Excellence function is led by Rick Bischoff, Director of Data Science, whose
mission it is to deploy analytics to drive business transformation. Bischoff has undertaken a multi-front
effort to help enable transformational analytical improvements. Through the establishment of an
Analytics Center of Excellence and through university partnerships, Bischoff is working to educate the
business community within Allstate on the power of analytics techniques and applications of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) to critical business problems. One area of notable business innovation is in the
application of video footage to enhance analytics prediction. Working in partnership with Northwestern
University, Allstate is also employing AI techniques to better understand the history of policy holder
interaction. By analyzing photographic images and mountains of text data, Allstate is able to detect
additional signals that can predict policy renewal and result in a better customer experience.
Data and analytics are integrated into almost every operation within Allstate. From claims handling, to
billing inquiries, agent interactions, and the technical help-desk that Allstate employees call when their
desktop computer doesn’t work, Allstate analyzes mounds of free-form text and voice data to derive
insights that inform business decisions. Taking this a step further, Allstate is continuing to develop
machine learning and natural language processing capabilities which use this data to deliver an enhanced
customer experience.
Allstate’s QuickFoto Claim, or QFC, initiative, allows customers to provide collision photographs
without relying on claims adjusters to be physically at their location. To quote Allstate, “The QuickFoto
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Claim feature of the AllstateSM Mobile App helps you get paid quicker so you can get back to normal
faster”. This represents transformational business change, notes Bischoff. No travel is required and
advanced analytics can eventually be applied to photographic images to help adjusters resolve insurance
claims.
Allstate is also deploying advanced analytics to drive product and pricing decisions with industry-leading
sophistication. The Analytics Center of Excellence operates as a shared service which offers best
practices and helps business constituents accelerate the use of analytics within their lines of business.
Through the deployment of “analytics sandboxes”, Allstate can explore the art of the possible, while
sourcing new data and expanding data collection capabilities.
Allstate’s D3 organization relies on a robust data ecosystem. One of the solutions that the Decision
Sciences team has evaluated as part of their analytics ecosystem is Domino Data Lab’s data science
platform for empowering model-driven organizations. Domino has built a model building facility for data
scientists that presents an easy way for data scientists to build and govern their own data environment.
The Domino platform delivers productivity gains by enabling data scientists to run multiple models in
parallel. The model management platform enables Allstate’s newly recruited data scientists to hit the
ground running, resulting in improved efficiency.
In his role as head of data science for Allstate, Bischoff sees the D3 organization helping Allstate quantify
the business benefits and prioritize data activities that deliver the greatest business value to the firm.
Bischoff refers to this as “transformational analytical improvement”. His goal is to demonstrate the power
that analytics can deliver to transform business initiatives across Allstate. In the face of competitive
threats of encroachment from tech giants such as Amazon, and FinTech solutions such as Lemonade,
Allstate is committed to building out rich data and analytics capabilities within a nimble, highly agile
environment.
Allstate is proving that an 87-year-old insurance company can adapt and compete on data and analytics.
Where its one-time parent Sears missed the window of opportunity, Allstate recognizes that complacency
is the enemy of innovation and customer service. To quote Allstate,” The Good Hands Are Doing More
Than Ever Before”.
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Munich Re: How Data & AI Reduce Risk from Global Calamities
November 4, 2018
By Randy Bean
Technology is at its most impactful when it is applied to addressing big problems. Perhaps there are no
bigger problems than the occurrence of calamities, whether in the form of natural disasters, epidemics, or
other catastrophic events. It is in response to seismic events, that fast actions can ameliorate acute
conditions and mitigate potentially greater disaster. Such was the case in the wake of the recent super
Hurricane Florence which had a massive regional impact when it struck the continental U.S. and
devastated the Carolinas with severe flooding and widespread damage.
It was in the wake Hurricane Florence that Munich Reinsurance Company, commonly known as Munich
Re, stepped into the aftermath to help devastated homeowners and business owners get back on their feet,
as it has in response to past calamities. The reinsurance business may seem like a mystery to those not
familiar with the role that reinsurance firms play. Munich Re was founded in 1880 and is headquartered in
Munich, Germany. Warren Buffett was the single largest shareholder of Munich Re for many years, and
remains a significant shareholder today. As one of the largest reinsurance firms in the world, Munich Re
provides insurance products and services to insurance companies to help mitigate the risk of high impact
crises. These crises generate severe capital demands on insurers to cover payouts and property losses in
a timely and responsive manner. By helping assure part of the risk, reinsurers like Munich Re can help
primary insurers in times of crisis.
Munich Re Chief Data Officer Wolfgang Hauner expresses it aptly -- “For the average person, you only
value insurance when you have a loss”. And, it is in the event of the biggest of losses where Munich Re
rises to the occasion. It is then that technology and data innovation come to the forefront. Munich Re has
been hard at work developing and enhancing its data engineering and data analytics capabilities in
anticipation of calamitous events. These efforts have included the application of image classification
algorithms which rely on Artificial Intelligence (AI) to assess the severity of damage, produce immediate
and automated damage estimates, and accelerate badly needed damage payouts. Munich Re employs
remote sensing devices to capture high resolution images of property damage that are fed into an AI
engine which is supported by advanced Machine Learning algorithms. Munich Re is then able to help
customers through calamities with a rapid response to damage assessment that transforms what had been
a 100% manual process into an automated process that reduces costs, increases productivity and
efficiency, and results in enhanced customer satisfaction and loyalty.
It should not come as a surprise that Munich Re has embarked on initiatives such as image classification
using AI. Munich Re CDO Hauner describes the journey that Munich Re has undertaken to leverage data
and analytics to enable business innovation. He describes this journey as an evolutionary process that has
been formally underway for several years now. In 2015, Munich Re launched an Advanced Analytics
team to create a central hub of data and analytics skills and capabilities. In early 2016, a Chief Data
Officer function was established under the leadership of Hauner. Today, the CDO office has primary
responsibility for three principal activities:
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1. Data Engineering, including management of the data lake, data governance, and ownership for
the global data and analytics platform
2. Analytics, which is primarily focused on the development of sophisticated analytics, many of
which are employed for one-time use, while others lead to analytical software products
3. Artificial Intelligence, which is where leading edge technologies are applied to problems of
unstructured data such as image classification and text analytics.
Hauner describes a fourth area which is being developed to focus on Analytics Operations, which will be
the process by which models are maintained through their life cycle. The role and responsibility of
Analytics Operations will be to run and maintain these models in a highly operational fashion based out
of Munich.
Being a global business, Munich Re recognizes the necessity of decentralization. To avoid business
bottlenecks, Munich Re is undertaking efforts to provide greater regional proximity to its clients. As an
example, Munich Re is engaging in parallel recruiting efforts for data science and analytics talent in
regional markets, recognizing that it is easier to compete and hire scarce analytic talent on a decentralized
basis, rather than hire many people within a single market.
Reinsurance is a complex and highly impactful business. Hauner describes the characteristics of Munich
Re clients, and levels of servicing that are required to meet their needs. High-value, high-frequency
customers benefit from Munich Re’s AI image classification initiative because the need is great, the
timeframe is immediate, and the magnitude is widespread. The result is that the recovery process for
property owners shrinks from months to days. Munich Re also seeks to bring these same high-end AI
capabilities to enable smaller insurers to realize the same positive customer impact without having to fund
and develop these sophisticated data and AI technology capabilities on their own. Munich Re provides
this functionality to insurers in a services model. Lastly, Munich Re supports low-value, high-frequency
initiatives such as identifying and compensating customers for flight delays, through the detection of
weather patterns that correlate to the risk and probability of flight delay. An example is the flight delay
insurance developed by Munich Re and offered by a client of Munich Re in China, which is helping to
insure almost 50 million air travels -- out of around 500 million air travels annually in China at an average
premium of 20 Yuan (less than $3) per policy. As climate change accelerates, AI predictability of weather
patterns and their risk impact will become increasingly critical.
Munich Re is proceeding on its data and innovation journey, but recognizes that further progress is
required. As Hauner notes, “We are so far perhaps 40% of the way there”. To manage the data lake,
Munich Re has created a data ecosystem supported by software tools such as those provided by Alation.
The Alation tools enable Munich Re to navigate their data lake so that analysts and data scientists can
work collaboratively with their data. The tools provide a central place to search for and access data.
Hauner observes, “This helps us break down organizational silos. We are able to think differently. Data
sources provide value across the organization. We are able to understand who is using data, in addition to
our own units”.
Thinking differently! Indeed, it is not hard to appreciate how Munich Re is relying on data and AI to meet
the needs of a changing world while also assuming the risks. Hauner sums up, “Catastrophic events tend
to be cyclical. We and our customers are encountering more frequent and evolving risks. These risks
require great solutions. We look to leverage great technologies, while we focus on what we do best – the
management of risk taking and providing policy solutions”.
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A Rising Crescendo Demands Data Ethics & Data Responsibility
October 29, 2018
By Randy Bean
Data ethics is not a subject that you would have expected to be a centerpiece of conversation among Chief
Data Officers and senior business leaders in the recent past. However, times are changing. Just this past
week, Apple CEO Tim Cook condemned what he called the “data-industrial complex”. In calling for
accelerated data protection regulation, Cook declared, “Our own information—from the everyday to the
deeply personal—is being weaponized against us with military efficiency. Today, that trade has exploded
into a data-industrial complex.”
Cook’s call comes among increasing attention to issues of data privacy and data protection, fueled in part
by enactment earlier this year by the European Union of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
Cook and others are calling for legislators in the United States to adopt similar federal privacy laws.
It is against this backdrop that data ethics has rapidly moved to the forefront of any meaningful discussion
about data. A spate of recent articles -- Never Heard of Data Ethics? You Will Soon, It’s Time to Talk
About Data Ethics, Data Ethics: The New Competitive Advantage, Will Democracy Survive Big Data and
Artificial Intelligence – underscore the increasing urgency and highlight the ethical considerations that
organizations must address when managing data as an asset, and considering its impact on individual
rights and privacy.
I recently convened two thought-leadership roundtables of Chief Data Officers and executives with
responsibility for data initiatives within their organizations. The increased focus and concern for the
ethical use of data is born out of widespread reaction to recent and highly publicized misuses of data that
represent breaches of public trust -- whether this be unauthorized data sharing by social media platforms,
reselling of customer information by businesses, or biased algorithms that reinforce social inequalities.
It is within this context that we are now witnessing increased corporate attention to data for good
initiatives. Companies are increasingly recognizing and acknowledging that ethical action and doing well
can be synonymous with doing good. A few corporations, notably Mastercard through their Center for
Inclusive Growth, Bloomberg through Bloomberg Philanthropies and the Data for Good Exchange, and
JP Morgan through the JP Morgan Institute have been among those corporations at the forefront of ethical
data use for public good.
JoAnn Stonier is Chief Data Officer for Mastercard, and in this capacity works closely with Mastercard’s
Center for Inclusive Growth. She notes how the work of the Center has contributed to positive change in
the overall culture of Mastercard. Ms. Stonier remarks, “The Center for Inclusive Growth has taken a
completely new approach to philanthropy - using the best of Mastercard’s assets for social impact”. She
observes that “doing well by doing good” is not a new concept. However, she observes that “Having a
philanthropic hub at the heart of the company reminds all of us employees about the value and impact we
can have in the communities we serve”. She credits the Mastercard executive team for creating the vision
and passion which has permeated every corner of the company. “Every day, we think about how we can
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make a broader impact, from delivering aid in a digital way so tsunami victims can get needed food and
equipment faster to helping transit run faster in developing markets”, says Stonier.
Increasingly, corporations are focusing on issues of data ethics, data privacy, and data philanthropy. An
executive representing one of the nation’s largest insurance companies noted, “We are spending more
hours on legal and ethical review of data than we are on data management”. He cited this as a positive and
constructive development. A number of leading universities have established collaborations with major
corporations to collaborate on ethical data initiatives. One example is Washington University in St. Louis,
which recently hosted a Data for Good Conference, featuring a discussion by Mastercard executive Chris
Merz on “Personalizing Experiences and Protecting Customers”. A number of organizations are
undertaking initiatives to develop data codes of conduct. Investment firms like Nuveen, a division of
TIAA, have launched responsible investing initiatives that rely on responsible use of data.
Organizations are also turning their attention to algorithmic integrity and its consequences for local
communities. Virginia Eubanks, a professor of political science at the University of Albany, SUNY,
recently published a study on the impact of data algorithms, Automating Inequality: How High-Tech
Tools Profile, Police, and Punish the Poor. Other recent articles, such as Algorithm Blues in the
Economist, discuss the work of social organizations such as the Human Rights Data Analysis
Group. Increasingly, community groups and corporations are thinking about how data can be used to
effect positive social outcomes.
Those who are most closely studying the social consequences of data see a growing disparity between
what they characterize as the “data haves and have nots”. Ms. Stonier of Mastercard observes, “One of
the major issues of our time is information equality. Often, those most in need of data and insight are the
least likely to have access”. She cites an example. “Communities trying to recover after a manufacturing
plant closes or after a natural disaster strikes can benefit greatly from information insights that can help
them rebuild or restructure or understand how to reinvest. The private sector is astute at data insights and
analytics, but too few are pioneering data philanthropy”.
One organization that has been a pioneer in this effort is DataKind, whose mission is to “harness the
power of data science in the service of humanity”. Through 18,000 volunteers, 6 worldwide chapters, and
300 projects, DataKind is working with corporations and communities to use data to achieve a positive
social impact. Ms. Stonier notes that, “These skills need to be combined with the organizations on the
ground who need the data to solve the problems and develop the interventions and do not always have the
tools or expertise to make informed decisions or changes. We need to close that divide to help tackle
society’s biggest problems together”.
Firms like Mastercard, Bloomberg, JP Morgan, and Nuveen are among a growing list of corporations that
are taking steps to tackle ethical data use and socially responsible applications of data. Through
community and corporate partnerships, individuals and organizations can begin to think about data in
creative and positive ways that can move the needle on humanitarian challenges. The crescendo of voices
that are calling for data ethics and greater data responsibility is growing. Data ethics and data
responsibility are not just good citizenship. They are good business.
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Every Company Is a Data Company
September 26, 2018
By Jedidiah Yueh and Randy Bean
In July 2018, Facebook's market value suffered the biggest one-day fall in US stock market history—
$120 billion. After alleged election tampering by the Russians and the Cambridge Analytica scandal,
Facebook’s costs to manage data security and privacy have skyrocketed, negatively impacting earnings.
To put the loss in perspective, that’s more than the market cap for GE, UPS, or American Express.
Many companies interpreted the news as a cautionary tale. But that’s a misread of the bigger story, which
has played out over the last decade and will likely predict the rise and fall of industry leaders over the
next several years:
Today, every company is a data company.
Whether they know it or not.
A decade ago, Internet companies began to fulfill the promise of the 90s dot-com boom. Companies such
as Apple, Amazon, Alphabet (Google), and Facebook began an unchecked ascent, taking full advantage
of the Internet’s frictionless reach to rewrite the rules of nearly every major industry.
They also crowned themselves the most valuable companies in the world.
In 2011, Marc Andreessen wrote that every company must be a software company to survive. Many
companies spent billions on software, a binary arms race. Yet the data paints a bleak picture of the results.
Over the last decade, nearly three-quarters of Fortune 1,000 companies have been replaced—despite
aggressive investments in software.
The real story of the Facebook decline is how the social network amassed value so quickly it could lose
$120 billion and still be one of the ten most valuable companies in the world. It’s a story of the power of
data.
Facebook is a data company.
NewVantage Partners recently released the results of their annual Big Data Executive Survey. The survey
featured responses from C-level executives representing the largest bellwether blue-chip firms—
American Express, Bank of America, Bloomberg, Capital One, Charles Schwab, Farmers Insurance,
Fidelity Investments, Ford Motors, Goldman Sachs, MetLife, and Verizon, among others.
The findings underscore the increasing urgency around data. 79.4% of executives report fear of disruption
by data-driven competitors.
Over the last two decades, we have both participated in the fast-evolving world of data management.
At NewVantage Partners, Randy Bean has advised and helped companies to leverage data as an asset and
to become data-driven. Jedidiah Yueh has invented data products that have generated over $4 billion in
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revenue as founding CEO of Avamar (acquired by EMC) and the founding CEO of Delphix. At Delphix,
he has been privileged to work on innovative programs for many of the most advanced companies in
Silicon Valley and around the world—a chance to peek under both tents.
And the differences between big tech companies and mainstream legacy companies are proving to be
pivotal for the global economy.
We’ve both learned a great deal from our customers. The very first customer to ever put Delphix into
production was the former CIO of Facebook, Tim Campos. He showed how it was possible to increase
project velocity by accelerating data flow between systems. He also showed how to live by the Facebook
ethos emblazoned on the company’s walls: “Move Fast and Break Things.”
And, wow, did they ever move fast and break things.
Under a darkening regulatory cloud, Facebook has begun to mature, but only after their data practices
catapulted them to more than half a trillion in market cap.
Even in IT, they use data to innovate, creating Facebook CRM (customer relationship management) and
Audience Insights—products that helped them scale from a billion to over $40 billion in revenues.
Legacy companies are burdened by regulatory constraints and decades old systems. They constantly
struggle with what products to build and if they have the right digital transformation strategy. They
scrutinize programs and budgets with an accountant’s attention to details and risk.
But at Facebook, Campos quickly learned that “data wins arguments.” They built their products first and
then proved the value with results. They have adopted the fail fast, learn faster mantra.
Herein lies a difference between data companies and many traditional companies.
Data companies aggressively leverage data as core assets. They drive continuous returns by purposely
instrumenting their companies to collect data and then experiment to develop value.
Legacy enterprises, on the other hand, often treat their data as liabilities. They obsess over risk, costs, and
management—especially the ones in heavily regulated industries. Too often, they want to know the
results a priori—before they invest.
Take financial services firms, for example. Too many collect data as a byproduct of their transactions—
not the core product that makes up their business and differential value in the world. They respond to new
regulations and news of security breaches by adding ever more belts and suspenders (that continue to
fail)—aggressively conservative.
We may be standing at the brink of Ray Kurzweil’s singularity, a moment when artificial
superintelligence changes the trajectory of human history forever. As we accelerate into that future, tech
companies in Silicon Valley have embraced a data gold rush.
Yet too many legacy companies are still optimizing for pennies when facing a potentially existential
crisis.
There’s an AI maturity model at work in the world today.
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At level one, companies run AI programs that drive operational efficiency. These are the “dabblers,”
companies that drive tens of billions in revenues a year and save a couple million using AI to automate
tasks previously done by employees.
At level two, companies run AI programs to drive significant earnings or revenue impact. These are the
“practitioners,” like Farmers Insurance and PayPal. They layer machine learning through their businesses
and use it to transform user experience and customer value.
At level three, companies run AI programs that drive industry change and transformation. This is the
domain of big tech—the “experts.” Facebook determines what we see in our feeds with AI. Apple uses AI
and AI chips to power marquee iPhone features like Face ID and Siri. Google, Amazon, and Microsoft
use a range of AI services such as machine learning, deep learning, and image recognition to run their
businesses and also sell them as products in their clouds to arm the rest of the world.
In a world where every company is a data company, the fast eat the slow. Level three AI companies, like
Amazon, are modern predators, consuming market value by feeding on legacy prey.
Change in market value.
JEDIDIAH YUEH
The timid too often obsess over data liabilities and risk bankrupting their companies, while the bold—
who pan for gold and strike it data rich—work aggressively to inherit the industries of the future.
You can’t focus on defense and expect to win the future. Leveraging data—in an ethical manner—has to
be at the heart of your company and product strategy. Collect, sift, then monetize.
Because in the end, data companies will reinvent the world.
Jedidiah Yueh is the bestselling author of Disrupt or Die. Prior to his book, he led two waves of
disruption in data management, first as founding CEO of Avamar (acquired by EMC in 2006
for $165 million), which pioneered data de-duplication. After Avamar, he founded Delphix,
which provides fast, secure data pipelines for over a third of the Fortune 100 for critical
programs such as leveraging AI services in the cloud. Yueh was designated a US Presidential
Scholar, graduated Phi Beta Kappa from Harvard, and has over 30 patents in data
management. You can contact him at jed@delphix.com and follow him @JedidiahYueh.
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The State of Machine Learning in Business Today
September 17, 2018
By Randy Bean
Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning, and Deep Learning are all topics of considerable interest
in news articles and industry discussions these days. However, to the average person or to senior business
executives and CEO’s, it becomes increasingly difficult to parse out the technical differences which
distinguish these capabilities. Business executives want to understand whether a technology or
algorithmic approach is going to improve business, provide for better customer experience, and generate
operational efficiencies such as speed, cost savings, and greater precision. Authors Barry Libert and
Megan Beck have recently observed that Machine Learning is a Moneyball Moment for Companies.
State of Machine Learning
I met last week with Ben Lorica, Chief Data Scientist at O’Reilly Media, and a co-host of the annual
O’Reilly Strata Data and AI Conferences. O’Reilly recently published their latest study, The State of
Machine Learning Adoption in the Enterprise. Noting that “machine learning has become more widely
adopted by business”, O’Reilly sought to understand the state of industry deployments on machine
learning capabilities, finding that 49% of organizations reported they were exploring or “just looking”
into deploying machine learning, while a slight majority of 51% claimed to be early adopters (36%) or
sophisticated users (15%). Lorica went on to note that firms identified a range of issues that make
deployment of machine learning capabilities an ongoing challenge. These issues included a lack of skilled
people, and ongoing challenges with lack of access to data in a timely manner.
For executives seeking to drive business value, distinguishing between AI, machine learning, and deep
learning presents a quandary, as these terms have become increasingly interchangeable in their usage.
Lorica helped clarify the distinctions between machine learning (people teach the model), deep learning
(a subset of machine learning characterized by layers of human-like “neural networks”) and AI (learn
from the environment). Or, as Bernard Marr aptly expressed it in his 2016 article What is the Difference
Between Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning, AI is “the broader concept of machines being able
to carry out tasks in a way that we would consider smart”, while machine learning is “a current
application of AI based around the idea that we should really just be able to give machines access to data
and let them learn for themselves”. What these approaches have in common is that machine learning,
deep learning, and AI have all benefited from the advent of Big Data and quantum computing power.
Each of these approaches relies upon access to data and powerful computing capacity.
Automating Machine Learning
Early adopters of machine learning are findings ways to automate machine learning by embedding
processes into operational business environments to drive business value. This is enabling more effective
and precise learning and decision-making in real-time. Firms like GEICO, through capabilities such as
their GEICO Virtual Assistant, have made significant strides through the application of machine learning
into production processes. Insurance companies, as an example, may implement machine learning to
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enable the offering of insurance products based on fresh customer information. The more data the
machine learning model has access to, the more customized the proposed customer solution. In this
example, an insurance product offer is not predefined. Rather, using machine learning algorithms, the
underlying model is “scored” in real-time as the machine learning process gains access to fresh customer
data and learns continuously in the process. When a firm employs automated machine learning, these
models are then updated without human intervention since they are “constantly learning” based on the
very latest data.
Real-Time Decision Making
For businesses today, growth in data volumes and sources -- sensor, speech, images, audio, video -- will
continue to accelerate as data proliferates. As the volume and speed of data available through digital
channels continues to outpace manual decision-making, machine learning can be used to automate everincreasing streams of data and enable timely data-driven business decisions. Today, organizations can
infuse machine learning into core business processes that are connected with the firm’s data streams with
the objective of improving their decision-making processes through real-time learning.
Businesses that are at the forefront in the application of machine learning are using approaches such as
creating a “workbench” for data science innovation or providing a “governed path to production” which
enables “data stream model consumption”. Embedding machine learning into production processes will
help ensure timely and more accurate digital decision-making. Organizations can accelerate the rollout of
these platforms in ways that were not achievable in the past through techniques such as the Analytics
Workbench and a Run-Time Decision Framework. These techniques provide data scientists with an
environment that enables rapid innovation, and helps support increasing analytics workloads, while
leveraging the benefits of distributed Big Data platforms and a growing ecosystem of advanced analytics
technologies. A “run-time” decision framework provides an efficient path to automate into production
machine learning models that have been developed by data scientists in an analytics workbench.
Driving Business Value
Leaders in machine learning have been deploying “run-time” decision frameworks for years. What is new
today is that technologies have advanced to the point where machine learning capabilities can be
deployed at scale with greater speed and efficiency. These advances are enabling a range of new data
science capabilities including the acceptance of real-time decision requests from multiple channels while
returning optimized decision results, processing of decision requests in real-time through the execution of
business rules, scoring of predictive models and arbitrating among a scored decision set, scaling to
support thousands of requests per second, and processing responses from channels that are fed back into
models for model recalibration. Firms are deploying run-time decision frameworks with embedded and
scalable machine learning, and are achieving notable results:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Establishment of 90 use cases for a next-generation advanced analytics platform
Reduction of run time for analytics by more than 90%
Support for millions of decision requests per day
46% more leads measured versus a control group
$100M+ incremental annual revenue measured versus a control group.

This may sound like data science jargon, but firms are experiencing quantifiable business results. For
organizations seeking to compete on data, machine learning has reached the stage of providing a critical
business edge.
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How Fannie Mae is Creating a Modern Data Environment
August 30, 2018
By Randy Bean
It seems like it was only yesterday that a new breed of data-driven businesses arrived on the scene. In the
interceding years, a number of these firms – Amazon, Apple, Google, Facebook – have gone on to
achieve extraordinary market capitalizations, while challenging incumbent businesses whose market
dominance has lasted generations. The impact of this disruption is just beginning to be fully realized.
According to NewVantage Partners’ 2018 Executive Survey, published earlier this year, an overwhelming
majority (79.4%) of Fortune 1000 executives who were surveyed reported that they fear disruption from
agile, data-driven competitors. In addition, 54.4% of these executives stated that the inability to be nimble
and compete on data and analytics represented the biggest competitive threat facing their businesses
today. It is evident that Fortune 1000 companies have come to the realization that to compete in the
21st Century they must adapt to a new order where data-driven competitors with highly agile, data-savvy
business cultures are seizing the competitive initiative.
Fannie Mae’s Modern Data Initiative
Scott Richardson is Chief Data Officer of Fannie Mae, which is formally known as The Federal National
Mortgage Association (FNMA). Founded in 1938 as part of the New Deal, the mission of Fannie Mae has
been to provide liquidity, stability, and affordability to the U.S. housing market. Like most longstanding
corporations, Fannie Mae has legacy environments characterized by data silos. This circumstance makes
it challenging and expensive to access high quality data in a timely manner. In a world of increasingly
data-driven competitors, firms like Fannie Mae face the challenge of making the transition to agile, more
flexible and responsive data environments or running the risk of competitive disadvantage.
Hired by Henry Cason, Fannie Mae’s visionary first Chief Data Officer, Richardson joined their recently
formed Enterprise Data organization in 2014 after spending over a dozen years at Capital One. Unlike its
traditional banking competitors, Capital One forged a name for itself since its founding in 1988 by
employing advanced data and analytics techniques to revolutionize the credit card industry and
demonstrate how a leading financial services firm could compete on data and analytics. Data and
analytics had been in the founding DNA and lifeblood of Capital One from its inception. Richardson, who
had been instrumental in creating Capital One’s first enterprise data warehouse, hoped to bring that same
data-driven mindset to transform Fannie Mae into becoming a more data-driven competitor.
Along with his colleague Kevin Bates, a Fannie Mae veteran and neuroscientist by training, and a highly
capable data governance, development, and operations team, they sought to undertake a wholesale data
transformation to create what they describe as a “modern data infrastructure” supported by “industrial
scale data”. To achieve this ambitious objective, Fannie Mae needed to build a centralized data operation.
And to realize such an ambitious undertaking, they asked for and received CEO and Management
Committee sponsorship. The goal of this effort would be to establish a centralized data function where
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they could manage data to a high-level of quality, consistency, and timeliness across the enterprise. “The
right data, with the right quality, at the right time”, as Richardson puts it.
Reducing the Cycle Time to Data Analytics
Borrowing from the Development Operations (DevOps) movement, which was created to ensure
automation and monitoring that shortens development cycles and deployment frequencies, Richardson
and Bates are following a DataOps methodology to reduce the cycle time for the firm’s data analytics,
from data preparation through reporting. From a process and methodology perspective, DataOps applies
Agile software development, DevOps, and the statistical process control used in lean manufacturing, to
data analytics. As they describe it, Fannie Mae’s new data platform is now “managing data with the same
level of criticality as developing applications”. Foundational to their approach is a common data model,
an Agile methodology aligned to a single governing model, and modular architecture designed to
“automate everything that you can”.
One step Fannie Mae has taken to achieve their DataOps capability has been to deploy a dynamic data
platform that accelerates data flow through the automation of data movement and self-service. By
accelerating the testing of a major common securitization platform environment, Fannie Mae could
refresh and restore its test data environment in a matter of minutes with an immediate reduction of 28
days of cycle processing. This drove significantly faster testing cycles for a very complex technology and
process transformation effort, and has enabled Fannie Mae to support loan origination and servicing
activities for its partners and customers with greater flexibility. Data flow solutions from firms such
as Delphix have been deployed by Fannie Mae and a number of leading financial services firms as they
seek to transform and virtualize their data development environment.
Business Adoption Key to Success
For firms that undertake ambitious data transformation initiatives, there is a common recognition that
changing behaviors in a legacy culture requires time and patience. The process should be thought of as a
journey. Companies that are successful focus on quick wins and demonstrate incremental progress.
Richardson and Bates cite the value of “pushing value into production at least monthly”. They describe
their effort as the culmination of a multi-year process. Noting initial wins in the early days of the
transformation effort, they cite these wins as a critical factor in establishing positive momentum. One of
the innovations that Fannie Mae instituted was to establish a community of Business Data Officers, to
ensure that data is fully owned and cared for by business leaders, and that new initiatives consider the
creation, ongoing quality, and effective usage of data from the outset.
Today, Fannie Mae has established a modern data environment characterized by near real-time updates,
which results in a richer and more granular real-time customer experience. “Data is now viewed as a
business asset” noted Richardson. He continues, “We are engaged in thinking about business strategy
through the lens of furthering our mission and improving the customer experience with data”. Bates adds,
Fannie Mae is now “encouraging experimentation at scale with data”, with the result that the company
now has the means as well as an “appetite for reimagining new businesses and business processes”.
Iteration and learning fast -- this is what it means to compete on data and analytics in the competitive Era
of Big Data.
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Will Blockchain Transform Healthcare?
August 8, 2018
By Randy Bean
The Wall Street Journal recently noted that the United States “will soon spend close to 20% of its GDP”
on healthcare. While it might not be possible to address the rising costs of healthcare in the immediate
future, there are steps that can be taken to address issues of customer service and efficiency to improve
the overall healthcare experience, while ensuring the protection of customer privacy. In recent months,
there has been a flurry of excitement about the role that blockchain technology might play in the longterm transformation of U.S. healthcare.
I recently spoke with a few individuals who are deeply conversant in the challenges facing healthcare and
how solutions like blockchain can be brought to bear. John Halamka is Chief Information Officer of
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston, a Harvard University teaching hospital, a position that
he has held since 1998. He also held the position of CIO for Harvard Medical School from 2001 through
2012. Halamka recently assumed responsibility as Editor-in-Chief of the new academic
journal, Blockchain in Healthcare Today. In the inaugural issue, published in March of this year, Halamka
proclaimed his manifesto, “As the Editor-in-Chief of Blockchain in Healthcare Today, my goal is to
publish high-quality opinion pieces and research papers about use cases that really require blockchain”.
Halamka continued, “Just using blockchain in healthcare because it's cool does not make sense”.
Halamka knows of what he speaks. In his Journal call to action, Halamka goes on to note, “In 2017, I
worked on several production blockchain applications, so I have a sense what works and what does not.
Blockchain is not meant for storage of large data sets. Blockchain is not an analytics platform. Blockchain
has very slow transactional performance. However, as a tamperproof public ledger, blockchain is ideal for
proof of work. Blockchain is highly resilient”. I asked Halamka about what he sees as the greatest
healthcare challenges where blockchain could make a difference. Noting that blockchain is ideal for
ensuring data integrity where control is decentralized, Halamka cites three prominent opportunities:
•

Medical Records. When a medical record is generated and signed, it can be written to the
blockchain, which will provide absolute proof and confidence that a medical record cannot be
changed. The integrity of the medical record is ensured. The same concept can be applied to
clinical trials. This has impact in legal cases as well where the integrity of the medical record is
pivotal.

•

Consent management. In the current healthcare environment where every state has different
privacy and consent regulations, blockchain could be used to record patient consent for purposes
of data sharing. Any party seeking to exchange medical data about a patient could check the
blockchain for permission to do so.

•

Micropayments. The idea that patients might be incented is gaining traction. If a patient follows
a care plan, keeps their appointments and stays healthy, there might be rewards offered through
the blockchain. Similarly, patients might be rewarded for contributing their data to clinical trials
and clinical research using the same approach.
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Tory Cenaj, founder and publisher of Blockchain in Healthcare Today, adds, “Blockchain technology can
elevate care excellence, and enhance the participation of owning one's health and data”. Greg Matthews,
whose mission is data-centered innovation in healthcare, and is creator of MDigitalLife, a platform for
tracking digital trends in healthcare, offers an additional perspective, “Blockchain could make the biggest
impact in healthcare in enabling health outcomes that take a 360° view of the patient’s genetic profile,
their demographic and socioeconomic status, the behaviors that impact their health, and their response to
different treatments or combinations of treatments”. Matthews continues, “This data exists today in one
form or another, but can be tremendously difficult to stitch together at an individual level. Blockchain can
enable “profile stitching”, and do so in such a way that the patient’s identity is protected”.
A Blockchain Future?
Halamka observes how blockchain is ideally suited to addressing the challenge of decentralization of
medical data. “Most healthcare data is centralized at the level of a corporation, healthcare facility or
government registry” notes Halamka. “Blockchain is decentralized and therefore not impacted by the
behavior of any one organization. In the future we might see blockchain as a component of a system in
which patients serve as stewards of their own data, rather than relying on any central source”. Matthews
concurs, “We haven’t been able to aggregate patient data in one place and secure it so that only the patient
has control of it and can make decisions who they want to share it with”.
Matthews envisions a future where blockchain would play an integral role in healthcare
improvement. He observes, “By using blockchain in combination with AI and machine learning, we
should be able to discover potential solutions to health problems that are devastating to us today”.
Matthews continues, “The dream of personalized medicine looked like an almost-insurmountable problem
10 years ago because of technical challenges in linking data types and using them to find patterns across
massive amounts of data. Today, the dream is more threatened by the harm that personalized medicine
could do if the data and insights it yields were improperly used”. He concludes, “Blockchain could be at
the foundation of the solution, with the patient having ultimate control over their data and how it’s used”.
Halamka remains cautious however. He notes that technical challenges pose obstacles to the adoption of
blockchain initiatives in healthcare. “It’s slow, it’s awkward to use, the number of steps required to get
and put data to blockchain are numerous and complex”. There is hope though. “There are emerging
“blockchain-as-a-service” products that attempt to solve these problems, but they are very early” observes
Halamka.
Matthews and Cenaj note that, in addition to these technical challenges, there are significant cultural
obstacles that stand in the way of blockchain adoption as well. “Regulation, policy, and legacy practices
hinder the US from assuming a leadership role. Shareholder value does not equal patient value. It may
take 10-15 years unless policy changes are implemented rapidly”, comments Cenaj. Matthews remarks,
“Until we have a policy change at the highest levels of government, I don’t think that blockchain will be
more than a point-solution for data security. I am convinced however that when we do finally have clarity
on who owns patient data, transformation in personalized medicine could happen fast”.
In spite of his pragmatism and caution, Halamka is optimistic about the future of blockchain in healthcare.
“There are production applications in healthcare using blockchain now, and they will become more
commonplace over the next year. Like any innovation, we’ll go through a hype phase, a disappointment
phase and eventually achieve broad adoption. Expect three years before there is universal adoption of
blockchain related products”. If Halamka is correct, we could see blockchain driving healthcare
transformation sooner than expected.
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Farmers Accelerates Its Time to Impact with AI
August 1, 2018
By Thomas H. Davenport and Randy Bean
Insurance, which is an industry made up of data, transactions, and decisions, is one of the industries that
is most likely to be affected by artificial intelligence (AI). Farmers Insurance, the California-based
insurer, intends to apply the technology aggressively to its business. AI projects have proliferated around
the company over the past few years, and now its leaders are viewing AI as an enterprise capability and
are organizing to allow for greater impact.
AI is being used in a wide variety of use cases at Farmers. A recent Wall Street Journal article, for
example, described the use of AI-based image recognition in the automobile insurance claims process at
the company. Chatbots and other natural language processing-based tools are being used in contact
centers. The potential of machine learning algorithms is being explored as part of the insurer’s s usagebased insurance program, called Signal. The company is also using automated machine learning tools to
develop better predictive models. Robotic process automation—although some at Farmers aren’t sure it
qualifies as AI—is being tested to automate back-office digital processes.
As at many organizations, the initial AI projects at Farmers were fragmented around the company, with
little coordination. This led to the early adoption of multiple different tools and vendor relationships—
sometimes for a similar purpose. Now, however, Farmers has developed a variety of coordination
mechanisms to ensure a well-managed enterprise rollout of AI. One key mechanism is the AI Council, for
which there are both business and IT versions. The business AI Council considers new use case
proposals, which is the initial way to consider a project. The business units themselves do not lead with
AI, but rather with the problem to be solved—if AI surfaces as a means to accomplish the desired
business objective then the use case is routed to the council.
In the IT AI Council, the primary focus has been on identifying enterprise tools, vendors, and data. In
some cases, Farmers works with “insurtech” vendors on vertical solutions for use cases like analyzing
customer verbatims with machine learning models. In other cases, for example in the development of
chatbots, they use their own resources to develop solutions using widely available platforms like
Amazon’s Lex. Katie Meyers, Farmers Chief Data Officer, told us that Farmers plans to develop a series
of rationalized platforms in key areas of AI with an objective of progressing individual AI initiatives to a
mature aggregate capability.
The IT organization’s AI Council has categorized AI projects in terms of their stage of implementation—
with an eye toward moving beyond pilots and proofs of concept to production. The projects are in three
categories:
•

Discovery—considering the project or technology, assessing viability, light experimentation;

•

Pilot—formal experimentation;

•

Production (or on the highway to it)—full implementation of system and related processes.
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Meyers notes that there are quite a few projects in the production category, although some involve
relatively simple AI technologies like chatbots. At least 50% of their projects are in the discovery phase,
with the expectation that the pipeline will be continuously replenished as additional business use cases are
brought forward and technology improves.
In terms of the impact of AI on human workers, Farmers has an enterprise philosophy of augmentation,
rather than employee displacement. Meyers stated,
We see the power of AI as being the machine working in tandem with employees. How do we use human
skills where they are of most benefit to the customer? We are not focused on replacing people. Human
interaction plays a huge part in our business and customer relationships.
There are already some examples at Farmers of how AI is enhancing human jobs rather than replacing
them. In contact centers, for example, chatbots are freeing up representatives from answering the most
repetitive and basic calls. Supervisors in contact centers have historically used relatively simple tools to
support the development and performance management of people who take calls. They listened in on calls
for opportunities for improvement but only had time to review a fraction of a service advocate’s calls.
Their goal in the QA exercise would be to figure out what reps needed to do differently—when are they
making offers effectively, or using high-effort language requiring work by the customer.
Now an NLP system converts all speech recordings from calls to text. Supervisors can look at 100% of
calls if necessary, but the AI system automatically identifies problematic language and interactions. As a
result, supervisors can do much more effective and informed coaching with the call reps.
Dexter Johnson, who heads strategy for Farmers Service Operations, says that supervisors now have jobs
that are substantially more data-oriented than in the past. He notes:
We want our service advocates to make it easy for customers to do business with Farmers. So we are
particularly focused on avoiding high-effort language. The supervisors have a dashboard that monitors
high effort language for them. They can tell how many of those high effort calls there are, compare their
team to other teams, look at individual members of the team, and listen to either problematic or
particularly good calls with the rep to give them some coaching. It’s already had a big impact on our
service levels.
Johnson doesn’t envision a time when AI-based agents handle all customer interactions. Humans, he
notes, are better at making a personal connection with customers than machines—and he expects that will
be true for a long time. For relatively simple transactions, he says, customers seem to prefer machines for
their speed and 24/7 availability. But for more complex issues like understanding coverage, or explaining
why a premium changed, there will need to be an element of discussion with people. That’s a division of
labor among humans and machines that benefits both employees and customers.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can follow
him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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Time to Value: The Currency of Data Operations
June 24, 2018
By Randy Bean
Business executives at mainstream corporations are quickly grasping a central premise that executives of
data-driven companies have well understood -- the speed with which the enterprise can get value from its
data matters. And, it matters a lot. Accelerating that timeframe, or improving on time to value, is or
should be a core focus of any Chief Data Officer. As Mark Clare, former Chief Data Officer of HSBC’s
and JP Morgan Chase’s retail divisions expressed it, “This is about speed and cost. Both are key
requirements. Speed to market, and speed to value.”
Accelerating speed to market can be challenging enough, but when it is executed at the scale of data that
corporate enterprises manage, the process can seem impossible. As Clare describes it, “I had oversight
across numerous markets and hundreds of data sources.” In his efforts to fuel his firm’s insights, he was
operating at a scale that was daunting. Clare continues, “At that time, both technology and legacy, manual
processes wouldn’t scale to the challenge.” As a result, Clare had to forge his own approaches so that he
could deliver timely results while he waited for the technology landscape to catch up. Solving the huge
demand for analytics drawn from vast amounts of data sources while delivering insights in time to be
actionable, is a core challenge for enterprises that seek to compete with agile, data-driven competitors.
Chief Data Officers like Clare are turning to new approaches and technologies to tackle parts of the
problem. These executives are learning that iterative, agile tactics yield the most dividends.
Next generation data engineering technologies and processes are part of the emerging Data Operations, or
DataOps movement. The DataOps movement is about enabling organizations to deliver more
comprehensive data to their business analysts and decision makers. This is done by applying some of the
same techniques employed by the DevOps movement in software engineering to the disciplines of data
modeling and data engineering. As Clare expains it, “DataOps really excites me because it creates
formality around how to be a lean, agile data organization.” Interestingly, a recent survey noted that 73%
of companies are planning to invest in DataOps initiatives to support their Artificial lntelligence (AI) and
machine learning initiatives. The survey went on to indicate that a similar percentage of firms intended to
hire professionals with DataOps skills as they seek to automate all aspects of data engineering.
Clare believes that DataOps represents the future. During his time at one large financial services firm,
Clare undertook what was expected to be a multi-year project and delivered it in one quarter of that time
by adopting an agile approach which streamlined processes through automation and agility. This enabled
the business to deliver actionable insights across lines of business, and helped the enterprise optimize
costs and increase revenue opportunities. The business benefits are clear. Today, DataOps practices are
being used to accelerate the time that it takes to realize business value for a range of business activities.
One example of how DataOps is having a business impact is in the transformation of fraud detection with
consumer credit cards. Executives understand that fraud detection is an essential capability, but
implementing a fraud detection system that doesn’t offend or inconvenience customers can be difficult.
Denial of a credit card payment, or shutting down a credit card, represents a massive consumer
inconvenience, with the result that customers may change banks in response. Banks that invest heavily
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in rules-based approaches to fraud detection may only see when certain rules are violated, without having
a complete picture of the consumer’s pattern of spending. If a bank uses a set of rules to approve credit
transactions, rather than employing dynamic analytics that are based on actual spending patterns, the
result can be a bad outcome and an unhappy customer. As Andy Palmer, CEO of the DataOps firm Tamr
puts it, “DataOps technologies look at the data itself to understand the data, rather than rely solely on
declarative rules which may not be flexible enough to handle heterogeneity or ambiguity.”
Clare recalls an example drawn from personal experience. In 2010, while on a business trip, he learned
that an Apple store had a received a limited inventory of new iPads. He purchased the device, but by the
time he had reached the door he’d received a phone call and text message from his bank notifying him
that his credit card had been shut off. While this transaction may not have made sense when viewed from
the vantage point of being a large electronics purchase in a foreign city, when taken in the context of his
total purchase and business travel history, it wasn’t out of line. DataOps presents an alternative. If the
bank had engineered a system which dynamically incorporated new data to generate insights about Clare
from his spending, rather than checking his transaction against static rules, it would not have needed to
send a text alert, call his phone or lock his account, leading to a much better customer experience. By
focusing on engineering repeatable, reliable and dynamic analytics, rather than static rules, enterprises are
able to create a better picture. That engineering challenge is difficult, but embracing DataOps
technologies and processes will allow firms to automate as many processes to create better analytics
pipelines In this case, dynamic customer spend analytics reduce fraud detection friction with customers,
in turn reducing churn.
DataOps approaches enable enterprises to derive value quickly and efficiently from their data assets. In
the example of consumer spending, real-time resolution is the target outcome. As a result of more
efficient and accurate data preparation and data integration, organizations can finally begin to rapidly
address real consumer needs that accelerate the time in which it takes to deliver business value.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can contact
him at rbean@newvantage.com and follow him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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How FinTech Initiatives Are Driving Financial Services
Innovation
July 10, 2018
By Randy Bean
It was on this date, July 11, in the year 1804 in Weehawken, New Jersey, that Alexander Hamilton,
architect of the American financial system, met his fate at the hands of Aaron Burr. Some would argue
that the financial services industry has changed very little since then. Change has some slowly to financial
services, and innovation has proceeded at an evolutionary, some would say glacial, pace. That may be
changing however. Recent decades have born witness to the introduction of technology solutions that
have accelerated the transformation of consumer experience. Technological advancements such as the
Automated Teller Machine (ATM), online banking and bill payment, and mobile banking have enhanced
consumer experience in banking and payments, while alleviating costs, increasing convenience, and
streamlining processes. The shock of the great recession, coupled with the emergence of new technology
applications in self-service, online and mobile banking, machine learning, Big Data, and artificial
intelligence (AI) may now be sowing the seeds of financial services disruption.
Fear of disruption is a growing concern for financial services firms. A 2018 executive survey found that
nearly 80% of top executives feared that their firms were at risk of disruption and displacement from
highly agile, data-driven competitors. Three quarters of the executive respondents represented the largest
financial services firms. This rising fear of disruption and potential displacement can be attributed in part
to the increasing threat of encroachment coming from the big tech giants – Amazon, Google, Facebook,
and Apple. I explored this threat in a Forbes article written last fall, Financial Services Disruption:
Gradually And Then Suddenly. There is a new and additional threat as well. As consumers grow to expect
greater customization and personalization of their financial services experience, a new wave of innovators
is opening up a more expansive vision for financial services. Much of the innovation in financial services
these days is being driven by a new set of entrants -- FinTech startups.
The Emergence of FinTech
FinTech (short for Financial Technology) can be characterized as the movement to bring transformative
and disruptive innovation to financial services through the application of new and emerging technologies
which address consumer needs through automation. Due to factors including consolidation in the financial
services industry and regulatory constraints, financial services firms may find themselves constrained
from being able to focus their energies on innovation initiatives. FinTech startups have the advantage of
not being encumbered by legacy systems and processes. As a result, FinTech firms are generally able to
move faster and develop solutions that compete directly with traditional methods of delivering financial
services. With customer acquisition costs high, and regulatory hurdles to overcome, financial services
firms are faced with a choice whether to build their own capabilities or seek out FinTech partners to help
drive innovation initiatives. This opening has provided an opportunity for FinTech firms to provide new
applications either directly to customers, or in partnership with large financial services institutions. Large
institutions must consider how they can move quickly to address consumer needs in an industry on the
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cusp of change, either through partnerships, acquisition, or internal initiatives. Most firms are taking a
hybrid approach.
Jean Donnelly is executive director of FinTech Sandbox, a non-profit innovation center that was
established in Boston in March 2015 with the mission of bringing to market the latest technologies that
will transform financial services. According to Ms. Donnelly, “FinTech Sandbox helps startups obtain
critical data to build and test products. We have a network of over 37 data and infrastructure partners (and
growing) who will give access to their premium products to startups we work with to develop and test
their applications”. Ms. Donnelly continues, “We also help get the best solutions in front of our financial
institution partners, to explore opportunities for partnership, proof of concept engagements, as well as
investment opportunities”. Ms. Donnelly notes that sponsors of FinTech Sandox include leaders in market
data, technology infrastructure, and financial services that seek to explore the innovative solutions that
FinTech startups are developing. Among the sponsors of FinTech Sandbox are financial services stalwarts
such as Fidelity Investments, Franklin Templeton, Thomson Reuters, and State Street Corporation.
FinTech Sandbox is also collaborating with startup accelerators such as MassChallenge on a new
initiative announced last week that will match later-stage FinTech startups with industry leaders. The
initiative is intended to accelerate the development of products and service solutions that have the
potential to transform financial services.
Innovation at the Edge
The current FinTech universe encompasses startup firms in addition to initiatives coming from within
established financial services incumbents, many of whom have launched Innovation Centers or
Excellence. Capital One has been an innovator in financial services for several decades based on the
application of data-driven analytics. Cap One has operated a Big Data Lab for several years now as it
seeks to continue to apply innovative technologies and approaches to its business. The maturity of
FinTech initiatives vary. My colleague Tom Davenport and I have written about AI and machine learning
solutions from incumbent firms including Morgan Stanley and Charles Schwab, both of whom have been
at the forefront of data and AI-driven financial services innovation in recent years.
A continued topic of debate revolves around who is in the best position to innovate in financial services,
and whether that is large incumbents or FinTech startups. FinTech firms have the advantage of not being
encumbered by legacy systems and processes, and can therefore move faster to develop custom solutions.
Firms like PayPal, Square, and Lending Club are examples of FinTech startups that have successfully
grown into leading market competitors. Manish Gupta is founder and CEO of Corridor Platforms, an
integrated credit risk management platform which has been designed to enable real-time credit
underwriting and customer management. Mr. Gupta was formerly the executive vice president and global
head responsible for information management and data products, Big Data, and advanced decisioning at
American Express. Mr. Gupta observes, “FinTech companies are better suited to initiate disruption by
innovating and improving key drivers in an established financial value chain. They can be more agile,
focused, and unencumbered by legacy issues like fixed cost, old infrastructure, and technology”. Gupta
cites the example of marketplace lenders who have improved customer experience through the generation
of multiple counter offers in real-time. He further notes that the initial disruption caused by FinTech
startups can accelerate the innovation in established companies and make them rethink their own structure
and partnerships. “A mix of FinTech energy and long-term experience from established companies
elevate the overall value proposition and value chain” says Gupta.
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The Future of FinTech
What does the future hold for FinTech? AI, machine learning, and Big Data are becoming central to
FinTech solutions as firms look to new areas of financial services innovation. One area that is ripe for
innovation is marketplace lending. Ash Gupta, former Chief Risk Officer and President of Global Credit
Risk for American Express, notes, “Fintech and digital lenders have created new excellence in customer
experience and have permanently changed customer expectations with regards to speed of credit
decisioning and the choice and flexibility available with regards to range of offers and prices”. Recent
examples of FinTech firms that have found opportunities to innovate include:
•

Quantopian – A community of over 100,000 quant users sharing a platform where they can
develop and share algorithms and trade them in the market;

•

Kensho – An AI engine focused on putting data and analytics at the fingertips of non-technical
users to bring data science to a larger financial services audience;

•

Elsen – A high performance computing engine that can take the complex models for hedge funds
and traders and process results in minutes.

Financial technology provides a foundation for financial services innovation and transformation, yet firms
still must overcome the final barriers and roadblocks to widespread business adoption – cultural change.
Nearly two-thirds of executives state that business adoption remains a challenge, yet only 1 in 5
executives say that technology represents the barrier to successful adoption. With 4 out of 5 executives
pointing to cultural challenges -- people and process -- as the principle barriers to business adoption,
financial services firms will continue to face challenges as they seek to leverage FinTech solutions to
stave off agile, data-driven competitors.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can contact
him at rbean@newvantage.com and follow him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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Getting to Trusted Data Via AI, Machine Learning & Blockchain
June 17, 2018
By Randy Bean
Establishing trust in data is an essential requirement for businesses and entities for whom credible,
reliable information is the lifeblood. As enterprises seek to manage data as an asset, it becomes
increasingly vital that data sources are trusted and verifiable.
I wrote a few weeks ago about the MIT initiative to establish a framework for trusted data, and the
resulting position paper, “Towards an Internet of Trusted Data: A New Framework for Identity and Data
Sharing”. The authors highlight the criticality and need for “trustworthy, auditable data provenance”
where “systems must automatically track every change that is made to data, so it is auditable and
completely trustworthy”. One of the key recommendations of the study was to improve the process and
quality of data sharing. One suggestion was to move the algorithm to the data, explaining “The concept
here is to perform the algorithm (i.e. query) execution at the location of data (referred to as the datarepository). This implies that raw-data should never leave its repository, and access to it is controlled by
the repository/data owner”.
Tom Dunlap has been at the center of issues of data trust, standardization, and normalization for well over
a decade. Dunlap most recently served as a managing director at Goldman Sachs, where he was global
head of enterprise data strategy and reference data operations during his seventeen-year tenure with the
firm. Among other responsibilities, Dunlap served on Goldman Sachs operations data digitization council
and financial reform steering group. He also serves as a member of the Financial Research Advisory
Committee at the US Treasury Department’s Office of Financial Research.
From his catbird seat at the heart of the action in financial services, Dunlap developed some informed
perspectives on issues of data trust and data reliability. He sees the financial services industry progressing
on a path to enriched data quality and reliability. Dunlap notes, “From the top on down, financial services
firms are viewing data as a corporate asset, where data is seen as being foundational to achieving not only
compulsory needs with regulatory reporting, but also as improving the client experience and enabling
commercial initiatives”. Dunlap sites as an example the introduction of Legal Entity Identifier (LEI),
which is being employed by financial services firms to manage systemic risk. In addition, financial
services firms are tracking data lineage and definitions of data, with the result that data can be traced from
production through consumption, to accurately understand the points at which data is being used and how
that data is being transformed during its lifecycle. The result, notes Dunlap, is that “data can now be
trusted, and verified, from the source, with fewer data quality problems being experienced”. The benefit
is that higher levels of data quality translate into faster time-to-market for activities including product
profiling and pricing, and faster trade executions. The net result is that client experience has improved.
As data has proliferated, so have the variety of new data types under review, including what are known as
“unstructured” data sources. Examples would include documents, pictures, texts, and other free-form
images. It is in addressing the challenges of managing unstructured data that Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and machine learning are enabling breakthroughs. Dunlap cites the example of “derivative contracts”,
where formats may differ across financial institutions. AI and machine learning capabilities can be used to
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look within documents to automatically detect key data elements, such as legal entity names and
economic terms. Firms are applying AI and machine learning to search for these data points, perform
language translations as needed, match Legal Entity Identifiers, and load the resulting output into
categories that have been assigned predictive levels of completeness and accuracy, which are usually
quite high. Over time, AI and machine learning algorithms become very good at knowing what key data
attributes to look for, where to bucket these attributes across workflows, and delivering recommendations
on data enrichment. The result is that data capture and matching processes which had taken a full day to
complete have now been reduced to a matter of minutes, even seconds in some instances.
Blockchain offers an alternative model to access data and a different way to imbue trust in data quality.
David Shrier has been a trailblazer in the movement to establish trusted data. In addition to serving on the
MIT commission which produced the policy paper on trusted data, Shrier is a lecturer and futurist with
MIT Media Lab, an advisory member to the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA), and an
associate fellow at Oxford University, where he is engaged in the delivery of global online Fintech and
Blockchain initiatives through Oxford Fintech and Oxford Blockchain Strategy. Shrier observes,
“Blockchain is a completely different kind of database, one with the potential for greater transparency
into the data for multi-stakeholder environments, and greater cyber-resilience if certain types of
Blockchain and other technology are combined”. He continues, “The old-school concepts of data lake,
data warehouse, and data mart still rely on the concept of having a centralized database which provides
for a single point of failure and an attractive attack surface for hackers”.
Shrier goes on to note, “We are just beginning to explore the potential of Blockchain to help transform
society. Blockchain has given birth to a new model of funding, of distributed capital formation, for
businesses called ICOs (initial coin offerings). This is particularly important in Europe, for example,
where today 70% of the funding for businesses relies on banks. In the US, most innovation funding is
concentrated in Silicon Valley, and ICO’s hold the potential to democratize innovation funding if the
regulators don’t shut it down”. He continues, “Consumers can have better digital identity, lower cost
financial services, new employment and community models, better control over their assets, and more,
through Blockchain systems”. Shrier concludes, “It’s still very early in the development of applications
for consumers. In 1994 internet tech, we had no conception of Airbnb or Uber, and I think we’re in a
similar stage with Blockchain technology”.
The biggest issues surrounding the use of personal data today come from not knowing where this data is
stored, who is looking at it, or what is being done with this information. While the new European data
protection law, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), begins to address these issues, there is
still a need to provide technology infrastructure that will enable trusted data sharing. Blockchain
approaches, as described in the MIT Trust Data initiative, provide a path to a trusted data framework
which can ensure:
•

more secure personal information

•

better access to data through a personal data store

•

an unchangeable audit trail of who’s done what with personal information.

Shrier reflects in conclusion, “Society as a whole can benefit from more reliable, distributed data and
information. In this era of fake news and state actor interference in elections, creating technology-driven
trust offers the potential to restore faith in our shared institutions”.
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Understanding Blockchain 101: Untangling Myth from Reality
June 6, 2018
By Randy Bean
Blockchain is the latest business and technology Holy Grail du jour. It is this year’s Artificial Intelligence
or Big Data – both now “so yesterday” when measured by fervor. I recently wrote in this space
about How Blockchain is Impacting Healthcare and Life Sciences Today. Clearly, there is great potential,
and with this come great expectations.
Blockchain holds the promise of creating new levels of data trust, while providing a shared history of
activity (“a ledger)”. Blockchain can improve the efficiency and reliability of transactions and exchanges
of data between multiple parties, and can track the flow of activity and actions taken upon that data. In a
time of unregulated and ungoverned data usage and exchange, Blockchain holds the potential to introduce
a historic record of activity leading to greater data veracity.
I recently hosted an executive roundtable breakfast on the topic of Blockchain in Healthcare and Life
Sciences. The breakfast drew Chief Data Officers, Chief Analytics Officer, Chief Information Officers,
and senior data science executives from firms including Aetna, Alexion, Astellas, Cigna, CVS, Partners
HealthCare, and Takeda among others. These executives shared their excitement, and some skepticism,
over opportunities to apply Blockchain to issues of traceability and lineage in areas such as clinical trials,
health information exchanges, and to combat counterfeit pharmaceuticals.
Two summers ago, in July 2016, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) hosted a working group
session in Cambridge, MA, in response to a call to action at that time from the then White House
Commission on Cybersecurity. MIT Connection Science, organizers of the working group, published a
summary whitepaper entitled Towards an Internet of Trusted Data: A New Framework for Identity and
Data Sharing. The 2016 MIT discussions sought to understand Blockchain in the context of the larger
economic and societal transformation, as we have moved from an industrial economy to an informationbased economy over the course of the past half century. This information economy is increasingly
characterized by digital interactions based on online data and transactions. As data has proliferated (Big
Data), so too has the need to manage, distribute, govern, access, and utilize data, in a secure, protected,
and trusted manner. It is within this context that Blockchain has emerged as a potential solution.
Yet, for all of the promise and potential represented by Blockchain, there remains a critical gap in both
understanding and execution. I attended an industry program last fall in New York which featured a
discussion of how Blockchain might be a factor in disrupting the financial services industry. At the
conclusion of the discussion, the panel moderator commented, “Well, I still don’t understand
Blockchain”. From my experience, this reaction is not uncommon. Understanding the role and application
of Blockchain remains a challenge for many executives, both business and technical, who seek to grasp
the significance and potential business impact of Blockchain to their organizations.
One obstacle to understanding Blockchain is that explanations can come across to some as sounding
highly technical or “architectural” in nature, making it difficult for non-technical executives to understand
how Blockchain may be relevant. Executives want to know how Blockchain will translate into business
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value and business benefits? Will it make my organization and our data more usable, reliable, safer, or
more dependable? What will be the business impact of Blockchain? Why will Blockchain matter? For
Blockchain to take hold, the rest of us non-specialists will need to develop a richer understanding and
appreciation of what Blockchain is and is not, what it can do and what it cannot do.
This gap in understanding Blockchain is matched by a current gap in execution as well. A recently
published study from Gartner Group confirms that only 1% of the 3,138 Chief Information Officers
(CIO’s) who were surveyed had already “invested and deployed” Blockchain initiatives. Further, no more
than 22% of CIO’s reported any type of “planning or experimentation” with Blockchain. An
overwhelming majority of the CIO’s who were surveyed (77%) reported “no interest in the technology
and/or no action planned to invest or develop it”. A further breakdown indicates that 43% of CIO’s report
that Blockchain is “on the radar, but no action planned”, while 34% of CIO’s report “no interest” at all in
deploying Blockchain. Clearly, the execution gap is real today. Nonetheless, Gartner strongly cautioned
that companies that ignore Blockchain do so at their own peril.
Since the MIT working session of 2016, fears relating to data security, data leaks, and rampant data
misuse have moved from theoretical threats to daily realities, as can be attested by the most cursory
review of the news. The timing for Blockchain might never be more urgent than now, but organizations
must chart a course to experiment and innovate around the edges, establishing Centers of Excellence,
Innovation Labs, or consortiums to validate the promise of Blockchain. Ultimately these efforts will lead
to wider adoption, as organizations address both the technology and cultural challenges that represent an
obstacle to any new technology and business approach.
For now, Blockchain holds great promise. In the ensuing years, we will understand whether Blockchain
can fulfill its ambitious, and perhaps revolutionary, potential.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can contact
him at rbean@newvantage.com and follow him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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Feeding a Data-Hungry Organization at Charles Schwab
June 5, 2018
By Thomas H. Davenport and Randy Bean
Consumer financial services has long been one of the most data-intensive industries, and Charles Schwab
has long been a leader in it. It is one of the largest broker-dealer firms in the United States, with $3.36
trillion under management. It has also long been a leader in the use of technology as a way to improve
customer service, operational efficiency, and investing outcomes.
But this is no time for Schwab to rest on its laurels, and it certainly isn’t doing that. Based in San
Francisco, the firm is surrounded by digitally native firms at every turn. Its executives, employees,
investment advisors, and clients are acutely conscious of and hungry for data, analytics, and insights—
perhaps more so than in other financial firms based outside of the San Francisco Bay Area. As a result,
Schwab has made substantial investments in its digital, data, and analytics capabilities over the last
several years in order to satisfy these data-hungry stakeholders.
Schwab has been investing in several different areas. Several years ago its executives recognized they
needed more advanced analytical capabilities, an area headed by John Carter, SVP Analytics & Business
Insight. The group laid out a path to build out new data science capabilities, and hired a number of data
scientists.
At about the same time, Schwab felt that it needed to modernize its data environment and Andrew
Salesky was named head of Global Data. The Global Data Technology organization was also formed,
reporting to the CIO. This led to incorporating a Hadoop-based big data lake and other new technologies.
Salesky notes that Schwab, like any other organization wanting to do more with advanced analytics and
AI, needed to make some “long tailed” investments in its data. In terms of data integration and master
data management, the primary focus at Schwab has been on client data and developing consistent
enterprise definitions of key data assets.
One more major organizational change took place in 2017, the creation of a Chief Digital Officer position
(Neesha Hathi was named to the role). Under her leadership a Digital Services organization was created
to develop new digital capabilities.
Not all data, analytics, and artificial intelligence projects are included in these three groups—there is a
separate organization, for example, for compliance and fraud prevention analytics—but the great majority
of them are. The three groups described above have primary responsibility for customer and advisor
applications, and for making sense of the data they use and generate.
Artificial intelligence at Schwab is found primarily in customer service. Although the firm’s Intelligent
Portfolios “robo-advisor” offering employs some analytics to select and rebalance portfolios, Schwab’s
focus has never been stock-picking, either with AI-based or human expertise. Instead the company uses
machine learning and natural language processing (NLP) to provide some online services and
advice. According to Carter: “These techniques are used across the enterprise to provide clients with a
better customer experience and help us improve our operational efficiency. For example, when you reach
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our call center, our algorithms will use a wide range of data -- in real-time -- to deliver the most
appropriate information to our service representatives based on a client’s needs.”
Schwab also uses another form of NLP to understand customer concerns and satisfaction levels. The
company’s data scientists analyze unstructured data in the form of text, speech, social media, client
verbatim forms, and other sources in order to identify customer issues and opportunities. Schwab has long
been a user of the Net Promoter Score, and it relates unstructured data to the NPS scores and other
satisfaction measures that customers provide.
Schwab’s Digital Services organization is also examining other ways to use AI in customer interaction. It
already offers an Amazon Alexa skill that provides market updates, quotes, and the values of personalized
stock lists.
Digitally-driven innovation at Schwab has taken place for many years, but the company is pushing into
new areas. Schwab announced the creation of two digital accelerator hubs in Austin, TX and San
Francisco in 2018, which will be treated as startups and will have the goal of developing better digital
experiences for retail investors and advisors. With its headquarters near the heart of Silicon Valley in the
Bay Area, it seems likely that Schwab will continue to find innovative ways to make investing easier and
more successful with the help of data, analytics, and artificial intelligence.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can follow
him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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How Big Data Became "Big Bad Data"
April 25, 2018
By Randy Bean
Three years ago, in a May 2015 Wall Street Journal article entitled Tracing Some of Big Data’s Big
Paradoxes, I quoted Washington University in St. Louis Law Professor Neil M. Richards in summing up
the opportunities and challenges represented by Big Data, “Big Data will create winners and losers, and it
is likely to benefit the institutions who wield its tools over the individuals being mined, analyzed, and
sorted.”
Now, nearly three years later, the dark side of Big Data is dominating the headlines, and we can’t say that
we weren’t warned. The Monday April 23 edition of The Wall Street Journal carries a book review by
Gregg Easterbrook entitled Big Data, Big Problems. The review begins: “‘Big Data” is the Big Bad of our
moment. Companies and governments amass enormous troves of information about our online and
offline activities, so they can understand them better than we do. Recently we learned that creepy firms
like Cambridge Analytica mine Big Data from websites such as Facebook. Facebook itself seems
increasingly creepy, grounded in lying to the public about what happens to the data it collects”. So here
we are three years later.
How did Big Data go from promise of the future to “Big Bad Data”? Professor Richards hinted at the
dark side of Big Data back in 2015 when he noted, “Big Data promises to use data to make the world
transparent, buts its collection is invisible, and its tools and techniques are opaque, shrouded by layers of
physical, legal, and technical privacy by design”. Now in 2018, we have this view from Gregg
Easterbrook: “In the future, will Big Data help physicians cure diseases or help health insurers deny
claims? Make factories and products safer or accelerate layoffs? Ultimately spawn some kind of hostile
artificial intelligence? Right now it’s fair to suppose that many people would favor putting the Big Data
genie back into the bottle”.
Cautionary warnings about the perils of Big Data have now become omnipresent. The latest issue of The
New York Review of Books carries an essay entitled, Reining in Big Data’s Robber Barons. Author
Jennifer Cobbe comes out of the blocks forcefully, arguing: “Google, Facebook, Amazon, and other tech
giants have constructed the most extensive and intrusive surveillance apparatus the world has ever seen.
And we are the target”. Cobbe describes what she calls “surveillance capitalism”, a term she credits to
Harvard academic Shoshana Zuboff. She concludes, “The questionable practices of surveillance
corporations and their refusal to act responsibly have brought us to a turning point. This is a moment of
decision: Will it be our Internet, or theirs?”
The new critique also has drawn in early champions of Big Data such as Alex “Sandy” Pentland and
David Shrier of MIT’s Media Lab, who were early proponents of ethical data privacy practices. In an
April 11 editorial in Newsweek, Facebook's Arrogance Crisis, the authors note, “By failing to measure
social and governance risk in an appropriate fashion, Facebook has endangered not only its market
capitalization and shareholder return, but also its future cash flows”. They continue, “Ethical guidelines
could also have helped moderate Facebook’s risk profile”.
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The proliferation of Big Data can be expected to continue to accelerate in the decades ahead. Where
consumers and companies had reveled in the promise of personalized experience and convenience, the
risks of untrammeled Big Data use and abuse now overshadow potential benefits. Big Data is not going
away. Organizations and individuals must weigh the benefits and consequences of making data freely
available for open use and access. It is incumbent upon the data industry and individuals as never before
to develop sensible approaches and safeguards for managing Big Data as an asset. Data can be used to
great benefit if governed wisely, and to great harm if deployed without regard to its consequences.
I used to tell a story to people who didn’t understand my work in the field of data, and found the
terminology and concepts to be mystifying. I explained how my wife, who was in the medical profession
(with its own mystifying terminology), would say to her colleagues, “I don’t understand what he does. I
think he must work for the CIA!” Later, after it was revealed government agencies were maintaining data
on private citizens, she updated her response to say that she was now convinced that I worked for the
NSA. I retold this story to an executive the other day when he looked up at me and deadpanned, “And, it
turns out that all that time you were working for Facebook!” Big Data has devoured itself. We have come
full circle.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can contact
him at rbean@newvantage.com and follow him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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How Data Ops Is Transforming Data Management Practices
April 11, 2018
By Randy Bean
NewVantage Partners 2018 Big Data Executive Survey, demonstrates that culture and organizational
impediments are leading barriers to harnessing Big Data. Over half of executives surveyed reported that
organizational impediments are preventing the realization of broad business adoption of Big Data
initiatives. Yet, 69.4% of those same respondents indicated that building a data-driven culture is a huge
priority, and 48.3% envision the long term role of the CDO as supporting innovation and building a datadriven culture. With nearly 44% of firms investing more than $50 million into big data projects in the six
years we’ve been running the survey, it’s clear that enterprises are embracing Big Data even as their
employees may not be.
So why are organizations seemingly resisting the changes that are so clearly mandated? It might be a
culture failure. I spoke with Andy Palmer, a serial entrepreneur who is founder and CEO of TAMR, a
next-generation data curation company, and was formerly a founder of Vertica, and former CIO at
Infinity Pharmaceuticals. Palmer notes, “In every deployment that we have observed with Global 2000
companies, overcoming internal politics and human behavior with regards to data is orders of magnitude
more complex than the technology implementations themselves”.
Data should be a shared asset, but many companies struggle to treat it as such. Data transcends traditional
organizational structures and lines of business, and managers find it difficult to reconcile its governance
against traditional business structures. It is not uncommon for data management projects to digress into
organizational turf battles. This lack of sharing can result in many different versions of reality, where
managers compete to promote their own. When data users don’t trust the data or each other, it’s hard to
unlock value.
The Emergence of DataOps
Emerging technology providers think that they’ve found a path forward for building trust through a
discipline called Data Operations, or “DataOps.” TAMR’s Palmer has been a pioneer in the field of
DataOps, which he describes as “the framework of tools and culture that allow data engineering
organizations to deliver rapid, comprehensive and curated data to their users”. He continues, “DataOps
enable users to help curate and correct data when they consume it by providing feedback from the point of
consumption”. By engaging users in the process and facilitating their feedback to improve data quality,
organizations allow data engineers, data stewards, managers and business users to work together to drive
transformational analytic outcomes.
In his 2015 article, From DevOps and DataOps, Palmer explains how the concept of DataOps borrows
heavily from the DevOps movement which transformed the way many internet and SaaS companies build
and release software. By focusing on the people, processes, and tools used to build, test, and release
software, these companies were able to achieve a level of feature velocity that left many of their
competitors in the dust. DevOps methodology engages the customers of the software early and often in
the design process, iterating quickly and increasing the utility and adoption of the eventual releases.
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DataOps aims to do the same when it comes to delivering analytic velocity for end users in the enterprise
using agile data management practices. Palmer notes that as with DevOps, there are a series of both open
source
and
proprietary
software
projects
that
are
enabling
DataOps,
including AirFlow, Flink, Beam, Sqoop, Flume and Anaconda. Innovative companies in the DataOps
ecosystem include Astronomer, Streamsets, Tamr, DataKitchen, Immuta and Alation.
DataOps projects start with an analytic outcome in mind, and then focus on unlocking value from across
data sources and lines of business, enabling users to quickly build analytics that they need. Focusing on
analytic outcomes, rather than tools, helps cut through politics and get employees on the same page.
DataOps firms recognize that the process and tools they offer need to help build and reinforce a datadriven culture; and must involve consumer earlier in the process to help define the desired analytics.
Finally, they also give users ownership in the process, and when a user spots something in the data that
isn’t quite right, they can flag it and that information is transferred back to the data models themselves.
Collaborative Benefits
Traditional approaches to data engineering don’t have mechanisms to allow users to easily provide
feedback on data quality from the point of data consumption -- be it spreadsheets, reports or visualization
tools. Palmer notes that, “DataOps allows end users to help curate data, and this bi-directional flow allows
users to feel engaged in the process and more confident in the results”. If a user sees the benefit from the
unified data they are consuming, they are more likely to offer up their own spreadsheets and databases to
be included. Palmer concludes, “By engaging end users often, it’s less likely a user will discard an entire
an report or visualization when they encounter an error; instead; they’ll want to (and know how) to help
fix the upstream issue”.
DataOps vendors believe in automating the menial jobs associated with cleaning data and harness the
powers of people to tackle the more complicated chores. As GlaxoSmithKline’s digital transformation
showed, a DataOps mentality can make big projects happen faster and with less pain than anticipated. The
first step is admitting that you have a problem.
If Big Data projects aren’t yielding returns fast enough, or at all, the answer might not be the technology
stack, but people’s mindsets. Managers would be well served to approach their projects with an eye
towards improving buy-in and adoption from users. Spending less time thinking about technology, and
more time addressing people and cultural issues may help organizations deliver data that users will use,
and result in meaningful returns from their Big Data investments.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can contact
him at rbean@newvantage.com and follow him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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How Blockchain Is Impacting Healthcare & Life Sciences Today
April 2, 2018
By Randy Bean and Grant Stephen
Soon after its development as the underlying architecture for Bitcoin, the concept of the blockchain was
recognized as having broader value beyond enabling a decentralized alternative form of currency. For
example, some organizations are beginning to use blockchain to apply advanced analytics from
distributed sources without compromising the privacy of individuals.
We are now seeing a rapid expansion of blockchain-based technology offerings, many of them in the
Healthcare and Pharma/Biotech spaces. A November 2017 article in Forbes, This Is Why Blockchains
Will Transform Healthcare, considered some of the latest developments. Though still in the early days
and, despite an enormous amount of interest, most of these value propositions remain little more than
prototypes. However, the rate of evolution is surprisingly fast, and the time is right to review some of the
emerging use cases and consider where things may lead.
First, what is blockchain? In a nutshell, it is a log of transactions that is replicated and distributed across
multiple decentralized locations: As such, it offers a secure, high integrity, “neutral” 3 rd party
mechanism for knowing what data is where and precisely how it is changing over time. Blockchain is not
a magic bullet that solves all data management problems but few areas of data sharing cry out more for
improvements in efficiency and security than the data domains of Healthcare and Pharma/Biotech.
Blockchain in Healthcare
There are many use cases being explored in Healthcare but let’s narrow our gaze on a few of the most
promising:
Health Records
Creating usable, high integrity records associated with a patient despite their moving through different
healthcare domains and systems is one of the great challenges of healthcare IT. Blockchain offers the
possibility of creating a reliable place to track the changes across systems in a manner that gets around
many of the concerns associated with data integration between proprietary systems. In effect, blockchain
becomes the unifying glue that holds together a highly fragmented healthcare record.
Importantly, however, this quickly raises one of the most significant non-technical implications of
blockchain: If a decentralized ledger is the source of authority, then who “owns” the rights to access
“your” part of the blockchain? It makes sense for the patient to own this access. If so, the rise of
blockchain could see considerably more control by patients of their data as they will (in theory, literally)
hold the key.
The variety of blockchain for Healthcare concepts can be thought of as spreading along a spectrum from
“techno-utopian fantasy” to “compelling near-term use case”. One approach towards the latter half of the
spectrum is the creation of a blockchain-based Master Patient Index (MPI). MPI is a topic that aggravates
most healthcare organizations as it is surprisingly hard for them to reliably track individuals as they
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consume healthcare from different sources. Patients names are spelled differently, addresses change,
insurance providers change. Tracking and adjudicating such patient data is a constant struggle. When it
goes wrong… well, in healthcare you really don’t want it to go wrong.
MPI is an area of low hanging blockchain fruit, especially for the many existing Health Information
Exchanges that have been established to share patient data between provider systems.
Revenue Cycle, Reconciliation & Fraud
One of the greatest cost burdens lurking in the processes of US healthcare is the continuous tracking of
the flow of services and money: The enormous complexity and distributed nature of our health system
means that billions of dollars are expended annually trying to understand which patient received what
service from which service provider and by whose authority. Disputes inevitably arise, and both the
insurance industry and the providers of healthcare then expend a great deal of additional time and money
adjudicating these disagreements.
Because of its independent architecture, blockchain could potentially form the foundation of a high
integrity tracking capability that is updated in a near instantaneous manner. This would lead to many less
errors (with both financial and patient care upsides) and substantially reduce fraud. Given the scale of
opportunity here, this might generate enough interest to attract the investment and intellectual
commitment required to solve this complex technical challenge.
Blockchain in Life Sciences
The direction of travel of Pharma/Biotech R&D is towards cross-organizational collaboration: The
sharing of resources and insights across the borders of companies, government agencies and research
institutes is central to the development of therapies. But organizations are often reluctant to share data for
fear that it gets stolen. Blockchain offers the possibility for trust to be hard coded into the process of
collaborative R&D in a way not possible before. More trust means more collaboration and, in turn, more
productivity.
Exploring the implications that are generated for individuals by blockchain, the rise of personal genomics
means that patients who have their genetic code sequenced are in a position to license access to their
genome (for cash or other rewards) in a way not previously possible. Therapeutic research is increasingly
focused on mining the genome for information. The potential for blockchain to be used as the backbone
for licensed access to an individual’s anonymized genetic sequence is one of the patient-empowering edge
cases that might well move center stage sooner rather than later.
Other opportunities in hospital & pharma cybersecurity, supply management, IoT data management, and
precision medicine lie on the horizon.
A Blockchain Future?
Many barriers need to be overcome before blockchain can be accepted as a mainstream technology: A
lack of standards, challenges in communicating between different block chains, the need for off-chain
development of open system interfaces, and getting intermediaries (who currently profit from controlling
the data) to interface with blockchains are all reasons to slow adoption.
Given that medical errors are estimated to be the third leading cause of death for Americans,
improvements in the handling of health data is a time-critical necessity. These are early days but with
effort and experience, we can expect more of the technical limitations of blockchain to be overcome and
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the broad range of advantages to become more compelling. There is so much inefficiency to remove and
so many improvements to patient care within our grasp, that the future for blockchain in health seems
promising.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can contact
him at rbean@newvantage.com and follow him at @RandyBeanNVP.
Grant Stephen is a leading strategic advisor to healthcare and life science organizations seeking to utilize
their data to solve key business problems. He is the CEO of bPrescient, a management and
implementation consultancy specializing in the data challenges of life sciences firms, providers and
payers. You can contact him at gstephen@bprescient.com.
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How American Express Excels as A Data-Driven Culture
March 15, 2018
By Randy Bean
Ash Gupta retires this month after 41 years at American Express, most recently as President for Global
Credit Risk and Information Management. He has seen a lot during his tenure, and the characteristically
modest Gupta has done more than his share to help shepherd the transformation of American Express into
a data-driven company. For many in the industry, Gupta is seen as being the father of data-driven risk
analysis, and his efforts have contributed to the increased usage of data and analytics in financial
services. I recently sat down with Gupta to reflect back on his four decades with American Express and
to understand how the firm transformed into a data-driven culture and a leader in the application of data
and analytics within the financial services industry.
Adapting to a Changing Industry
Gupta noted how the financial services and payments industry has changed in important ways over the
last four decades, notably:
•

Electronic payments, which comprise credit/debit cards and online payment, have
steadily gained market share over cash on a global basis, driven in part by co-brand
relationships, e-Commerce, convenience, rewards, and the security offered by Electronic
Payments;

•

E-Commerce and cross border commerce continues to rapidly gain share over offline
commerce with the rapid proliferation of internet and smartphones;

•

Credit/debit card issuing has become concentrated among a few banks. In addition,
multiple companies have joined the payments/e-Commerce ecosystem.

While interactions with the customer are changing from a monologue (direct mail) to dialogue (online
application), customers’ online and offline identity is being synthesized for a 360-degree view. Industrywide collaboration among data providers and marketers is driving innovation in product design and
marketing, all with rising emphasis on customer privacy and responsible lending. Gupta notes that the
rate of change continues to accelerate. As examples:
•

Customer interactions, across the entire lifecycle, are gradually becoming app and
mobile-based;

•

QR codes are big enablers, especially markets like India or China that were under-served
and where point-of-sale terminals are relatively expensive;

•

Payments and e-Commerce have begun to merge, even as the share of merged entities
currently remains small
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•

New and non-traditional data sources emerge, such as phone number, cookies, and digital
data

•

Marketplace lenders and Fin Tech companies are increasingly promoting innovations
across the customer lifecycle, from targeting, to underwriting, to ongoing servicing and
through credit and collections.

Gupta observes that we are nearing the end of one of the longest economic expansions since the World
War II. Credit loss has begun to rise and card issuers are focusing on forward-looking economic
indicators, stress testing portfolios and investing in decision science to address the potential for a
recession.
Forging a Data-Driven Culture
In this environment, data and analytics (machine learning based decision science) have become central to
effective marketing, servicing and risk management. Data sophistication is now essential to competitive
excellence.
Since its formation 168 years ago, transformation has been a hallmark of American Express’s DNA. The
firm has transformed from a freight forwarding business to a global leader in payments and personalized
services. It has responded to marketplace changes and has been often an industry pioneer in customerbased risk management, membership rewards, marketing, and servicing. Gupta recalls that when he
started with the firm in 1976, traveler's checks were a dominant product line and that card-services were
just evolving. American Express has since launched many new products, one classic example being small
business lending which launched in the late 1990s. American Express is now the number one small
business card issuer in the U.S.
While the company continues to evolve at an accelerated pace, its core values remain essentially the
same. Gupta describes this as “keeping the interests of the customer first in everything we do and being a
good citizen in the communities which we serve”. Gupta believes that an effective data-driven
organization invests in capabilities, technology and analytics, along with people, recognizing that it is the
synthesis of technology and human intuition that provides superior results. Above all, it shows a very
deep regard for “permissible purpose” when it comes to data use and customer privacy, ensuring that the
data is used responsibly.
Gupta observes that good data-driven organizations have a “test-and-learn” culture and encourage
experimentation that can challenge long-held beliefs. These organizations promote listening and learning,
and adequately synthesize it with the institutional knowledge and experience. For American Express, this
data-driven culture is a natural course of business. At every step, from acquisition to customer
management, a large volume of insightful data is created, which is synthesized with partner and third
party data to produce industry leading insights that are used for personalization and excellence in
customer service and risk management. Gupta remarks, “At American Express, we take our
responsibility to serve customers and the public seriously, always ensuring that solutions are best-in-class
and valuable to our customers”.
Success in creating and maintaining a data-driven organization requires commitment from the top and a
willingness to invest in people and capabilities in advance of customer outcomes. In addition, the
organization must be attractive to the top talent. Gupta cites several examples of how American Express
stays fresh and interesting:
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•

Risk 2020 -- American Express conceptualizes how the economy and marketplace might
evolve in the coming years and what are the most important risk capabilities to maintain
to proactively address the weakness in the economy, a steady move towards mobile
computing, cloud, artificial intelligence and deep-learning.

•

Cornerstone -- This is a global, big data ecosystem is where data is organized in one
place with shared global capabilities, to democratize its use across functions and
geographies, recognizing that the very essence of innovation must happen at the
company’s DNA rather than exclusively from the top.

Gupta notes, “Challenges vary across institutions. The most common challenge is a willingness to invest
upfront, recognizing that the benefits will be in the medium term, rather than in the immediate
future”. Another challenge is recruiting. This means retaining and developing quantitative talent in an
environment where the demand exceeds supply globally. According to Gupta, we are successful when we
create a culture where there is “openness to listening to analysis that is at times is not in sync with one's
mutual instincts.”
A Legacy of Accomplishment
In the end, though, it’s not just about having the best algorithm. Gupta comes back time and again to
people as the critical ingredient to building a culture of success. He stresses the importance of
cooperation and striving for collective excellence in collaborating with people. He cites examples from
throughout his career:
•

Three decades ago, this resulted in converting the credit and fraud risk management
discipline from an ‘apprentice based’ to a ‘data and decision science-based’ organization
not just for American Express, but for the entire industry. This has attracted some of the
brightest people to this industry and has been an important training ground for the next
generation of leaders within the industry. It has allowed credit to be offered to a far
broader range of consumers and businesses promoting better economic growth. It has
also been an important contributor to American Express’ industry leading credit and
fraud write off rates across all economic environments;

•

Two decades ago, it was creating a Center of Excellence in India as a collaborating team
across all its global businesses to provide data and decision science partnership as
American Express launched new products and services. This team remains an internal
source of competitive advantage, an envy of competitors and often a benchmark for how
to build a “knowledge center” in an international geography;

•

In this decade, American Express has created Big Data and machine learning based
decision science capabilities and teams, which have fundamentally transformed all
aspects of its customer experience, including product design, marketing, risk control and
servicing. Most importantly, it has created a foundation for excellence for the next
decade as we invest in deep learning, artificial intelligence and blockchain.

Looking back, Gupta is proudest of the creation of the risk and information management team as an
industry pioneer. He notes, “It is a team that consistently delivers the very best for our people, customers
and shareholders. It is the place where our regard for each other and for all our American Express
colleagues trumps our individual needs and desires, where the thinking from each of us has to be ‘what
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can I do for the company?’ rather than ‘what can the company do for me?’, where we collaborate and
learn by listening and doing, where being second (in the industry) is not a choice”.
Gupta reflects, “My greatest accomplishment has been winning the hearts and minds of my colleagues
that investments in data and decision science will bring lasting benefits to our brand, our customers, our
people, and forever accelerate our mode to a listening and learning organization." He continues, “I hope
my legacy will leave a lasting effect -- a commitment to collaboration, learning and innovation among my
American Express colleagues who I’ve had the privilege of serving over the past 41 years”.
It will be the people and the culture of American Express that Gupta will miss most, and it is this culture
of collaboration and excellence in data-driven customer experience which is the legacy that Gupta hopes
to be remembered for.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can follow
him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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How ADP Gives Data Value Back to Its Customers
March 12, 2018
By Thomas H. Davenport and Randy Bean
In the highly digitized economy in which we live today, relationships between customers and suppliers
are increasingly digital. Take, for example, ADP, where the output to customers was once paper
paychecks delivered by van. Today, of course, the majority of employees get their compensation directly
deposited in their bank accounts, and ADP’s business is primarily around digital flows of information.
Most companies that orchestrate digital information flows haven’t turned them into anything of value for
customers. Think about the companies you do business with, for example. Do they tell you how your
spending compares to other customers at your income or service level? Do they recommend ways for you
to save money on future purchases? That’s highly unlikely. But ADP is an exception to this sorry
situation: it provides analytics and benchmarking to its clients about the employment and payroll services
it provides to them.
As you might imagine, ADP has a lot of data on which to provide some value. It pays one in every six
people in the United States and serves over 700,000 clients with millions of employees in 113 countries.
It knows all sorts of things about employees—not only how much they are paid, but also things like their
job tenure, attrition rates, how much they invest in retirement accounts, and at what age they retire. It’s
taken all that data and made it available in the cloud through a product called ADP DataCloud. If you
subscribe to one of its traditional payroll or time-and-attendance services, you can get access to analytics
and benchmarking capabilities. And unlike salary surveys—which are almost always self-reported data—
ADP’s data is from actual payroll records.
Unfortunately, all that data requires substantial massaging before it can be made available across ADP
clients. It needs to be anonymized, of course, so that individual clients or employees can’t be identified. A
more challenging data transformation is to aggregate data across different job titles for the same job. One
company might call a job “warehouse associate II;” another might call the same job “inventory selector”
or “material handler.” ADP addresses the unification of data from similar jobs with “probabilistic
matching” machine learning tools (we’ve described this same technology at companies
like GlaxoSmithKline and GE). So regardless of what title you give warehouse employees, you can get
data on how much they are paid on average in your industry and geography.
Most of the analytics in the ADP DataCloud and benchmarking offerings are descriptive—generating
reports with percentages and averages, often in visual formats. But there are also some predictive
analytics available. There is a turnover probability tool, for example, that uses not just a company’s own
data but industry-wide data and predictive models based on it. Using factors like employees who have
been in their role for too long, or who are underpaid for their job type, the model identifies employees at
high risk for attrition. If the employer wants to hold on to those employees, it can investigate further or
make an intervention.
The analytics and benchmarking offerings are timely ones. Human Resources functions are the most
likely to be ADP’s client within organizations, and HR is becoming more analytical. It started later than
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many other functions, but it is coming on strong—the HR expert Josh Bersin found in a recent survey that
69% of companies are working with people analytics now. There are increasing numbers of both HR
people and managers who are interested in and capable of using analytics to make people decisions.
Wheelabrator Technologies is one of the companies that is increasingly interested in HR analytics and
using ADP DataCloud to address that desire. Wheelabrator Technologies is the second largest U.S.
energy-from-waste business, and is an industry leader in the conversion of everyday residential and
business waste into clean energy. Wheelabrator Technologies employs approximately 1,200 people in the
US and the UK and uses ADP for payroll and HR management software.
The company has only been using the analytics functions for about a year, but Luke Staskal, HR Director
at Wheelabrator, says they are quite useful. He commented,
We are a lean organization and don’t have a large overhead of resources in HR. Using ADP we have
gained the ability to use our internal employee data together with external data to compare descriptive
statistics on our employees with people related items – i.e. how different business performance measures
like revenue, kilowatts generated, or tons of waste processed compare across facilities, and relate them to
the numbers and types of people in different facilities. This analysis is beginning to help us make better
decisions about staffing levels, and we expect that such data and analytics will allow us to continue to
move from more tactical work in HR to supporting larger strategic issues facing the organization.
At the moment, analytics on ADP data are only possible through the company’s proprietary tools on ADP
DataCloud. But Marc Rind, ADP’s Chief Data Scientist, is aware that most companies already have a set
of analytical tools. He notes:
It’s possible that we would eventually allow clients to access ADP data through their own analytics tools.
That might make it easier to compare people data to business metrics, sales in a particular geography, etc.
We may also at some point send alerts and predictions—of attrition, for example—directly to managers.
We believe the data is of great potential value to our clients and we are just beginning to see the nature of
the value.
It would be great if more digital organizations would emulate ADP and return some value from customer
data to those who originally provide that data—the customers themselves. It’s also very helpful for
organizations to learn how they compare to similar organizations elsewhere. ADP is an early adopter of
this concept of allowing customers to hold up a data mirror to themselves. Using it, they can see how they
are performing and how they compare to other organizations.
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The Chief Data Officer Dilemma
January 30, 2018
By Randy Bean
One of the most encouraging signs that leading corporations are embracing the importance of data as a
critical enterprise asset has been the establishment of the Chief Data Officer role. This recognition of the
CDO role has been evidenced and confirmed by the results of an annual survey of Fortune 1000 cexecutives launched by advisory firm NewVantage Partners in 2012.
While only 12% of executives reported that their firm had appointed a Chief Data Officer when the
survey was first conducted in 2012, there has been a sharp and steady increase in adoption of this new cexecutive role over the course of the past several years. In the 2018 survey, which was recently released,
nearly two thirds of executives – 63.4% -- now report their firm having a CDO. Clearly, the Chief Data
Officer has become an established role within a majority of leading corporations.
The annual survey provides a finger on the pulse of those blue chip corporations that are widely viewed as
leaders in investing in data initiatives -- ranging from legacy data management to Big Data and datadriven AI initiatives. Financial services firms are heavily represented. These firms have historically
maintained a rich history of customer transactions and activity for what can be very high value customer
relationships. Leading firms in sectors such as health care, life sciences, media, and manufacturing are
also represented. 2018 survey participants included bellwether firms American Express, Bank of
America, Capital One, Charles Schwab, CitiGroup, Fidelity Investments, Ford Motors, Goldman Sachs,
JP Morgan, IBM, Wells Fargo, and VISA, among nearly 60 industry leaders.
In spite of the common recognition of the need for a Chief Data Officer, there appears to be a profound
lack of consensus on the nature of the role and responsibilities, mandate, and background that qualifies an
executive to operate as a successful CDO. Further, because few organizations -- 13.5% -- have assigned
revenue responsibility to their Chief Data Officers, for most firms the CDO role functions primarily as an
influencer, not a revenue generator.
This divergence of opinion on CDO responsibilities, mandate, and importance of the role underscores
why the Chief Data Officer may be the toughest job in the executive c-suite within many organizations,
and why the position has become a hot seat with high turnover in a number of firms.
Lacking Consensus on Data Leadership
To understand the lack of consensus regarding the Chief Data Officer position, let’s delve deeper into the
findings. While 39.4% of survey respondents identify the Chief Data Officer as the executive with
primary responsibility for data strategy and results within their firm, a majority of survey respondents –
60.6% -- identify other C-Executives as the point person, or claim no single point of accountability. This
is remarkable and highly significant, for it highlights the challenges that CDO’s face within many
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organizations. It is noteworthy that 15.5% of firms are still committed to the position that the Chief
Information Officer is the primary executive responsible for data strategy and results.
Of greatest concern is the finding that nearly a quarter of executives – 23.9% -- report that there is no
single point of accountability for data and analytics within their organization. This should not be
surprising. Most corporations that have been in existence for decades or longer were not organized
around data as an organizing principle, or as an enterprise asset. As firms make the adjustment to become
data-driven organizations, and work to forge data cultures, there is bound to be lingering resistance to
change, or a profound lack of common agreement on where data responsibility lies, or what it looks like.
Establishing the CDO Mandate
Lack of clarity and common agreement on the nature of the role of the Chief Data Officer extends to
disagreement on the CDO mandate. Nearly half of executives -- 44.4% -- indicate that the primary
responsibility of a CDO is to develop the overall data and analytics strategy for the firm. This implies a
strategic role. More than a quarter of executives – 26.7% -- see the primary responsibility of the CDO as
being to coordinate data initiatives across the firm. A lower percentage of executives – 20% -- view the
role as leading these initiatives across the firm. There is a strong consensus – 91.1% -- that the CDO
should be playing a leadership role when it comes to charting the course of a firm’s data and analytics
strategy.
The point of disagreement appears to come down to the scope of the Chief Data Officer mandate, and
whether the primary responsibility of the CDO should be to plan, coordinate, or implement data initiatives.
It can be expected that this fine tuning will continue to evolve and will play out as firm’s progress on their
data journey. Executives need to remember that developing a data-driven organization and culture is
indeed a journey. It may be cause for optimism that only 6.7% of executives see the primary responsibility
of the CDO as being to ensure regulatory compliance, suggesting that the CDO is steadily moving from
defense to offense within most organizations. On the other hand, few executives -- only 2.2% -- see the
primary CDO role as building new sources of revenue. It is simply premature and too early for most firms
to undertake this in a determined fashion.
Struggling to Define the CDO Role
There was one glaring area of noteworthy and divergent perception in the survey findings. This pertains to
the background and qualifications that make for a successful Chief Data Officer, with perspectives varying
sharply. While 34% of executives believe the ideal CDO should be an external change agent (outsider)
who brings fresh perspectives, an almost equivalent 32.1% of executives believe the ideal CDO should be
an internal company veteran (insider) who understands the culture and history of the firm, and knows how
to get things done within that organization. There are notable examples of both flavors of CDO within
industry.
Also of note is the significant 22.6% of executives who indicated that the CDO must be either a data
scientist or a technologist who is highly conversant with data. An additional 11.3% responded that a
successful CDO must be a line-of-business executive who has been accountable for financial results.
Clearly there is a sharp and highly divergent matter of opinion on this topic. When asked about the long
term role of the Chief Data Officer, exactly half – 50% -- reported that the CDO should sit on the
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executive committee, with exactly half – 50% -- disagreeing. Of those disagreeing, 37.1% believed that
the CDO should report up to the executive committee, without a seat on the committee.
Perhaps most troubling for incumbent Chief Data Officers are the 12.9% of executives who responded that
either the CDO was an interim role which will likely be phased out over time, or that the CDO role is
unnecessary and responsibility for data should reside elsewhere.
Looking to the Future
This is the Chief Data Officer dilemma. While the role has emerged as a de facto industry standard and
gained broad acceptance as evidenced by the sharp rise in CDO appointments, agreement on
responsibilities, mandate, profile, and seniority continue to vary dramatically. The lack of consensus on
the Chief Data Officer role aptly mirrors the diversity of opinion on the value and importance of data as an
enterprise asset and how it should be managed. The Chief Data Officer can be expect to be near the center
of action as firms strive to become data-driven, but should also be prepared to sit in the hot seat during
these times of rapid evolution.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can follow
him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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Biting the Data Management Bullet at GlaxoSmithKline
January 17, 2018
By Thomas H. Davenport and Randy Bean
There comes a time in the life of almost every large organization when it has to admit that it doesn’t have
the data environment it needs to succeed. For GlaxoSmithKline’s (GSK) Research and Development
(R&D) organization, that time was in early 2015. President of the unit Patrick Vallance and his senior
colleagues deliberated on whether their data environment was of sufficient quality and integration to
develop new drugs in the desired fashion. They examined not only GSK’s situation, but compared it to
other companies who were increasingly competing on the basis of their analytical capabilities.
Their conclusion was that the data at GSK R&D needed a major transformation. To lead it they brought in
Mark Ramsey as the first head (and Senior Vice President) of R&D Data. He was charged with
overseeing a transformation in how data and analytics were used across the organization. Vallance and his
team had a vision for data within GSK R&D, which was to make it easier to access and use for
exploratory analysis and decision-making about new medicines. GSK had been relatively good at making
decisions with data, but the executives felt—and Ramsey quickly agreed—that the data within R&D was
too siloed and fragmented to be used effectively for exploratory purposes. In particular, R&D data was
kept within silos created for particular scientists, experiments, or clinical trials. Secondary analyses of it
were almost impossible.
To determine the extent of the problem and confirm his initial impressions, Ramsey used a survey
instrument developed by the MIT International Society of Chief Data Officers (isCDO). As an isCDO
founding board member, he had seen the value of the survey across organizations, but it had not been
applied inside an organization. It included questions like how easy it was to share data across the
organization, whether scientists could get data from other departments, and how possible it was to
perform analytics on data across the organization. He sent it to all of the 10,000 scientists within R&D,
and 30%—an unusually high number—responded. The survey responses were virtually unanimous that it
was very difficult or impossible to work with data outside your personal or departmental silo.
So integrating diverse data was clearly job one for Ramsey and his team. To guide and prioritize their
activities, they identified over 20 use cases for what questions the scientists wanted to answer with R&D
data, and eventually selected 10 as the focus. They were judged as having the greatest value, importance
to key decisions, and role in addressing important scientific questions. More broadly, the goal of the work
was to provide analytics-ready data of all kinds across R&D in a timely manner.
The R&D data team also looked at what other pharma firms were up to with data in order to guide and
validate their own approach. Most were focusing on “real world evidence” data from insurance claims
and electronic health records. Another group was focused on clinical trial data. Yet another concentrated
on DNA sequencing data. GSK was interested in all of these, but the goal was to work both within and
across these data domains, rather than having each as distinct effort.
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A traditional master data management approach—which Ramsey characterizes as “map and move”—
would have taken too much time and effort to implement. There were millions of data elements to
rationalize. Ramsey knew that companies were beginning to apply big data and analytics tools to data
itself. One company with tools for that purpose, Tamr, stood out for its machine learning technology and
focus on the pharmaceutical industry, among other industries. Tamr’s co-founder and CEO, Andy Palmer,
was once Global Head of Software and Data Engineering for the Novartis R&D organization. As a result,
Tamr was very familiar with pharma industry data standards like CDISC (Clinical Data Interchange
Standards Consortium). (Disclosure: both authors are advisors to Tamr and hold very small equity
positions).
GSK decided to employ the “probabilistic matching” approach used by Tamr to combine data across the
organization into a single Hadoop-based data lake with three different domains. First would be “assays,”
or data from experiments. Second would be clinical trial data. And third would be genetic data. The goal
was to get 100% of the data into the lake within three months—an unheard-of objective using traditional
data management approaches. But GSK was able to use the tools to understand the level of duplication
and pull the data together in the desired timeframe. To work across the three domains, the R&D data team
created an “integrated layer” on top of them with standardized ontologies; this was the only way to solve
the use cases.
In the clinical trials domain, for example, Ramsey and his colleagues believed there was a massive
amount of insight possible outside of the original goals for a particular trial. But combining trial data was
difficult because there is a lot of variance in how they are conducted and their results recorded. But using
industry standard formats, the data (originally in GSK internal formats) was ingested and mapped to the
industry standard, and machine learning models learned the process. The team would feed in the source
trial data, and what the target format should look like—and then let the machine go to work. Outcomes
initially had 50/60% accuracy levels, and now in some domains they are at 100% accuracy. After the
models were developed and refined, they could be applied to other data with relatively little human
intervention—just some occasional judgments from an expert team.
There are other technologies in play in this implementation in addition to Hadoop and Tamr. GSK uses
Streamsets to move the data into the lake—a million pipelines for thousands of data sources. There is also
a crawler that goes into every data source and extracts metadata and schemas from each one, and then
creates loaders and pipelines to move data to the lake. There is a repository of every source data system
and how often it changes, which is the mechanism for ingestion. GSK uses Apache Hive and Hbase to
manage the data lake (on one of the largest Hadoop platforms in the world), and Waterline Data for
cataloging. As a result of these technologies, GSK knows where all the data is, where it’s come from, and
how often it’s updated.
GSK uses a best-in-class approach to deliver on the overall R&D data strategy, integrating several other
technologies to deliver on the use cases. Ramsey has the vision to simplify future large-scale
implementations with progress in how the technologies work together. GSK hosts partner summits with
the key technology companies to assure that collaboration is a key component of their development
roadmaps.
Now that the data management bullet has been bitten (perhaps in a faster and less painful way than
anticipated), GSK is beginning to see some of the benefits. Scientists are beginning to see what an asset
they have now, and the number of use cases has expanded from 10 to 250. Many projects that use the new
data environment are underway. There are significant reductions in times to get an answer to an ad hoc
question. As GSK has rationalized clinical trial data, a team is focused on “clinical trial diversity” to
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make sure the company’s trials match the demographics of patients. Real world evidence from more than
30 sources is now rationalized to the industry standard—instead of being a catch-all category, as it is in
many pharma firms. GSK is also using combined clinical trials data to reuse placebo patients where
appropriate. They can simulate the control arm in some cases rather than having to give new patients
placebos.
In the genetic data domain, GSK has established a relationship with UK BioBank, which is doing full
genetic sequencing on their 500,000 patients. GSK will have data not only on their genomes, but also
their health records, and will be able to undertake many studies on them in the identification of new drug
targets.
Ramsey feels that the data foundation has been laid, but actually building the house—i.e., using the data
for better science—will also require help from AI. He notes:
We are doing a step change on machine learning. We’re looking for “blue unicorns”—people who are life
scientists and also machine learning experts, we simply have to have more machine learning skills to deal
with all the available data now. We’re training current scientists and also recruiting. We find that our data
assets make it much easier to attract the right people.
GSK R&D’s data environment is something that one often hears about in startups, but is rarely found in
large enterprises whose roots go back over 300 years. And its great news for all of us humans who will
benefit from the scientific advances it is likely to engender.
Thomas H. Davenport is the President’s Distinguished Professor in Management and Information
Technology at Babson College, a research fellow at the MIT Initiative on the Digital Economy, and a
senior adviser at Deloitte Analytics. Author of over a dozen management books, his latest is Only
Humans Need Apply: Winners and Losers in the Age of Smart Machines. You can follow him at @tdav.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can follow
him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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Bloomberg’s Data Initiative: Big Data for Social Good in 2018
January 2, 2018
By Randy Bean
Big Data has become ubiquitous in recent years. Whether it is data-driven marketing, sports analytics,
political campaigns, or national security threats, data has become central to any type of informed analysis
and plan of action. Consequently, the arrival of Big Data has also spawned a data industry and the
emergence of data professions – data analysts, data architects, data scientists, and chief data officers.
Against this backdrop, governmental and social service organizations are following suit, and initiating
efforts to apply sound data practices to a range of societal challenges. These can range from matching
scarce resources to acute needs, detecting disparities in social justice administration, or the establishment
of polices for ethical data usage. Here are some of the initiatives that are being undertaken to advance
data for social good as we look ahead for 2018:
Bloomberg’s Data for Good Exchange
The Bloomberg Data for Good Exchange was launched in 2015 to encourage and promote the use of data
science and human capital to solve problems at the core of society. Each year, the program focuses on
themes pertaining to how data science can play a role in helping drive change in the delivery of public
services, city operations, public health, climate resilience and the environment, criminal justice and other
areas of public concern. Over 1,000 data scientists, thought leaders, and public policy makers gather at
Bloomberg's Global Headquarters in New York City for a day of discussion. The program committee for
the 2017 program considered over 170 proposals for papers, panels, and presentations.
Big Data in Public Health
Bloomberg Philanthropies has been an active partner in organizing and supporting the Data for Good
Exchange, in addition to sponsoring a range of initiatives including Bloomberg Philanthropies' Public
Health programs. In 2015, Dr. Kelly Henning, who leads the Public Health program, delivered a keynote
on the topic of Data for Health, an initiative that is enabling countries to improve public health data
collection with the goal of addressing public health problems. Working with partners, Data for Health
aims to help more than one billion people in 20 countries across Africa, Asia, and Latin America. With
this information and training in data analysis, participating countries are able to turn insights from data
into public policy, and direct resources to issues affecting public health. To date, 20 countries have
partnered with the Data for Health, reaching more than 1 billion people.
Big Data in Criminal Justice
Big Data is making a difference in addressing disparities in criminal justice sentencing and in tackling
challenges of poverty and crime. According to the data-driven justice initiative, more than 11 million
people move through America’s 3,100 local jails each year. Many are low-level, non-violent offenders,
costing local governments approximately $22 billion a year. Data shows that, 64 percent of those
incarcerated in local jails suffer from mental illness, 68 percent have a substance abuse disorder, and 44
percent suffer from chronic health problems.
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I hosted a panel at the 2017 Data for Good Exchange, bringing together experts in this field. Mary
McKernan McKay, dean of the Brown School of Social Work at Washington University in St. Louis, and
former professor of poverty studies and director of poverty policy at New York University, joined copanelists Kelly Jin, director of the data-driven justice initiative for the The Laura and John Arnold
Foundation, and former policy advisor for the Obama White House data-driven justice initiative, and
Rebecca Ackerman, a data scientist with New York Defender Services, to bring their perspectives on
links between poverty, mental health, and racial discrimination. With an annual prison bill of $70B in the
United States, and an incarceration rate that is 5x the average rate in other developed nations, universities
and community organizations are undertaking bi-partisan initiatives to address root causes that can lead to
systemic change.
Algorithmic Equality
Cathy O’Neil is an outspoken advocate for greater transparency in the social uses of Big Data, and is on a
mission to ensure data and algorithmic “equality”. Her 2016 book, Weapons of Math Destruction: How
Big Data Increases Inequality and Threatens Democracy, was intended as a “wake up call”. O’Neil, who
also serves as an advisor to the Data for Good Exchange, believes that many people are intimidated by
math, and as a result algorithms may be employed to support biases without critical and objective
consideration. She calls this “hiding behind mathematics”, and laments a lack of diverse perspectives that
are missing from many of the algorithms that she discusses in her book. O’Neil warns of the dangers of
algorithms which have become “accepted truths”, and cautions about the damage that can result when
algorithms become “widespread, mysterious, and destructive”. She notes that “algorithms are often
opinions embedded in code, which reflect subjective biases and decisions”, and believes that algorithms
are having an “outsized impact of algorithms” in areas ranging from teacher evaluations to academic
admissions. She calls this the “weaponization of math”, and advocates that data and algorithms do no
harm.
Ethical Data Sharing
Bloomberg has recently been spearheading the development of a code of ethics for data scientists. The
“Community Principles on Ethical Data Sharing (CPEDS)” initiative, which was announced at the Data
for Good Exchange in September 2017, will provide a set of guidelines about responsible data sharing
and collaboration. Characterized as a 'Hippocratic Oath' for the industry, Bloomberg believes that data
scientists should be thoughtful, responsible, and ethical agents for change. This partnership will collect
input from the global data science community through social media, conversations and working groups to
define the values and priorities for ethical behavior by data scientists.
Across the public and private sector, organizations are confronting the responsible use of data, and
exploring ways in which data can be applied to a wide range of social issues, needs, and challenges. Data
ethics and data for good initiatives promise to be an increasing area of focus in 2018 in the ongoing
advance and application of Big Data to a broad range of business as well as societal challenges.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can follow
him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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5 Ways Big Data and AI Will Impact Life Sciences Firms In 2018
December 21, 2017
By Randy Bean and Grant Stephen
While industries such as financial services have had a long track record of managing data, and applying
analytics to optimizing customer relationships and developing new services, life sciences companies have
only in recent years begun to fully embrace and seize upon the opportunities to organize and apply their
data in a systematic way to a range of drug development and patient care challenges.
As life science firms begin to actively mature their use of data, notable progress is being made in the
efficiencies of drug development and the quality of insights produced at the research stage. However,
given the accelerating rate of learning about human biology and disease processes, the opportunities to
utilize data for even larger gains also continue to grow.
Here are 5 major ways we see Big Data and AI impacting the Life Sciences in 2018:
1. As both President Trump and Alex Azar, his nominee to run the Department of Health and Human
Services, have made clear, we can expect the environment in the US to be increasingly hostile to high
drug prices. It will, therefore, be essential for life science firms to defend their research budgets and their
profit margins by utilizing robust data that clearly demonstrate the value of their products.
The opportunity to effectively integrate data from the real world (e.g. medical insurance claims), genomic
research and clinical trials will allow life sciences firms to unlock answers to a host of highvalue questions such as the true effectiveness of treatments which can then be used to defend pricing
positions in this increasingly tough market environment.
2. Improving the speed and quality of bi-directional learning between the patient and the drug discovery
process has been a central strategy for life sciences firms in the last few years. However, their ability to
do this effectively has been hampered by poor data access and data quality issues. As best practice in data
strategy (including governance and architecture) continues to move through the industry we can expect
the value unlocked by such translational medicine to accelerate.
3. As risks and inefficiencies continue to dog many life science supply chains globally, the employment
of new technologies such as blockchain offers the potential to radically improve levels of control and
quality measurement whilst at the same time reducing overall costs for infrastructure.
4. As new branches of science deepen our knowledge of genomics and the broader implications of
epigenomics, opportunities for utilizing AI to gain previously impenetrable insights are emerging over the
horizon. Although still very much at the research stage, indications are that these techniques will
increasingly impact fields such as oncology.
5. With all the different fields of study opening up beyond genomics and epigenomics (proteomics,
metabolomics, transcriptomics, et al), it’s important to remember the wise words of Prof John
Quackenbush of the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, “At the end of the day, the most important ‘omics of
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them all is econ-omics.” Accessing and analyzing the right data to deliver sustainable business
value remains the central purpose for life sciences firms.
We have known for a long time how a single drug can affect parts of the population in different
ways. With hospital Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) providing an increasingly comprehensive view
of each patient, the ways in which, privacy issues notwithstanding, researchers can gain insights from this
data into how their therapies are performing at a more granular level will be increasingly crucial to the
performance of life sciences firms as they fine tune the delivery and pricing of medication to where it is
most effective for patient need and the corporate bottom line. Opportunities for profitable learning will
accelerate further as EMRs and clinical trial technologies become increasingly integrated as we move
beyond 2018.
Whatever the coming year holds, one thing is beyond doubt: Exciting new ways to create value and
improve patient care await those firms willing to exploit the data tools and techniques that are now
emerging.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can
contact him at rbean@newvantage.com and follow him at @RandyBeanNVP.
Grant Stephen is a leading strategic advisor to healthcare and life science organizations seeking to utilize
their data to solve key business problems. He is the CEO of bPrescient, a management and
implementation consultancy specializing in the challenges of life sciences firms, providers and
payers. You can contact him at gstephen@bprescient.com.
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Setting the Table for Data Science and AI at Bank of Montreal
December 9, 2017
By Thomas H. Davenport and Randy Bean
Many firms today are introducing cognitive technologies to their organizations somewhat slowly. It’s not
that they don’t believe the technologies are important, but rather that they have other, more pressing
priorities, or that they need to prepare their environments for effective AI implementation. The Bank of
Montreal is one organization that is moving steadily toward this objective.
BMO Financial Group, widely known as BMO, is based in Toronto and is one of the “big five” Canadian
banks, as well as one of the ten largest in North America. It has a sizable presence in the U.S., having
acquired Harris Bank, Marshall & Ilsley, and the transportation finance operations of GE Capital.
For the last several years, BMO has initiated a series of transformations to its technology infrastructure
under the leadership of Jean-Michel Arès, the Group Head of Technology and Operations, and François
Joanette, the bank’s Chief Data Officer. Like many large banks, complying with regulatory requirements
has been a top priority. The bank also needed to update its basic processes for storing and reporting on
data. Data science and cognitive technologies were certainly of interest to the bank, but since they both
rely heavily on large volumes of high-quality data, these new technologies needed to wait for the
infrastructure improvements.
Many of the needed infrastructure improvements are now in place, and BMO now has a “SmartCore” of
data and services capabilities that will leverage future analytics, data science, and cognitive activity either
batch or in real-time. The SmartCore encompasses provisioning of data records, reference data, data, and
a metadata hub. The bank has already saved over $100CAD million in data re-use and data warehouse
rationalization. The “smart” aspects of the core include a data science platform including analytics
sandboxes and open source software for machine learning, as well as software for robotic process
automation.
The objective of data-driven activity at BMO has begun to shift from largely defensive applications
(regulatory, security, and risk) to those oriented around customer experience. The company is focused on
such projects as customer journey analysis, better management of customer leads, and unstructured
customer data analysis. The bank has already achieved several times more value in additional revenues
over what it has saved in data rationalization.
In terms of cognitive technologies, machine learning and smart process automation are a first focus of the
bank. Machine learning is being introduced in areas such as fraud prevention. Robotic process automation
(RPA), as in most companies, combined with machine learning, is being used to automate highly
structured back-office processes involving interaction with multiple information systems. For example,
the bank has implemented a number of robots in the area of high-risk investigations; it assembles data and
prioritizes cases for human intervention. Conventional RPA, which is not terribly smart as cognitive
technologies go, is being augmented by optical character recognition (OCR) capabilities to turn images
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into text, and machine learning to read unstructured text, evaluate and approve decisions, match data
across databases, and route cases to the most qualified employee.
BMO is also broadening its analytics capabilities to support emerging customer experience and business
requirements for connected data. Traditionally, analytics has relied on data structures not frequently
changing, such as for reporting or capital model allocation. However, BMO recognized that it needs to
adopt non-relational capabilities such as large scale graph analytics for business solutions relying on
networks of interconnected data. Such structures are dynamically evolving, such as for product
recommendations or credit underwriting. While BMO is early stage in that journey, Arès and Joanette are
very positive it will unlock the next wave of business value, both in terms of technology productivity and
insights for customer experience.
These new capabilities are leading BMO to consider some new organizational structures for data science
and cognitive technologies. Thus far, advanced analytics and data science professionals have largely been
located in functions and business units. But as these experts become increasingly important to the bank’s
future, there is discussion about having more central coordination of their activity. It is unlikely there will
be a fully central data science group, but it may well be matrixed to the Technology and Operations group
to some degree.
Arès and Joanette are modest about their deployments of advanced analytical and AI capabilities, but they
have made considerable strides in setting the table for that kind of work. It’s relatively easy to implement
advanced applications in a research lab, but much tougher in a conservative banking context with
considerable regulation and many legacy systems.
Thomas H. Davenport is the President’s Distinguished Professor in Management and Information
Technology at Babson College, a research fellow at the MIT Initiative on the Digital Economy, and a
senior adviser at Deloitte Analytics. Author of over a dozen management books, his latest is Only
Humans Need Apply: Winners and Losers in the Age of Smart Machines. You can follow him at @tdav.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can follow
him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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How Verizon is Building a Big Data and AI Culture
November 17, 2017
By Thomas H. Davenport and Randy Bean
Telecommunications has long been one of the most data-intensive industries, and some of the earliest
analytical marketing initiatives originated at established firms like AT&T. But the industry is evolving
quickly, and the old mail-driven database marketing has become a thing of the past that hardly does the
job in a digital economy. For legacy firms, building a data-driven culture that leverages Big Data and AI
capabilities represents both an opportunity as well as a challenge.
Verizon Communications, formerly a “Baby Bell,” is now a massive telecommunications conglomerate
with $126 billion in 2016 revenues. In addition to the traditional wireline unit—now almost an
afterthought—its businesses include Verizon Wireless, FIOS fiber infrastructure to homes and businesses,
Oath (the combined former AOL and Yahoo organizations), network security offerings and several
others. Each of these businesses both generates and consumes vast amounts of data. You might imagine
that a company this diverse would demand an ambitious and diverse approach to analytics and artificial
intelligence.
Indeed that is the case. Verizon has a variety of different analytics and AI groups scattered around the
company. Some, like the Data Science and Cognitive Intelligence (DSCI) group, focus on applying
analytics and cognitive technology to Verizon’s interactions with customers. Part of Verizon’s IT
organization, it works closely, for example, with the company’s marketing, Digital Operations and
Customer Care functions. Headed by Asim Tewary, DSCI is heavily focused on cognitive technologies,
and is adding increasing levels of intelligence to the company’s marketing and customer service
applications.
Others, like the Global Supply Chain Strategy and Analytics group, focus on internal processes—in
that group’s case, ensuring that products reach customers and that sourcing and procurement are effective.
Anne Robinson, the leader of this group, and many of its members have strong backgrounds in
optimization technologies, which are commonly applied to supply chains. The group is also increasingly
knowledgeable and proficient in machine learning applications.
A third group, Big Data and Artificial Intelligence Systems, focuses on creating new products and
services for Verizon with these methods and tools. Led by Ashok Srivastava, Verizon’s Chief Data
Scientist, the Palo Alto-based lab employs large-scale machine learning both to improve Verizon’s
infrastructure and to develop products in such areas as education, healthcare and the Internet of Things.

With these and many smaller analytics groups scattered around the company, Verizon has also established
a coordination mechanism across them. VEDA — Verizon Enterprise Data Analytics—is an enterprise
organization that addresses data management, data governance, data warehousing and data lakes, and
common analytical and AI technologies. The goal of VEDA is to facilitate cross-functional, crossBoston | New York | San Francisco | Raleigh
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organizational projects. Each analytics group has a representative that serves as a key point of contact
with VEDA. The coordinating group helps to build infrastructures for data and notifies diverse groups of
shareable resources. Verizon has both proprietary and open source analytical and AI technologies, and it
is their role to help the company use these efficiently.
Business adoption of Big Data and AI processes remains a challenge for most legacy firms. Being a large
and complex organization, possessing massive amounts of data to be analyzed, Verizon customers,
suppliers, and partners require considerable help in navigating this complexity. Analytics and cognitive
applications can shed light on potential problems and make the navigation process easier.
It probably wouldn’t work for Verizon to have a single analytics and AI organization that addresses all
internal and external needs. Having a variety of different groups with a coordinating mechanism like
VEDA appears to offer an effective organizational solution to the challenge and opportunity of leveraging
Big Data and AI at Verizon.
Thomas H. Davenport is the President’s Distinguished Professor in Management and Information
Technology at Babson College, a research fellow at the MIT Initiative on the Digital Economy, and a
senior adviser at Deloitte Analytics. Author of over a dozen management books, his latest is Only
Humans Need Apply: Winners and Losers in the Age of Smart Machines. You can follow him at @tdav.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can follow
him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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Cindy Crawford, Big Data, AI, Robotics, and Innovation
November 15, 2017
By Randy Bean
What do Cindy Crawford, Big Data, AI, Robotics and Innovation have in common? Aside from being
subjects of keen interest to many, each was on the featured agenda at the recent Wall Street Journal
D.LIVE/D.LUXE getaway held at the Montage Resort at Laguna Beach, CA. The event was billed as an
“exclusive gathering of CEOs, founders, investors and luminaries from around the world." The 3-day
program brought together leaders and influencers from the worlds of technology, fashion, leisure and
entertainment, philanthropy and art for a discussion of how ideas in business and technology innovation
are shaping the business, fashion and leisure landscapes.
Among the notable tech and business leaders participating in the program were chief executives and lineof business heads representing firms including Alibaba, Cisco, Facebook, General Motors, Intel, Levi
Strauss, Microsoft, Oracle, Qualcomm and Walmart. In addition, storied entertainment and media
industry figures, such as Jeffrey Katzenberg, Barry Diller and Ariana Huffington, held forth on some of
the innovative and disruptive changes that are reshaping business and markets today.
Some of the memorable quotes and takeaways from the program included:
•

Entertainment industry legend Barry Diller on innovation: “If you really want a company to
innovate, they’ve got to be on their own melting ice cube. Incumbents never invent anything
new. Incumbents protect their ground. Other people come in with new ideas”.

•

General Motors President Dan Ammann on autonomous cars: “Every year 40,000 people are
killed in traffic accidents in the U.S. Regulators will tell you 95% of those fatalities are caused by
human error. Replacing the human driver with a better driver almost becomes an obligation to
deploy this technology for the betterment of society.”

•

Intel CEO Brian Krzanich on artificial intelligence: “Artificial intelligence is going to be similar
to what the internet was back in the 1990’s. You’re going to be using artificial intelligence or be
outpaced by people who are.”

•

Alibaba Executive Vice Chairman Joseph Tsai on artificial intelligence, Big Data, and trust: “I
have a cigar theory on AI – C-U-B-A. “C” stands for cloud computing. “U” means use cases. “B”
means Big Data. “A” is an algorithm. It is very important that those who preside over large troves
of data are very mindful of consumer trust. The difference between trust and non-trust is a very
thin wall. So, we feel we are treading on thin ice all the time. ”

•

Microsoft Executive Vice President Peggy Johnson on the challenges facing women in the tech
and business worlds: “I’m an electrical engineer, and when I first started out, there was nobody
who looked like me out there. I could never get the floor. I thought at one point, “I’m just going
to drop out.” My manager at the time said, “Don’t do that.” That’s when my career really took
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off. I’ve tried to make sure everybody is heard. It’s very important, whether you’re a quiet man
or a quiet woman”.
•

Uncharted Play Founder and CEO Jessica Matthews on Africa’s tech rush: “I think what’s going
to define Africa’s tech rush is whether or not it is controlled by the people of Africa or it's
simply happening to the people of Africa”.

The final afternoon of the Wall Street Journal program focused on entrepreneurship and the intersection
of new business models within lifestyle and fashion, and featured discussions with actor and
entrepreneur Jared Leto (“I have always been entrepreneurial, ever since I sold dope as a kid.”) and
supermodel and businesswoman Cindy Crawford (“Modeling is the only profession where women make
more money than men.”).
The closing discussion of the three-day program, an interview by the Wall Street Journal’s Jason Gay of
recording industry producer Scooter Braun (manager of recording artists Justin Bieber, Kanye West and
Ariana Grande), proved to be unexpectedly powerful, moving and relevant. As the manager for the singer
Ariana Grande, Braun recalled in very personal terms the May 2017 terror attack at Manchester Arena in
England that left 23 dead and 250 injured following an Ariana Grande concert. Three weeks following
the terror attack, Braun helped organize the One Love Manchester concert to benefit families and victims
of the attack. Recalling that the May terror attack occurred as concert-goers were filing out of the
Manchester concert, Braun recounted how as the crowds filed out of the One Love benefit concert, they
sang in unison, at the top of their lungs, the anthem “You’ll Never Walk Alone” in a spirit of courage and
defiance.
Three days of thought-provoking discussion and stimulating ideas about the impacts of Big Data, AI,
Robotics and Innovation ended with a poignant reminder and beneficial perspective, that amidst the
discussions of disruption and innovation and its impact on our lives, we live in turbulent times where it is
our common humanity that binds us together.
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Revolutionizing Radiology with Deep Learning at Partners
Healthcare
November 7, 2017
By Thomas H. Davenport and Randy Bean
One of the more miraculous aspects of modern medicine is its ability to peer directly inside the human
body to aid in diagnosis of disease and medical conditions. Radiological imaging is one of the most
effective diagnostic tools available, and its use is so pervasive that it accounts for about 10% of U.S.
medical costs.
The usage of medical imaging grew rapidly over the last few decades, but has plateaued as costs
skyrocketed. Not only are imaging machines expensive, but images also require interpretation by
radiologists. Researchers and vendors have worked for many years to automate the interpretation of
images, but thus far the field of computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) has not made substantial inroads into
patient care. Some institutions employ CAD as a “second set of eyes,” but the cost of imaging has yet to
decline.
New cognitive technologies, however, have the potential to substantially improve CAD for radiology
images and also those from pathology labs, and to combine them with other diagnostic data. These
technologies are advancing quickly in research labs, but have yet to make their way into medical practice.
A relatively new center at Partners Healthcare – the Center for Clinical Data Science (CCDS) – is focused
on bringing these technologies to the clinical world. Based at the highly-ranked institutions Massachusetts
General Hospital (MGH) and Brigham & Women’s Hospital (BWH) in Boston, the CCDS is a joint effort
of MGH and BWH. Its goal is to employ machine learning and other artificial intelligence technologies to
improve the healthcare delivery system; in particular, a key CCDS objective is to improve the
effectiveness of imaging-based diagnosis.
The CCDS is pursuing a variety of machine learning approaches, but the primary technology that it is
employing is deep neural networks (also known as deep learning). These technologies have already led to
breakthroughs in other areas of image recognition, and many researchers expect that they eventually will
do so with medical images. A recent article in the New England Journal of Medicine, “Translating
Artificial intelligence into Clinical Care,” expressed hope that this type of machine learning will lead to a
breakthrough in care. As Dr. Keith Dreyer, Partners’ Chief Data Science Officer, puts it:
We’ve had CAD for a couple of decades, but deep learning is a much better technology. It will provide
much higher sensitivity and specificity than we have today, and radiologists will trust it. Integrating it
with clinical practice offers many potential benefits.
The diagnosis of a lumbar spine injury, for example, might involve up to 300 MRI images and various
other test results in an electronic medical record system. A deep learning application could quickly
identify the most important images for a radiologist to review and recommend treatment alternatives. The
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technology could save substantial time for critically injured trauma patients and could leverage the
radiologist’s time for all patients.
The center is only about a year old, but it has already built important capabilities. Its goal is not basic
research, but improving clinical practice within the two hospitals and the healthcare system in general.
According to the CCDS Executive Director, Dr. Mark Michalski, in order for this technology to actually
affect care there are several key prerequisites:
Industry partnerships: For-profit companies dominate both the medical technology and information
technology industries, so it’s important for a research center to have beneficial collaborations with
external firms. Early in its short history, the CCDS established a ten-year collaboration with GE
Healthcare, a major producer of medical imaging equipment that is now headquartered in Boston. This
strategic partnership will focus on two major areas. The partners will co-develop an open platform for
creating and validating deep learning applications and embedding them into clinical workflows. The other
area is to identify and develop applications that span radiology, pathology, and population health.
The CCDS also has a strategic partnership with Nvidia, the leading provider of graphics processing units
(GPUs), which are an effective hardware environment for deep learning applications. The CCDS has an
Nvidia DGX-1 supercomputer—perhaps generating more AI horsepower than at any other academic
medical center.
Data—Perhaps the most important resource for deep learning applications is data—ideally large volumes
of labeled data. One of the key resources for more general image recognition projects, for example, is the
open source ImageNet database, with over 14 million labeled images. Michalski, a radiologist himself by
background, says there is no ImageNet equivalent for medical images yet. The CCDS can analyze images
from the Partners system, and is working on gaining access to more labeled images. Other organizations
are also trying to achieve this medical image nirvana. Some, including IBM, have acquired collections of
images with a company called Merge. Another company, Ambra Health, acts as an “image exchange” for
multiple hospitals, and is exploring the analysis of its images using deep learning.
Integration with clinical care flows—If these new technologies are going to improve care, they have to
be integrated with clinical care flows. This means integration with care protocols, electronic medical
records, payer reimbursement, and other care processes. There is some technology integration here, of
course, but there is also considerable process, behavior, and even cultural change. Michalski argues that
this integration can only take place within a clinical setting. “Otherwise,” he says, “I might be in a
commercial startup.”
Leading-edge data science skills—It takes sophisticated technology and imaging analysis skills to break
new diagnostic ground, and the CCDS has already assembled an impressive collection of them. It has data
scientists, data engineers, software developers, and innovation fellows. Dr. Dreyer, a global leader at the
intersection of data science and radiology, is associated with the Center. And various other clinicians at
Partners and Harvard Medical School researchers are also collaborating on specific projects.
Dreyer, who is a radiologist and a Ph.D. in artificial intelligence, explained that while deep learning
technology is very promising, broad use of it in clinical settings is not just around the corner:
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The American College of Radiology [a professional association of which Dreyer is on the Board of
Chancellors] created the Data Science Institute [ACRDSI] this past spring. In conjunction with the
CCDS, the ACR Data Science Institute did an analysis of several FDA-approved pulmonary nodule
detectors. They were all based on deep learning. We were interested in whether they provided similar
numbers, and how they compared to each other. But none of their outputs were the same! Some focused
on the probability of a lesion, others the probability of cancer. Some would describe the features inside a
nodule, some would give its location. So we concluded at the ACR that we needed to define the inputs
and outputs for the vendors of these machines. We need to be able to verify the algorithms before and
after they are taken to market in terms of their effectiveness and value. We need to develop some initial
processes for radiologists to use. We will need to have a “saliency map” for why the system says cancer,
and ideally we’ll have things like reason codes to aid with transparency.
Although deep learning technology is developing rapidly in research labs, the details of its use in practice
will take many years to develop. Because of the challenges involved in comprehensive redesign of imagebased diagnosis and care, the CCDS is trying to develop specific prototype product offerings or “use
cases” that could each provide value to patients. In less than a year, for example, the Center integrated a
system to provide accurate estimation of bone age in childrens’ hands developed by a researcher at MGH.
It expects to create a variety of such products that will eventually address many important aspects of
diagnosis. Many other use cases will have to be created by other researchers elsewhere.
The objective of harnessing the power of deep learning for medical image analysis, and embedding it in
an effective program of clinical care, is one of the most important challenges in artificial intelligence. To
achieve that objective will require collaborative and long-term work by groups like researchers at
Partners, many other hospitals and physicians, the ACR, deep learning startups, providers of labeled
images, vendors of imaging technology, and the FDA. If accurate and automated diagnosis is the Holy
Grail of radiology, it won’t be achieved by a single Galahad.
Thomas H. Davenport is the President’s Distinguished Professor in Management and Information
Technology at Babson College, a research fellow at the MIT Initiative on the Digital Economy, and a
senior adviser at Deloitte Analytics. Author of over a dozen management books, his latest is Only
Humans Need Apply: Winners and Losers in the Age of Smart Machines. You can follow him at @tdav.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can follow
him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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Financial Services Disruption: Gradually and Then Suddenly
October 11, 2017
By Randy Bean
Ernest Hemingway was known for his stories about a lost generation, bullfighting, and big game hunting,
but one does not generally associate Hemingway with ideas of innovation and disruption. Yet, in his
1926 novel The Sun Also Rises, Hemingway creates an apt metaphor for the nature of innovative and
disruptive change. When a character in the novel is asked “How did you go bankrupt?” he replies, “Two
ways, gradually, and then suddenly”. How better to describe the process by which innovation and
disruption can creep up on an industry or an organization, resulting in a sudden shift in the landscape.
Leading financial services firms are facing unprecedented pressures, from technologically savvy
customers, from hard-pressed regulators to Washington DC politicians of all political spectrums, and
from aggressive new market entrants. This wave of financial services innovation and disruption
possesses serious potential to unsettle perhaps the most traditional and central industry in our economy.
The American financial system is what Hamilton built. Today, longstanding incumbents – major banks,
insurance companies, asset management firms – are under competitive siege.
In the context of this backdrop of change and convulsion, I recently participated in a day-long program,
organized by The Economist, which focused on the challenges, as well as the opportunities, posed by
innovation and disruption in the financial services industry. The program, “Finance Disrupted: Fin Tech
Comes of Age”, highlighted the forces that are gradually reshaping the financial services industry today.
How will the financial services industry, as we know it, evolve? What impact will changing customer’
behavior, and generational shifts have on how financial services are delivered? How will regulatory
demands and expectations limit or accelerate innovation and disruption? Who will emerge as the leaders
in the industry over the next decade?
Fin Tech Threatens
The Economist program brought together more than 200 policymakers, senior business leaders,
entrepreneurs, and leading thinkers, to share perspectives and debate issues arising out of technological
and business innovation and its impact on incumbent financial institutions. The subtheme of the program
was the emergence of Fin Tech firms as a potential threat to large financial incumbents, such as the “Big
Four” retail banks – Citi, JP Morgan, Bank of America, and Wells Fargo. Representing the perspectives
of the Fin Tech sector were executives including PayPal President and CEO Dan Schulman, Square CFO
Sarah Friar, Lending Club CEO Scott Sanborn, and Kabbage Co-Founder Kathryn Petralia.
Fin Tech innovators shared their vision built upon an ambition to address unserved or under-served
consumer markets, which have been characterized as the un-banked or under-banked, for which credit has
not been readily available. According to the FDIC's 2013 National Survey of Unbanked and
Underbanked Households, as many as 46% of Americans are unable to obtain credit on favorable terms
from traditional banks and financial services providers. Lending Club, which claims to be the largest
provider of personal loans in the market today, operates on the customer value proposition that “you
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could be paying less for credit”. Square is presenting a payment alternative by taking “principled risk".
The emerging wave of Fin Tech firms aspire to make credit more accessible on better terms, improve the
process by which payments are made, and to remake the financial services industry to be more inclusive.
Tech Giants Loom
There has been a flurry of ongoing speculation in recent months about the ambitions of the “Big Four”
tech giants – Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Google. Earlier this year, there had been media reports that
Amazon was preparing to acquire Capital One Bank, itself an innovator in financial services. With
market caps that dwarf those of the major banks, vast customer platforms, and gradual entrance into
payments processing, what is preventing the tech giants from going all-in on providing full banking and
financial services? This was the subject of a closing debate at the Economist program, on the topic of
whether Fin Tech startups, or the Tech Giants, posed the greatest threat to incumbent banks and financial
services leaders.
In his recent book, The Four: The Hidden DNA of Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Google, Scott
Galloway, a Professor at NYU’s Stern School of Business, chronicles the ascendancy of “the Four
Horsemen” – Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Google, noting their rise in market capitalization by $1.3
trillion from 2013 to 2017, a sum equal to the GDP of Russia. The Economist panelists echoed the
potential threat posed by the tech giants, due to their financial power, as well as their market position as
trusted brands with established platforms that can offer an “interface, data, and trust advantage” to their
constituencies. It was noted that 40% of the customers of the tech giants have stated that they want to
have the ability to do their banking through these platforms.
Being the most highly capitalized firms in the world today doesn’t necessarily equate with becoming
successfully operating banks however. As one panelist suggested, why would the tech giants want to
jeopardize their dominant position across many industries, when the big banks do not pose any threat to
them? Wouldn’t the tech giants face many potential barriers to direct entry into the financial services
marketplace? For example, a high regulatory barrier presents obstacles and a potential roadblock for tech
giants seeking entry into financial services. Among these regulatory obstacles are 50,000 pages of
regulatory requirements, including the Patriot Act, CRA, EFT, as well as bank holding company limits.
While many customers express a yearning for an Amazon/Google-like financial service customer
experience, observers note that the large tech firms are already in financial services, providing payment
and other financial services without the potential handcuffs of becoming banks. There was a frequent
refrain. Why should the tech giants go any further when they are not likely to relish the financial hit that
comes with becoming low market cap banks? As one panelist remarked, “who in their right mind would
want to get into banking or financial services today”.
Ultimately, it was argued, that the large tech firms lack the required expertise in the intricacies of banking
and financial services. These are firms that, by their actions, have shown themselves to be highly averse
to regulation. The recent news about Facebook confirms this point of regulatory aversion. Wouldn’t the
tech giants face the potential of strong anti-trust backlash if they entered banking? It is the view of many
in the industry that the tech giants just don’t need the headaches, and simply don’t have the stomach to
enter banking.
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Incumbents Innovate
While leading banks and financial services firms face the threat of competitors in an industry that is
rapidly becoming a battleground between traditional incumbents and fast-moving innovators, the
incumbents do not intent to stand still. Drivers of the changing financial services marketplace include
behavioral changes, technological changes, and a proliferation of data. Clients want and demand
innovation. In response, incumbent banks are appointing executives who can make them innovative and
entrepreneurial, and join in re-architecting financial services approaches. These innovation executives
are striving to make large banks innovative and entrepreneurial. Citi Chief Innovation Officer Vanessa
Colella pointed out that when new entrants come into the marketplace everyone benefits, noting “the
whole frontier moves” for both innovators and incumbents.
And while innovation can represent a challenge for a 200 year old firm like Citi, it should be remembered
that firms like Citi, Bank of America, JP Morgan, and Wells Fargo were born out of innovation and
continue to innovate in selected areas each and every day. A great example is Charles Schwab. Schwab
President and CEO Walt Bettinger shared his perspectives on innovation in an interview on the “Future of
Finance” at the Economist program. Bettinger noted that “successful firms disrupt themselves”, making
the case that Charles Schwab is still disrupting the financial services brokerage market, a generation after
its founding in 1971.
Bettinger believes that today’s customers expect a “no trade-offs world”. He noted the difficulty in
building a trust-based brand, where trust is developed based on actions, not what you say. Bettinger is
skeptical when it comes to speculation about the entry into financial services of tech firms like Amazon or
Google, echoing the observation that the tech giants operate in lightly regulated industries in contrast to
large banks and asset management firms which operate in highly regulated industries. Do these firms
really want to invite the Federal Reserve and other regulators in their door? Noting that at the end of the
day, any financial services firm must be in the business of giving consumers better outcomes, Bettinger
concluded that “you need to have courage and will” to disrupt yourself, or to accomplish anything.
Lessons Learned
Perhaps the last word on the subject goes to curmudgeonly 86-year old regulatory legend Arthur Levitt,
who was the longest-serving chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission, holding that position
from 1993-2001. Levitt appeared on the opening panel of the program, but his comments seemed to
resonate long after the day was done. Going against the grain, Levitt summed up the Fin Tech entrants,
dismissively remarking that “Fin Tech entrepreneurs march to their own rules”. The incumbents, he
noted by way of contrast, provide assurance, safety, and security. Levitt continued, warning that
“aggressiveness is the backwash of innovation”. Ouch. Levitt further cautioned against the Silicon
Valley “fail fast” paradigm in a highly-regulated industry like financial services where safety is an
imperative. We saw that playbook and its result on Wall Street in 2008-2009. Levitt concluded ruefully,
“regulators have never kept up with business development”. How true. Buckle up.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can follow
him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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A 'Gathering of Data Scientists' Extends Its Influence
September 21, 2017
By Randy Bean
Ben Lorica is a data scientist, a person who analyzes data to gain insights. Once known as quants, data
analysts, actuaries, or any other number of unsexy terms, the appellation data scientist came into vogue
with the emergence and rise of Big Data in the worlds of technology and business, and in the popular
imagination. Author Tom Davenport and then White House data science chief D.J. Patil published a
2012 Harvard Business Review article describing the data scientist as the “sexiest job of the
21st Century”. Cool. Lorica, after completing his Ph.D. in Mathematics, went on to a career analyzing
data for investment firms and banks like Wells Fargo. Today, Lorica is Chief Data Scientist and Program
Director of the Strata Data Conference, for O’Reilly Media, a technology and business media and
education firm that organizes industry events that have historically served the tech community.
Next week in New York, Lorica, as conference co-chair, will kick off the fall 2017 program for the Strata
Data Conference, which will run from Monday, September 25 through Thursday, September 28. Held at
the massive Javits Center, event organizers anticipate the New York program to draw in excess of 6,000
registrants this year. What began in Santa Clara, CA in 2011 as a “gathering of data scientists” according
to Lorica, has grown from 1,400 initial registrants and 125 speakers to its present size, with over 340
speakers. Its participants have traditionally comprised data scientists, data engineers and programmers in
the Big Data technology known as Hadoop, along with a smattering of tech-savvy business people. More
than five years since the launch of Strata, interest in data, Big Data, and data science, and the demand for
more knowledge and experience in the realm of data continues to grow.
What is probably the largest data conference in the world today is the result of the 2012 merger of the
O’Reilly Strata Conference and Hadoop World, an annual program first organized by the Big Data
firm Cloudera in New York in 2009, to create what was then known as Strata + Hadoop
World. Cloudera, a pioneer in Big Data software, first started shipping Hadoop, the primary technology
underlying Big Data, in 2008. O’Reilly Media, founded in 1984, has positioned itself at the forefront of
successive waves of technology evolution and innovation -- Internet, Open Source, Big Data, and
Artificial Intelligence (AI). Inc. Magazine once called O’Reilly Founder and CEO Tim O’Reilly “the
Oracle of Silicon Valley”, and the firm notes on its website that it has “educated a generation of
technologists and entrepreneurs”. Today, O’Reilly organizes 19 conferences around the world, including
the Strata Artificial Intelligence Conference with programs in New York and San Francisco.
Organizing an event as large and popular as Strata Data entails ongoing evolution to meet the demands of
a growing audience which is hungry for the latest solutions and thinking in the fields of data and Big
Data. The collaboration between O’Reilly and Cloudera has become a global affair, with the addition of
annual conferences in London (2012), Singapore (2014) and Beijing (2016), complementing the original
events which are now held in San Jose and New York. To keep up with the demand for new learning and
fresh relevant content, Strata Data has expanded its programming to increase the variety of content,
exhibitors, and speakers. Mike Olson, founder, chairman and chief strategy officer of Cloudera, the
conference co-sponsor, observes, “The content we cover is much broader. As the market and ecosystem
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have matured, there is more coverage of actual use – what are people doing with the data? What does that
mean for individuals, companies, governments, and society as a whole?”
As a result of ongoing efforts to ensure relevance and broaden program appeal, Strata Data continues to
evolve as an increasingly diverse program, featuring recent keynote speakers including DJ Patil, the
former White House chief data scientist, Lynn Overmann from the Obama White House data-driven
justice initiative, Jill Lepore of the New Yorker and Cathy O’Neil, author of Weapons of Math
Destruction: How Big Data Increases Inequality and Threatens Democracy, who will speak at next
week’s program in New York. Additional keynotes for the New York program include diverse speakers
as Danah Boyd, founder and president of Data & Society, a research institute focused on understanding
the role of data-driven technologies in society, Jer Thorp, an artist and educator whose digital art practice
explores the boundaries between science, data, art, and culture, and Robin Thottungal, the first chief data
scientist for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
One gap which Strata Data is seeking to address with this year’s program is business value, perhaps in
response to those in the business community that have viewed the Strata Data program as appealing
primarily to a more technical audience. An ongoing critique of Big Data has been the challenge in
translating technology investments into measurable business results. Line-of-business executives demand
business value and need to see measurable results that will justify continued investment in Big Data
programs and initiatives. In response to this demand, beginning next week in New York, Strata Data will
launch the Strata Business Summit, a program track that “explores how to build data-driven strategies that
deliver customer insight and drive efficiency and innovation”. Cloudera’s Olson notes, “The Summit is
content aimed expressly at decision-makers” and is intended to share “what we’ve learned about the
organizational changes required to use data well throughout companies. There are organizational and
cultural changes that our most successful customers undertake. We describe these and why they matter”.
Olson and Lorica envision a continuing evolution for Strata Data in the coming years and next decade as
the explosive demand and use of Big Data and analytics continues. They plan to continue to seek out
innovative programming and content, an example being Findata Day in New York, focusing on disruptive
data technologies in the world of banking and finance. Future events will add programming on machine
learning. “Machine learning as a discipline is advancing very quickly” comments Olson, “I think we're
going to see computers take an advisory and consultative role to people in places that they aren't present
today”.
Looking ahead, Olson reflects on the evolution of Strata Data, from a “gathering of data scientists” to its
present and future ambitions, “The conference in its early years spent a lot of time on tools surrounding
the Big Data ecosystem. Big Data and analytics are moving into the core of companies now. Ethics,
fairness, transparency and avoidance of algorithmic bias are important. We'll continue to explore and
explain those subjects, with an eye specifically on business applications. Senior leaders need to know
how to manage change."
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal, and is Founder
and Executive Director of the Big Data for Social Justice Foundation. You can follow him
at @RandyBeanNVP.
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Mastercard’s Big Data for Good Initiative & Data Philanthropy
August 9, 2017
By Randy Bean
Much has been written about big data initiatives and the efforts of market leaders to derive critical
business insights faster. Less has been written about initiatives by some of these same firms to apply big
data and analytics to a different set of issues, which are not solely focused on revenue growth or bottom
line profitability. While the focus of most writing has been on the use of data for competitive advantage, a
small set of companies has been undertaking, with much less fanfare, a range of initiatives designed to
ensure that data can be applied not just for corporate good, but also for social good.
One such firm is Mastercard, which describes itself as a technology company in the payments industry,
which connects buyers and sellers in 210 countries and territories across the globe. In 2013 Mastercard
launched the Mastercard Center for Inclusive Growth, which operates as an independent subsidiary of
Mastercard and is focused on the application of data to a range of issues for social benefit.
In an interview with Shamina Singh, President of the Mastercard Center, Ms. Singh described some of the
initiatives that the Center is undertaking to address issues of social benefit and social good. According to
Ms. Singh, the mission of the Mastercard Center is “to deploy Mastercard data assets for positive social
impact.” She describes how, by tapping into a rich set of data assets and talent, the Mastercard Center can
help “unlock the power of data to create sustainable, lasting solutions to society’s greatest social
challenges.” In establishing the Center, Mastercard is hoping to establish a model for corporate big data
responsibility that others can emulate.
Doing Well and Doing Good
In testimony before the Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs on May 4, 2017, Mastercard Vice Chairman
Walt Macnee, who serves as the Chairman of the Center for Inclusive Growth, addressed issues of private
sector engagement. Macnee noted, “The private sector and public sector can each serve as a force for
good independently; however when the public and private sectors work together, they unlock the potential
to achieve even more." Macnee further commented, “We will continue to leverage our technology, data,
and know-how in an effort to solve many of the world’s most pressing problems. It is the right thing to
do, and it is also good for business."
Mastercard believes that there is an opportunity to break down traditional business and data silos to create
greater opportunity for social and economic inclusion, which they characterize as “inclusive growth.” As
an example, Mastercard executives point to the addition of 500 million new consumers and 40 million
new merchants as instances of how the world’s 2 billion underserved constituencies can be brought into
the global economy. The firm believes that greater financial inclusion around the world is a path to longterm sustainable economic growth. It was for this reason, and with this vision of the future in mind, that
Mastercard launched the Center. Today, the Mastercard Center is committed, through a series of
initiatives, to working on the front lines to foster inclusive growth.
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Data Have’s and Have Not’s
Ms. Singh describes the world today of “the data have’s and the data have nots,” where Mastercard can
play a critical role as a change agent to reduce the current gap. According to the U.N. Advisory Group on
a Data Revolution for Sustainable Development, “New technologies are leading to an exponential
increase in the volume and types of data available, creating unprecedented possibilities for informing and
transforming society.” The U.N. Group goes on to state “But, too many people, organizations, and
governments are excluded [from the new world of data] because of lack of resources, knowledge,
capacity, or opportunity. There are huge and growing inequalities in access to data and information and in
the ability to use it”. Ms. Singh notes, “If income inequality is the issue of our generation, information
inequality is a problem for the ages."
Data Philanthropy
Central to the mission of the Mastercard Center is the notion of “data philanthropy”. This term
encompasses notions of data collaboration and data sharing and is at the heart of the initiatives that the
Center is undertaking. The three cornerstones on the Center’s mandate are:
Sharing Data Insights– This is achieved through the concept of “data grants”, which entails granting
access to proprietary insights in support of social initiatives in a way that fully protects consumer
privacy.
Data Knowledge – The Mastercard Center undertakes collaborations with not-for-profit and
governmental organizations on a range of initiatives. One such effort was in collaboration with the
Obama White House’s Data-Driven Justice Initiative, by which data was used to help advance
criminal justice reform. This initiative was then able, through the use of insights provided by
Mastercard, to demonstrate the impact crime has on merchant locations and local job opportunities in
Baltimore.
Leveraging Expertise – Similarly, the Mastercard Center has collaborated with private organizations
such as DataKind, which undertakes data science initiatives for social good. Mastercard provided
DataKind with 100 data scientists to work on social impact projects in U.S. cities and globally. As
DataKind founder and CEO Jake Porway explains, “data is in abundant supply, but human capital is
scarce. The Mastercard Center teamed up with us to provide data and the data scientists.” The range
of social impact projects that the data science teams tackled included initiatives correlating disease
and scarcity of food sources in Africa, teaming with the Red Cross to reduce fire deaths in America,
and working with a community college to track drop out and success rates.
Data for Good Initiatives
Mastercard has long been committed to deploying its data assets and expertise for greater social benefit.
Vice Chairman Macnee sets the tone when he speaks of “integrating purpose into our work at
Mastercard."
Under the leadership of Shamina Singh and Mr. Macnee, the Mastercard Center for Inclusive Growth, is
combining data, expertise, technology, and philanthropic investments, and bringing together stakeholders
from business, government, academia, non-profits (NGO’s) and a global community of thinkers, leaders,
and innovators to tackle challenges stemming from the growing data divide.
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Just this past month, the Mastercard Center released initial findings from its Data Exploration:
Neighborhood Crime and Local Business initiative. This effort was focused on ways in which
Mastercard’s proprietary insights could be combined with public data on commercial robberies to help
understand the potential relationships between criminal activity and business closings. A preliminary
analysis showed a spike in commercial robberies followed by an increase in bar and nightclub closings.
These analyses help community and business leaders understand factors that can impact business success.
Late last year, Ms. Singh issued A Call to Action on Data Philanthropy, in which she challenges her
industry peers to look at ways in which they can make a difference -- “I urge colleagues at other
companies to review their data assets to see how they may be leveraged for the benefit of society.” She
concludes, “the sheer abundance of data available today offers an unprecedented opportunity to transform
the world for good.” DataKind’s Porway agrees, “through the Center for Inclusive Growth, Mastercard is
setting an example of corporate leadership by taking a thoughtful approach to combining data and
expertise to deliver positive social impact.”
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can follow
him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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Interesting Times: Business Change in an Era of Tech Disruption
July 11, 2017
By Randy Bean
When reflecting on epochs in world history, historians often make reference to an ancient Chinese curse –
“May you live in interesting times!” Today, we live in a time characterized by rapid technology
transformation, and resulting social, political, and economic disruption. In its wake, few institutions have
remained untouched. Like the Industrial Revolution of the early 19th century, impactful change of this
magnitude generally occurs but once a century, and is the culmination of a convergence of trends – in our
time these trends include globalization, the emergence of the Internet, Big Data, artificial intelligence
(AI), and ubiquitous computing power. The results can be dislocation, upheaval, opportunity, and
inequality. These current trends are the subject of intense study and speculation, as evidenced by recent
articles, books, and the themes of industry business conferences. Change is in the air. We are living in
interesting times.
From Information Age to Machine Learning Age
One industry event that has been committed to delving into themes of technology transformation and its
impact on business and society is the annual MIT CIO Symposium, held each year on the campus of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The theme of this year’s conference was, appropriately,
“Now, Next, and Beyond”. A number of subsequent articles have captured the flavor and spirit of this
year’s program, but perhaps none more thoroughly and imaginatively than Gil Press’s event summary,
ambitiously entitled, Robot Overlords: AI at Facebook, Amazon, Disney and Digital Transformation at
GE, DDS, and BNY Mellon, which captures the range of perspectives on key transformational issues that
were the subject of interest and concern to business and technology leaders.
Perhaps the deepest look into the future impact of these emerging trends was presented by MIT
academicians, Eric Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee, whose new book Machine, Platform, Crowd:
Harnessing Our Digital Future was published in June. In their conference remarks, the authors shared
their perspectives on the “recent spurt” of artificial intelligence, which they describe as driven largely by
the explosion in recent years of the availability of data (Big Data). The proliferation of data volumes and
varieties has been much discussed over the course of the past several years. Noting that Big Data is
enabling and empowering AI and Machine Learning “because machines need lots of examples”,
Brynjolfsson and McAfee argue that we are now in what they have proclaimed as the “machine learning
age.”

Among academicians, Brynjolfsson and McAfee have been at the forefront in depicting a vision of the
future driven by machine learning. In their 2014 book, The Second Machine Age, Brynjolfsson and
McAfee painted a vision of a future driven by the dual forces of man and machine. In a recent MIT Sloan
Management Review article How to Thrive - and Survive - in a World of AI Disruption, Brynjolfsson
notes, “Deep learning and neural networks have dramatically improved in effectiveness and impact,
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leading to human-level performance in many aspects of vision, conversational speech, and problemsolving. As a result, industries are in the midst of a major transformation and more is on the way.”
Not Business as Usual
Another venue for executive discussion of transformational themes relating to topics in Big Data,
artificial intelligence, and machine learning, are the by-invitation Executive Thought-Leadership
Roundtable Breakfasts that I host on a monthly basis for c-executives and industry thought-leaders. These
discussions provide a venue for peer executives to share perspectives, learn from one another, and
communicate how these latest developments are impacting their businesses, or not. For example, in recent
roundtable discussions, executives report that, based on the experiences of their own organizations, AI
has yielded mixed results to date. To quote author Tom Davenport, a participant in several of the
roundtable breakfasts, “Nary a robot overlord to be found”. Nonetheless, the majority of executives share
a common viewpoint that the intersection of AI/machine learning and Big Data represents a big
opportunity to diverge from business as usual.
In a rapidly changing business and technology environment, where the ability to act with speed can be the
foundation for innovation and acceleration of business opportunities, firms increasingly recognize that
business as usual may not be a prudent path. These firms recognize that they operate in a business world
where they need to grow and adapt if they want to remain nimble and competitive. Increasingly, firms are
pushing hard to introduce more agile, discovery-based business capabilities to help their organizations
integrate new approaches and business processes. Speaking at the MIT Forum, GE CIO Jim Fowler spoke
of the future of work, where “technology is going to become the process” and employees would work in
mission-based teams that formulate around specific initiatives, rather than being limited by strict job
descriptions.
A series of recent articles in the Wall Street Journal, Amazon is Leading Tech’s Takeover of America and
New York Times, The Decline of the Baronial CEO, and The Real Threat of Artificial Intelligence,
underscore the challenges facing leading companies today. Each of these articles probes how business is
changing and evolving, and describes the challenges and the steps that firms are taking to address a
changing business environment. The messages are clear. Businesses need to adapt. Companies must bring
new approaches to bear, new teams, and new skills, organized in a new fashion. Transformation is never
business as usual.
The Man + Machine Equation
Data is the lifeblood of business. Like water, data flows through an organization, and enables many
activities. One of the primary ways in which machine learning is being applied within business today is in
the management and curation of vast and diverse volumes and sources of data. Data has become a
business center, measured in cost reduction and revenue generation. Organizations are looking to identify
ways they can manage data most effectively, while establishing the collaborative ecosystem to enable this
efficiency.
Several leading firms are attacking this need through investments in data curation capabilities that focus
on the next-level of data preparation – tapping deeper into their data assets – the “long-tail” of Big Data.
These data curation capabilities leverage machine learning algorithms which accelerate data and analytic
velocity within an organization, while benefiting from human knowledge and expertise in an
organizations own data assets. The use of machine learning in data curation is intended to accelerate data
analysis at a “global scale”, where good business decisions depend on the repeatability and predictability
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of data. This drive to homogeneity provides an ability to look at the tail of data, and tap into more obscure
data sources which can be a source of business creativity and innovation. The benefits of tapping into
these fresh sources can be measured in time and cost savings.
The use of machine learning in data curation represents, what one executive characterized as, an “artful
combination” of the human and the machine -- machine learning plus human input. This is the man plus
machine equation, which stands in contrast to what has been referred to as “artificial stupidity”, defined as
a computer completing tasks repetitively without the benefit of human insight and intervention. The end
goal of machine learning is after all to make information more accessible and useful to human decision
makers.
Innovation, Inequality, and Disruption
Nearly every speaker at the MIT CIO Symposium reflected on the speed of innovation and the business
and social impact of disruption. Brynjolfsson however sounds a cautionary note. In his recent MIT article
Brynjolfsson remarks, “But there’s also a backlash brewing. Median income in America is lower now
than in the past 15 years, and wealth is concentrated at the highest levels.”
At the MIT Symposium, Brynjolfsson and McAfee spoke about “interconnected humanity” and the
impact of rapid disruption and change on human lives, remarking at one point on the sharp rise in the rate
of “deaths from despair” as many in society our unprepared for dislocation and disconnection in the
social, economic, and political worlds. Change comes with resulting consequences.
McAfee concluded his MIT remarks on a cautionary note as well, offering a glimmer of hope. McAfee
noted that machines are not good at creative tasks or tasks that require strong interpersonal skills and
emotions. So, a need for humans does persist. McAfee issued a call for a renewal of education in the
humanities – art, literature, history, classics -- to supplement the popular push for STEM (science,
technology, engineering, math) education, noting that machines can do STEM. What machines do not do
is create great symphonies or poetry, or masterpieces of art and literature, or bring the element of human
judgement, intuition, and passion to the world. This is the role of humanity in an era of technology
disruption.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can follow
him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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How AI & Machine Learning Drive GE Digital Transformation
June 7, 2017
By Randy Bean and Thomas H. Davenport
General Electric (GE) was co-founded in 1897 by Thomas Edison. Today, 120 years later, GE is the
single company with the longest continual presence in the Dow Jones Industrial Average, and is
undergoing one of the most dramatic transformation initiatives of any major company. Mainstream
legacy businesses should take note. In a matter of only a few years, GE has migrated from being an
industrial and consumer products and financial services firm to a “digital industrial” company with a
strong focus on the “Industrial Internet” and $7 billion in software sales in 2016.
This is the story of how GE has accomplished this digital transformation by leveraging AI and machine
learning fueled by the power of Big Data.
Undertaking the Digital Transformation
The GE transformation is an effort that is still in progress, but one which is increasingly looking like a
success story, as chronicled in the 2016 MIT Sloan Management Review story GE’s Big Bet on Data and
Analytics. GE’s software offering, Predix, has become well-established. Less well-understood is GE’s
focus on analytics and AI to make sense of the massive volumes of Big Data that are being captured by its
industrial devices. Bill Ruh, the CEO of GE Digital and the company’s Chief Digital Officer, emphasizes
the role and importance of data and analytics in the company’s transformation. In a recent blog post on
the GE site, Ruh wrote about Waking up as a Software and Analytics Company. Ruh observes, “It’s not
enough to connect machines. You have to make your machines smarter. You need to figure out the best
ways for embedding intelligence into machines and devices. Then you need to develop the best
techniques for collecting the data generated by those machines and devices, analyzing that data and
generating usable insights that will enable you to run your equipment more efficiently and optimize your
operations and supply chains.” This is how companies become data-driven organizations.
Leveraging AI and Machine Learning to Create a “Digital Twin”
In a recent interview that we conducted with Ruh, he emphasized the importance of machine learning as
one approach that has been particularly beneficial in helping GE leverage the power of Big Data and the
Internet of Things (IoT). Machine learning technology, according to Ruh, is critical to making the “digital
twin” concept successful. A digital twin is a digital replica, or data-based representation of an industrial
machine. When sensors in those machines — for example, a jet engine, a gas turbine or a windmill —
gather data on the machine’s attributes (heat, vibration, noise and the like), the data is collected in the
“cloud” and organized into a model “twin” that allows analysis that replicates the machine’s performance.
The digital twin model can then be used to diagnose faults and predict the need for maintenance,
ultimately reducing or eliminating unplanned downtime in that machine. The digital twin concept can be
extended to aggregations of machines — a plant or fleet can be digitally twinned as well.
The data never stops flowing into these digital twin models, which can be populated by many unique
variables. Because there may also be changes over time relative to which variables and models best
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predict the need for required maintenance, machine learning represents the best technology approach to
addressing these requirements. Machine learning approaches make it possible to learn from new data and
to modify predictive models over time. Ruh points out that machine learning makes it possible to identify
anomalies, signatures and trends in machine performance and develop understanding of patterns of
behavior. In addition, Machine Learning can be applied to help identify efficiencies within a machine and
use this as a best practice for other machines. Ruh notes that GE already has about 750,000 digital twins
and is rapidly adding more.
Building a Digital Organization
Like any mainstream legacy company, GE didn’t start out with the required expertise it needed to
leverage Artificial Intelligence and machine learning. So, GE went out and acquired startups that
possessed the requisite skills and expertise — in some cases beginning this process several years back. A
precursor to GE Digital was the company’s Intelligent Platforms business, which acquired a company
called SmartSignal in 2011 to provide supervised learning models for remote diagnostics. In 2016, GE
acquired a firm named Wise.io for its unsupervised deep learning capabilities and to bring in house the
data scientists who understood this field. GE has successfully integrated both companies’ people and
software into its GE Digital business. In particular, the Wise.io unsupervised learning capabilities have
become very helpful in identifying anomalies and trends in industrial sensor data without having to create
a substantial volume of labeled data. GE is also employing machine learning technology from a third AI
acquisition, Bit Stew (also acquired in 2016) to integrate data from multiple sensor sources in industrial
equipment. As an example, this solution is particularly helpful in assembling and organizing data coming
from a variety of machines in a plant.
Using Machine Learning to Integrate Supplier Data
Not all of GE’s activities with AI are restricted to industrial equipment. GE also employs machine
learning to integrate business data. It has partnered with the Cambridge, MA based data curation firm,
TAMR, co-founded by MIT Professor Michael Stonebraker and entrepreneur and former industry CIO
Andy Palmer. In a recent article, GE Saved Millions by Using this Data Start-Ups Software, Emily Galt,
vice president of technical product management for GE Digital Thread, discussed how the company has
leveraged machine learning to achieve savings. GE’s Ruh notes, “The supplier data integration was a big
win. It’s easy for suppliers to charge different prices for the same product when you can’t compare them
across business units. We might spend $250 million a year on nuts and bolts, but that only becomes
salient when you look across business units and see if they’re coming from the same suppliers. If they
are, you are in a much better position to negotiate.” GE claims that the TAMR machine learning software
has enabled GE to save $80 million over the past few years.
A “Future Ready” Software and Artificial Intelligence Company
Speaking at the MIT Sloan CIO Symposium held in Boston last month, GE CIO Jim Fowler observed
how GE has evolved into a “future ready” company, where “the technology is going to become the
process” and where employees will work in “mission-based teams” that form to solve specific business
problems and then disband to go and find and solve new business problems.
Today, GE has become one of the world’s leading users and vendors of machine learning for industrial
data. GE certainly knew when it embarked upon its “digital industrial” strategy that it would be in the
software business, but it may not have counted on also being in the Artificial Intelligence business.
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How Women Are Shaping the Big Data Revolution
April 27, 2017
By Randy Bean
It has become abundantly clear by now. Successful business adoption of Big Data and analytics initiatives
is largely a function of overcoming cultural impediments. These “cultural” factors have been the principal
barrier to deriving value from data and analytics investments for most large firms.
Among the principal impediments these firms have faced are challenges of organizational alignment,
communication between business and technical constituencies, transformation of key business processes,
governance and leadership of data initiatives, business sponsorship and assurance that technical
investments can be linked to measureable business outcomes.
For the most part, the barriers to success for Big Data initiatives are not about technology – they are due
to business issues. These business issues commonly boil down to “people issues” and the ability to forge
and sustain a shared understanding among diverse business constituencies.
Increasingly, women executives are being called upon to take the lead in overcoming these “cultural
issues.” In doing so, women leaders are being asked to shape the critical business functions that are most
necessary to ensuring business value from Big Data and analytics investments.
Women Executives in the Chief Data Officer Role
Where the leadership of women executives is becoming most visible is in shaping the nascent role of the
Chief Data Officer. It has only been in very recent years that the role of Chief Data Officer (CDO) has
emerged as an industry standard business function and a key C-executive position.
Just five years ago, only 12% of surveyed firms reported the appointment of a Chief Data Officer, while
by 2017 this number has grown to 55.9%. The heaviest concentration of CDO appointments have been in
financial services and insurance. These are industries which tend to be heavily regulated, and where
massive volumes of data are maintained and managed. Firms within these industries have also been most
likely to develop mature data management processes and practices.
During the past few years, I have had the unique opportunity to participate in several programs that are
focused on shaping the role of the Chief Data Officer, and have both witnessed and participated in helping
shape and define this role.
The CDO-focused programs have been characterized from the outset by the strong presence and
leadership provided by women executives – many of whom have assumed the mantle of leadership in
helping shape the CDO role and data management functions. In helping drive this charge, women
executives are assuming the top corporate leadership positions for data at a growing number of the largest
banks, financial services, and insurance firms. The active participation of women executives in shaping
the future of data is reflected in the popular Twitter hashtag #womenindata.
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Among the largest banks, Bank of America, JP Morgan, CitiGroup, Citizens Bank, KeyBank, M&T
Bank, and PNC, among others, are notable in their appointment of women executives into Chief Data
Officer roles in recent years. Among insurance companies, AIG and Farmers Insurance are among those
that have appointed women into Chief Data Officer functions. General Electric (GE) recently named a
woman executive to the role of Chief Data Officer. When one expands this list to include women who
hold the role of Chief Analytics Officer or Heads of Big Data and Analytics Centers of Excellence, the
list of women in data leadership positions is extensive.
‘Data Divas’ Are Leading the Charge
Clearly, “women in data” has become more than just a slogan. Women executives are playing an
increasingly leading role driving the future of the Big Data revolution. Data leadership functions’ that are
driven by women executives are becoming a growing reality for a range of organizations.
The London-based conference firm Corinium, has proven to be an early pioneer in providing a venue for
Chief Data Officers to share their perspectives and learn from one another, and in showcasing women
CDO’s in particular. As confirmation of the leadership position of women executives in the Chief Data
Officer role, the Corinium New York conference kicks off with a “Data Divas” Networking Session.
The New York Financial Services CDO events are chaired by Allison Sagraves, Chief Data Officer of
M&T Bank, based in Buffalo, NY. This year’s keynote panels and keynote sessions featured prominent
women executives who occupy executive leadership responsibilities for data in their respective firms. The
list includes M&T’s Sagraves, Denise Letcher, PNC CDO and EVP, Rise Zaiser, CDO of Sumitomo
Mitsui Bank, Joan Dal Bianco, Head of the US Office of the Chief Data Officer and SVP of TD Bank,
and Lori Bieda, Head of Bank of Montreal’s Head of Analytics Centre of Excellence. The keynote for the
Corinium Chief Data Officer, Insurance program, held the following day, was Katie Meyers, Chief Data
Officer for IT with Farmers Insurance.
A central theme of the Chief Data Officer conferences is the requirement for non-traditional skills and
experience when it comes to leadership of corporate data initiatives. “The CDO is a change management
leadership role” notes Ms. Sagraves from M&T, “The role requires a mix of business savvy, excellent
communication and storytelling skills to engage the business, an ability to bridge technical and business
domains, and collaboration skills as data is a team sport.”

Bank of Montreal’s Lori Bieda echoes Ms. Sagraves observations, “Those heading up data and analytics
teams are charged with the task of "sense-making.". As heads of data and analytics teams you’re charged
with connecting data dots and people, then corralling companies around a common cause – be it
investment in a solution, the realization that you have a problem, or surfacing strategic opportunity
resident in the data. Women have grown up in business as ‘consummate connectors’, and can help lead
the data charge, working across the organization, communicating findings, and binding company and
cause together."
Bringing Collaboration to Data Leadership
The women executives on the CDO event panels shared a common perspective. Successful data
leadership necessitates large measures of collaboration, persuasion, and flexibility, and a special
willingness to listen and develop new approaches to traditional challenges. This becomes essential when
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the greatest challenges to business adoption of data result from cultural impediments, not technical
roadblocks.
Lisa Wentworth is a former bank executive who served as a senior vice president and controller with
Fleet/Bank of America, and now leads a data governance and change management practice for
consultancy NewVantage Partners. Ms. Wentworth notes that “Overcoming the cultural impediments to
data results and business value often requires what are sometimes characterized as ‘soft skills’. These are
skills related to managing people and business processes. From my experience, women executives can
often be effective in these roles because we have to be attuned to working relationships. ‘High EQ’ is as
critical as high IQ to addressing these challenges. I think women executives can often be in a position to
bring both high EQ and high IQ to bear to address the challenges of business adoption of data.”
Katie Meyers is the Chief Data Officer for IT at Farmers Insurance. Ms. Meyers observes “While I don’t
generally single myself out as a ‘female’ leader, my experience would say that a few intrinsic
characteristics foster successful senior leadership in the data domain. Intuition is the first trait that comes
to mind. Good listening skills, another strength found in many women, adds to the ability to hone in on
that right opportunity. Empathy and compassion are other core qualities critical to engaging and fostering
the success of a data and analytics team. Being able to connect with technical and analytical resources at
the level of the individual can improve the tailoring of job assignments, enhance effective feedback and
coaching, and help identify personal growth opportunities – leading to the creation of high functioning,
loyal and engaged data teams.”
A Breakout Role for Women Executives
Most financial services and insurance industry executives believe that the Chief Data Officer role needs to
become stronger going forward, and positioned as a leadership function in driving innovation,
establishing a data culture, and managing data as an enterprise asset.
With nearly half of financial services and insurance executives believing that the primary role of the Chief
Data Officer should be to drive innovation and establish a data culture, the role of the CDO is only likely
to increase in corporate importance. For a generation of women that have grown up professionally during
a time when data has risen in centrality and criticality, the opportunity to deliver on business value may
prove to be a ticket “straight to the board room.”
Ms. Meyers of Farmers notes, “The role of chief data officer (CDO) is anchored in driving organizational
change through data to power a more informed business. Driving collaboration – a traditional female
strength - goes hand in hand with driving data progress. While we all generally accept that change is hard;
dealing with data-driven change can be harder. Attempts by CDOs to drive data progress through
traditional, top-down command or directive can often fall flat, whereas an inclination to building
compromise and bringing everyone along can often prove successful. A CDO who structures a
participatory approach, coupled with intent listening, can craft data endeavors both meaningful and
impactful to all contributors, a true win-win for everyone.”
Ms. Sagraves sums up the need and the opportunity for women executives, "The Chief Data Officer is a
breakout role for women. It's a great opportunity to demonstrate our leadership and all that we bring to the
table. We have the opportunity to help define the future because data is at the heart of most change in
organizations, but the role is much more than data. It's about driving change and delivering value with
data. Most of us at this point have been pioneers of one kind or another, so it's only natural that women
are succeeding in this pioneering role."
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Is the Financial Services Industry Ripe for Disruption?
February 24, 2017
By Randy Bean
With reports in American Banker this week that Amazon is rumored to be exploring the potential
acquisition of Capital One, an innovator in financial services marketing, is it too far-fetched to ask
whether the financial services industry may be on the cusp of the next wave of disruption? As unheard of
as this notion might have seemed a few years ago, financial services firms are facing important questions
about their future, driven by disruptive technologies, ranging from big data to artificial intelligence and
machine learning to fintech solutions and blockchain.
The prospect of disruptive change looms large in the minds of senior financial services industry
executives who participated in a recent survey focused on Big Data Business Impact: Achieving Business
Results Through Innovation And Disruption, which was conducted by strategy advisors NewVantage
Partners and published in January. The survey comprised senior business and technology leaders, and was
heavily represented by leading financial services firms, which accounted for 75.8% of the survey
respondents. Financial services industry participants included industry giants such as AIG, American
Express, Bank of America, Blackrock, Capital One, Charles Schwab, CitiGroup, Fidelity Investments,
Freddie Mac, JP Morgan Chase, Lincoln Financial, MetLife, Morgan Stanley, State Street, and Wells
Fargo among others.
One of the most provocative findings of the survey is that a substantial percentage of the financial
services industry executives that were surveyed – 40% -- were concerned that their firm and their industry
was at risk of major disruption in the coming decade, with a segment of these executives expressing the
viewpoint that “it’s transform or die”.
Figure 1
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While executives in rapidly evolving big data and digital companies may view the fact that 40% of
financial services executives anticipate major disruption as amusingly low, and believe that this number
should be closer to 100%, it nonetheless comes as something of a surprise that such a large percentage of
executives in such a traditional and inherently conservative industry as financial services anticipate major
disruption. This suggests that financial services firms may be taking a deadly serious look outside their
own industry and seeking to learn from the experiences of Big Data and Digital companies that have
developed rapidly evolving and truly disruptive business models. This is supported in part by the steps
that a number of leading financial services firms have taken to build out innovation centers, centers of
excellence, incubation labs, and analytic sandboxes, all in an effort to develop greater dexterity and speed
when it comes to opening new channels and bringing new products and services to market. In fact, a
majority of survey respondents indicated that they had innovation initiatives directed at these outcomes.
Figure 2

In a story on the potential interest by Amazon in Capital One, published in Banking Technology last
week, Neil O’Brien, former director of digital banking at Santander Bank, is quoted, “There has been
speculation for a long time about a tech giant (Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon) buying a bank in the
U.S, but the general sentiment was that banks were an undesirable target because of low margins, and
more importantly, high regulation.” However, the environment may be changing and regulatory
objections may become less of an obstacle and deterrent to potential acquirers looking to make a major
move.
For financial services firms looking to differentiate themselves from the pack, the opportunity to integrate
with a new economy leader could be compelling. Regardless of the immediate horizon, financial services
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firms are taking steps to prepare for a changing and uncertain future. Among disruptive capabilities that
are expected to have an impact on how financial services firms do business, 94% of executives report
having deployed Big Data initiatives with other disruptive initiatives now underway in anticipation of a
decade of disruption. These include 85.2% undertake investments in artificial intelligence/machine
learning, 70.83% in digital technologies, 70.83% in fintech solutions, and 66.67% in blockchain.
Figure 3

The financial services industry has experienced notable change over the course of the past quarter
century. As deregulation decreased, major U.S. banks began to compete for customers on a national basis,
ultimately leading to a wave of major consolidations during the 1990’s and early 2000’s, as the number of
leading banks shrank and longstanding institutions were swallowed up to create a handful of giant
institutions. The period of deregulation eventually culminated in the financial crisis of 2008, resulting in a
new wave of industry regulation.
As financial services look to the future, incumbent firms must ask themselves how the financial services
consumer landscape is likely to evolve, as customers continue to become self-service oriented, more
reliant on digital services, increasingly data-driven and data-savvy, and as non-traditional companies
potentially encroach on the financial services marketplace. Today’s financial service leaders must ask
these questions -- “what firms are most likely to be competitors in the coming decade” and “how can we
prepare for that future”? In a rapidly changing environment, financial services firms must strive to
innovate and be prepared to think well outside the box if they intend to retain their dominance.
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Executives Report Measurable Results from Big Data, But
Challenges Remain
January 10, 2017
By Randy Bean
After a half decade of investment, and periods of trial and error, a near majority of business executives
now report successful results from their Big Data investments. According to NewVantage Partners 5th
annual Big Data Executive Survey, 48.4% of corporate executives that were surveyed indicated that their
firm has achieved “measurable results” from their Big Data investments. Further, a remarkable 80.7% of
executives now characterize their Big Data efforts to have been successful. This marks a sharp contrast
with previous years, where investment levels had grown, but results had yet to be realized for most
corporations.
NewVantage Partners survey, which was released on January 9th, reflects the viewpoints of corporate
business leaders (CEO/President), data leaders (Chief Data Officer), technology leaders (Chief
Information Officer), Analytics leaders (Chief Analytics Officer), and marketing leaders (Chief
Marketing Officer). 50 major corporations were represented, including American Express, Bank of
America, Bloomberg, Capital One, Charles Schwab, Disney, Ford Motors, General Electric (GE),
MetLife, United Parcel Service (UPS), and USAA, among other leaders in financial services, the life
sciences, media, and selected industry groups.
The survey highlights the challenges that major corporations still face as they seek to become more datadriven organizations:
• 85.5% of executives report that their organization has taken steps to create a data-driven culture, but
only 37.7% report that these efforts have been successful to date. Among the obstacles;
• A majority of executives – 52.5% -- report that organizational impediments, including lack or
organizational alignment, business and/or technology resistance, and lack of middle management
adoption are factors limiting the success of Big Data efforts;
• While 60.7% of executives report that their firm has developed an enterprise Big Data strategy, 18%
report that their firm lacks “a coherent data strategy”.
Organizations are moving forward however in spite of these challenges, with 95% of executives reporting
that their organization has undertaken a Big Data initiative within the past five years. Investment is
significant as well. 37.2% of executives report that their organization has invested more than $100MM on
Big Data initiatives during the past 5 years, with a small but significant group of firms – 6.5% -committing over $1B to Big Data investments during this period.
The survey shows that corporations have a range of Big Data initiatives underway [Figure 1]. Focus areas
such as efforts to decrease expenses through operational cost efficiencies have proven to be successful
(49.2%) for many firms while efforts to establish a data-driven culture remain more aspirational at this
stage, with only 27.9% reporting success. Executives report that efforts to create new avenues for
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innovation and disruption have had the highest success rate – 64.5% started, 44.3% reporting results,
68.7% success rate.
Figure 1

In spite of the measurable successes of Big Data initiatives, corporations continue to face challenges to
Big Data adoption. A number of factors were named by executives as being cultural impediments to
success. [Figure 2]
Figure 2
Cultural impediments to Big Data business adoption.
Insufficient organizational alignment

42.6%

Lack of middle management adoption and understanding

41.0%

Business resistance or lack of understanding

41.0%

Lack of a coherent data strategy

29.5%

Technology resistance or lack of understanding

27.9%

Inability to create a shared vision

26.2%

Lack of data governance policies and practices

21.3%

Overall, 52.5% of executives reported that organizational impediments were the primary impediment to
successful business adoption of Big Data initiatives, while 18% cited lack of a coherent data strategy as
the primary factor.
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Executives also noted the evolving role of the Chief Data Officer (CDO). While 55.9% of executives
report that their organization has appointed a CDO, up from just 12% in 2012, a majority (56%) reported
that the role has largely been focused on defensive activities, such as regulatory and compliance
reporting. Going forward, a majority of executives (89.7%) believe that the Chief Data Officer role needs
to be stronger -- positioned as a leadership function in driving innovation, managing data as an enterprise
asset, and leading the charge to forge a data-driven culture. A small percentage of executives believe that
the role is unnecessary or redundant. [Figure 3]
Figure 3

If the survey respondents were celebrating the success of Big Data programs, they have no plans to rest
on their laurels. Nearly half of executives – a robust 46.6% -- believe that major disruption is on the
horizon, envisioning a decade where “change is coming fast” and it may be “transform or die”. Big Data
has helped fuel a transformation that is moving rapidly into capabilities including Artificial Intelligence
and machine learning, and other emerging capabilities. If the 2017 survey suggests anything, it is that
more change can be expected as companies learn to live in a world of proliferating data and
transformative capabilities.
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Why Cultural Change Is Necessary for Big Data Adoption
November 9, 2016
By Randy Bean
Love it or hate it, big data is here to stay. As data volumes and sources of data proliferate at ever
increasing rates, leading companies will be forced to plan for a data-driven future. Data is
pervasive. Businesses operate in an Age of Data. Rapid access to the latest data can accelerate innovation
and disrupt traditional markets. Businesses are finding new ways to do business that serve their customers
more effectively and responsively. Businesses can adapt or risk burying their heads in the sand. Should
there be any doubt about the prevalence of data, consider just a few “data points”:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

IDC estimates that by 2020, Internet business transactions will reach 450 billion per day
Walmart handles more than 1 million customer transactions per hour
More than 5 billion people are calling, texting, tweeting, and browsing on mobile phones
worldwide
More than 30 billion pieces of content are shared on Facebook each month
It is estimated that the volume of business data worldwide doubles every 1.2 years
Data production will be 44 times greater in 2020 that it was in 2009.

A Disruptive Force in the Digital Economy
Big data is transforming businesses across industry sectors -- from industrial systems to financial services,
from media to health care delivery, from drug discovery to government services, from national security to
professional sports. The opportunity to deploy data and analytics has accelerated the speed at which
companies can enter new markets, with new solutions, and quickly challenge or displace traditional
competitors and market leaders. Consider some of the firms which are at the forefront of the Digital
Economy – Amazon, Google, eBay, Facebook, Uber, and Airbnb. These are firms that are rooted in big
data and analytics, and have leveraged new data-driven business models to disrupt and transform
traditional industries such as retailing, media, and travel. For innovative firms such as these, big data
brings speed, agility, experimentation, iteration, and the ability to fail fast, learn from experience, and
execute smarter. To borrow from Samuel Beckett: “Ever tried? Ever failed? No matter. Try again. Fail
again. Fail better.” This has become the mantra of the big data economy.
Transforming the Mainstream Economy
We are at the formative stages of the Big data transformation – Big Data 1.0. The next battleground in the
progression of Big data will be transformation of the mainstream economy, comprised of large global
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firms that maintain massive amounts of data, and make massive investments in data assets. Most
traditional businesses are hamstrung by legacy systems, decades old data warehouses, and embedded
cultures and skills sets that predate the new big data approaches. These corporations represent the lion’s
share of investment in data solutions and services. For most of these firms, big data remains waters that
are largely unchartered, and an opportunity that has yet to be capitalized. While most mainstream firms
have invested in big data initiatives, and have undertaken big data proof-of-concepts, these firms have
lagged behind in their efforts to integrate big data-driven initiatives into their core processes and
operations. Few have yet to demonstrate transformative or disruptive success with quantifiable results.
Leveraging Data as an Asset
Data is an enterprise asset, which cuts across products, services, and organizational units of a
company. This makes data hard to manage and data initiatives difficult to organize. The big data mindset
is driven by experimentation, discovery, agility, and a “data first” approach, characterized by analytical
sandboxes, centers of excellence, and big data labs This mindset often runs counter to, or can
complement, traditional hypothesis-driven approaches to data management. Business must now ask new
sets of questions. How can we “monetize” new sources of data to new create new products and services?
Can we leverage digital technologies – mobile, social media, machine learning, and the Internet of Things
(IOT) -- to better connect with our clients and constituents, and better and faster services to our
customers? Can we use data to transform internal and external business processes? Can we find creative
new uses for the data we have – new opportunities for insight, new markets or ways of delivering our
services? Can we use the data that we have to be better members of our community, and leverage data for
social responsibility? A dynamic and rapidly-changing business environment dictates flexibility and
agility.
Forging a Big Data Strategy
Businesses need a clear data strategy if they hope to effectively leverage big data as a core business
asset. An effective data strategy must be a highly dynamic roadmap for the future, and a work in progress
to be adapted. It must recognize and account for the rapid evolution and proliferation of Big data and its
potential business impact, as well as new business approaches which are altering traditional thinking
about how data is managed and deployed.
For the industry giants, transformation is commonly measured in years or the better part of a decade. The
best strategies identify “quick wins” that can be used to demonstrate success, show results, build
credibility, enlist support, counter skepticism, and create momentum. Many firms are implementing data
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governance programs and processes to address data issues that cut across organizational
boundaries. Becoming a data-driven company is a continuous journey characterized by change and flux.
Making the Cultural Shift
Mainstream businesses face ongoing challenges in adopting big data and analytic practices. While some
firms pay lip service to the notion of forging a data culture, fewer firms undertake the hard work, and
demonstrate the commitment to creating a shared vision which becomes ingrained in the corporate culture
and values. The benefits provided by new technology approaches and solutions, such as Hadoop, are
having a transformational impact on the application of data and analytics. However, the greatest business
challenge for most mainstream corporations is not about technology; it is the process of cultural
change Cultural change represents a business problem, requiring a business solution and business
approach. Business adoption of big data requires addressing issues of organizational alignment, change
management, business process design, coordination, and communication. These are issues that involve
people and communication and understanding. Businesses must start by identifying and asking the critical
business questions that will drive business value, and identify and address the critical human and
organizational issues that will ensure successful business adoption. Technology is a critical consideration
that will follow.
Not all companies will emerge as winners in the digital future. Mainstream firms need to ask themselves
how they can leverage big data and analytics to drive innovation, deliver new products and services, and
compete successfully in an emerging digital world. Because large traditional companies control the bulk
of spending on data programs and initiatives, the greatest impact of big data has yet to be fully
realized. Will mainstream companies be able to culturally adapt and transform in response to the
opportunity and challenges presented by big data, or will they risk falling behind and becoming relics of
the past, in dying and displaced industries? This is where the biggest investments and bets on big data will
be made, and the grounds on which these battles will be fought.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can follow
him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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Another Side of Big Data: Big Data for Social Good
September 23, 2016
By Randy Bean
Over the course of the past five years I have written extensively on the topic of Big Data for distinguished
publications,
including Forbes, The
Wall
Street
Journal, MIT
Sloan Management Review,
and Harvard Business Review. My intentions in writing on the topic of Big Data have been to help shed
some light and demystify this new phenomenon, and educate executives on the potential benefits and
opportunities. Big Data also represents change and new approaches, and many executives have sought to
understand and appreciate how they can begin to derive value from the advanced application of data and
analytics. There have been many well-articulated benefits to data-driven decision making, including
greater accuracy, precision, efficiency, and responsibility in the use of data. Big Data has helped fuel
rapid innovation through faster iterative learning – fail fast, learn faster, execute smarter. While I have
been a proponent of the potential benefits of Big Data, I have also understood that Big Data can be a
double-edged sword, bringing insight, while also posing risks to privacy or abuse when data falls into
nefarious hands.
Recently, there have been expressions of fresh concern regarding the risk of Big Data abuses, from data
breaches to WikiLeaks and instances of data hacking. This has given rise to growing attention to the
application and implications of Big Data, not just within the context of the business world, but within
social contexts as well. In response to growing interest in the broader uses and implications of Big Data in
a wide range of contexts, I was recently asked to organize and moderate a leadership panel on the topic of
“Big Data for Social Good” for the Big Data Innovation Symposium held in Boston this month. My
familiarity with data in the context of societal issues had been limited to a few interactions with the
leadership of MIT Media Lab, and a 2015 The Wall Street Journal column that I wrote entitled Tracing
Some of Big Data’s Big Paradoxes, which discussed some of the thornier issues around Big Data risks as
articulated by Neil M. Richards, Professor of Law at Washington University in St. Louis.
Concerns about the use of Big Data has spawned a cottage industry of critics in recent years, among the
most notable and most vocal being Cathy O’Neil, former Director of the Lede Program in Data Practices
at Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism and a Ph.D. mathematician from Harvard
University. In her new book, Weapons of Math Destruction: How Big Data Increases Inequality and
Threatens Democracy, O’Neil writes “Big Data has plenty of evangelists, but I’m not one of them”, and
goes on to chronicle her path from Wall Street quantitative analyst to Occupy Wall Street protester. Her
book which was released on September 6 has been long-listed for the National Book Award, and garnered
rave reviews such as this biting blurb from Reuters, “Weapons of Math Destruction is the Big Data story
Silicon Valley proponents won’t tell. It pithily exposes flaws in how information is used to assess
everything from creditworthiness to policing tactics…”
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O’Neil is not the only serious thinker to raise concerns regarding the responsible use of Big Data.
Emmanuel (Manu) Letouze is the Director and co-Founder of Data-Pop Alliance, a coalition on Big Data
development co-created in 2013 by the Harvard Humanitarian Initiative, MIT Media Lab, and Overseas
Development Institute. Letouze’ research and work focuses on Big Data’s application and implications in
areas including poverty and inequality, crime, climate change, human rights, and economic and ecological
fragility. His mission in launching Data-Pop has been to help foster what he refers to as a “PeopleCentered Big Data Revolution.”
Letouze believes that we are living through an “industrial revolution of data” with implications for
displacement and change in our social institutions. His focus is on the social impact of data. In its
statement of purpose, Data-Pop envisions a future where “the potential of ‘Big Data’ for human
development and humanitarian action has stirred a great deal of both excitement and skepticism.” They
pose a question for the future of Big Data and its impact on social institutions -- “looking a generation
ahead, observing the persistent prevalence of absolute poverty, the rise of global inequality, and the many
walls and ceilings impeding well-being, we wondered: what will it take for Big Data to have by then
served the cause of human progress to the best of its ability and ours?”
Letouze colleague in Data-Pop Alliance is Professor Alex (Sandy) Pentland, who helped create and direct
MIT’s Media Lab and now directs MIT’s Human Dynamics Laboratory and co-leads the World
Economic Forum Big Data and Personal Data initiatives. Pentland has written extensively on the social
implications of Big Data, in his book Social Physics and in articles such as Saving Big Data from Itself.
Pentland asks “who should we trust to manage our data to avoid autocratic control?”
Thinking about Big Data in the context of its social impact has also attracted David Shrier, Managing
Director of MIT Connection Science, and a former business executive who is now focused on the social
impact of Big Data. MIT Connection Scienceundefined is founded on a mission to “foster a better
society” through social adoption of new ideas and better tools. Shrier, who previously led private equity
and venture capital-backed companies as CEO, CFO, and COO, before founding the MIT Center, became
interested in the social impact of Big Data, in his words, “so he could explain to his young daughter the
work that he does and the difference that it makes.” Shrier has recently been working with the
Commission on Enhancing National Cybersecurity to develop “An Internet of Trusted Data” designed to
provide safe, secure access, with the result that “huge societal benefits can be unlocked, including better
health, greater financial inclusion, and a population that is more engaged with and better supported by its
government.”
Cameron (Cam) Kerry, an attorney with the Boston law firm of Sidley Austin LLP, and former acting
secretary and general counsel for the U.S. Department of Commerce, is now working as a visiting scholar
at the MIT Media Lab on issues related to privacy and personal data ownership. He is also supporting
Professor Sandy Pentland’s Big Data for Public Good research initiative. Upon joining the Media Lab,
Professor Pentland commented, “Cam will be working closely with the Media Lab to better understand
and create solutions around critical issues of Internet privacy and big data.” Kerry has served as the U.S.’s
chief international negotiator for privacy and data regulation and is passionate in his commitment to the
ethical uses of Big Data. Kerry, Shrier, and Letouze share a common viewpoint that Big Data can be
harnessed to help address social problems of hunger, disease, poverty, and social inequity. And, when
asked why anyone not directly impacted by these issues should care, they respond in unison and with
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great eloquence that these issues have an economic and social impact on every citizen. They envision a
future where Big Data can be applied to a range of societal issues to help forge a more prosperous, safer,
and healthier planet for future generations.
Big Data has fueled an interest in the power of data and analytics to drive innovation, learning, and
insight. It has raised awareness of the application of data and analytics to understand complex issues. It
has brought quantitative analysis to bear to support qualitative thinking and judgement. The frontiers of
discovery are vast. Big Data has a role to play not only in faster learning and business insight, but if used
responsibly, Big Data can be applied to help address a range of complex global challenges. This is what a
few committed individuals are betting on.
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Big Data and The Emergence of The Chief Data Officer
August 8, 2016
By Randy Bean
In his new book, Only Humans Need Apply: Winners and Losers in the Age of Smart Machines, Tom
Davenport identifies Four Eras of Information, dating from 1975. Confirming the speed with which these
eras are progressing, Davenport notes that the third and fourth Eras of Information have been spawned
just within the last three years. These eras have been driven by the rise of Big Data.
The accelerating proliferation of data has fueled a growing prominence of data within the corporate
enterprise. A growing majority of firms are seeking to leverage data as a critical business asset as they
look to drive new sources of business value. According to a 2016 NewVantage Partners survey, 62.5% of
firms report that they now have at least one Big Data initiative that has been implemented; nearly double
the 31.4% of firms who reported the same result in 2013. As firms comes to recognize the central role that
data can play in their success, a growing number of companies are investing in efforts to forge a data
culture, enabled by data-driven decision making.
Prior to the emergence and popularization of Big Data over these past five years, data had been perceived
as a secondary priority for most corporations. Often treated as a corporate backwater, responsibility for
data was commonly relegated to the purview of data architects and analysts. These data proponents
struggled to secure a seat at the executive table, as they attempted to make the case for data. One
executive, who was an early believer in the potential business value of data, and champion of a more
prominent role for data within the corporation, has lamented that “once we got into the room, it was still
at the kid’s table”.
As Big Data fueled board and executive awareness in the potential power of data as a corporate asset,
firms struggled with how best to organize around data -- as an activity, a business function, and a
capability. Proponents argued the case for how critical data is as a tool for competitive advantage. In
response, a set of industry leading firms coalesced around the realization that a new organizational role
was needed, the equivalent of a ‘data czar’. This new position has come to be known as the Chief Data
Officer (CDO).
The first corporate Chief Data Officers arose as a direct consequence of the financial crisis of 2008-2009.
The initial impetus driving the appointment of the Chief Data Officer was in response to increased
regulatory and compliance reporting demands. This was particularly true in banking and financial
services, where new oversight and regulatory requirements necessitated greater scrutiny of data quality,
data accuracy, data transparency, data privacy, and data reporting. There were material consequences to
be paid for not “getting the data right.” Financial services CDOs were mandated with managing the
regulators, ensuring reliable data quality and transparency, and making sure the house was in order and on
a firm footing from a data and financial reporting perspective. The role of the first generation Chief Data
Officer was to play defense. But, that was just the start.
If there is any lingering doubt that the Chief Data Officer has arrived during the course of the past five
years, and is now firmly established and rooted within the corporate culture, consider the following:
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• According to to NewVantage Partners 2016 Big Data Executive Survey, 54% of firms surveyed now
report having appointed a Chief Data Officer, up from just 12% in 2012;
• The International Society of Chief Data Officers launched their inaugural kickoff in January of this year
at MIT, with a strong commitment to carry forward on a global basis;
• Corinium Intelligence launched its Chief Data Officer Forum, Financial Services in New York in June.
Among the participating firms were Bank of America, Bank of China, Capital One, CitiGroup, JP
Morgan, Morgan Stanley, TD AmeriTrade, and Toyota Financial Services;
• MIT held its Chief Data Officer Symposium in Cambridge, MA July 12-14 with a record attendance of
nearly 300 attendees, representing a cross-section of Chief Data Officers across financial services and life
science companies and government agencies and defense contractors.
Today, the Chief Data Officer has become an established figure for a majority of corporations, as firms
come to recognize the central importance of developing and managing to a data strategy, defining and
implementing a data governance process, and ensuring regulatory compliance. There is a building
consensus and recognition that data is a vital corporate asset and that management of this asset requires an
executive leadership function and mandate. What remains less clear is how the role and responsibilities of
the Chief Data Officer will evolve to meet the demands of large, complex organizations as we move
deeper into the Era of Information.
For organizations aspiring to innovation and business transformation, a data strategy means more than
satisfying regulatory requirements and maintaining a defensive posture. Firms that aspire to
transformational leadership or seek to evolve into nimble digital enterprises must demonstrate the ability
to harvest and reap the benefits of insights with agility. Transformational firms view data as an offensive
weapon – one that should be used to gain competitive market advantage through the creation of
information-based products and services designed to disrupt competitors, disintermediate markets, and
monetize a firm’s insights and proprietary data assets in new and creative ways.
For Chief Data Officers, the balance between defensive practicality and offensive transformation
represents a particular challenge. Offense-minded firms seek breakthroughs, realized by leveraging data
through iterative learning – rinse-and-repeat; test-and-learn; fail fast, learn faster – designed to achieve
“quick wins” that build organizational credibility, alignment, and momentum, and demonstrate tangible
business value. This new data nimbleness is directly attributable to the innovative approaches and
processing capabilities introduced by Big Data, which by transforming traditional data access and data
management methods, are enabling organizations to iterate faster and deliver data directly into the hands
of business analysts in seconds not minutes, hours not days, and days not weeks or months.
Success remains a work in progress for Chief Data Officers, as organizations work to evolve the optimal
organizational structures to manage a highly dynamic asset. Will the Chief Data Officer prove to be a
‘change agent’ whose tenure is brief, but impact is measured by a profound transformation of
organizational processes and business results? Of, will Chief Data Officers find ways to leverage their
value to build an organizational power base and long-term role within the organization? The role remains
new and formative.
Already, we see examples of Chief Data Officers reporting to key business functions – Chief Financial
Officers, Chief Marketing Officers, and Chief Operating Officers. Which reporting model will prevail?
Effective Chief Data Officers are collaborating with their CIO counterparts, proving that the strongest
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path to data success and business value is through strong alignment and partnership of business functions
and technology capabilities. Business-IT partnership is critical to success. Some organizations are
grappling with variations on the CDO title and purview with the establishment of Chief Digital Officers.
And, as one CDO explained to me, “CDO really means Chief Diplomatic Officer."
Regardless of how the role of the Chief Data Officer evolves, data is not going away or diminishing in
business value any time soon. To the contrary, we are moving deeper into the Era of Information at an
increasing pace. As such, firms will continue to recognize the necessity of appointing a leader to chart
their data future. Big Data has given rise to the emergence of the Chief Data Officer. The onus will be on
the Chief Data Officer to define and execute an organizational data vision and chart a future that drives
business value. We are living in an Information Age. The importance and centrality of data will only
continue to rise.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can follow
him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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The Case For 'Data Governance'
June 22, 2016
By Randy Bean
I have long had an aversion to the term, "Data Governance." As one senior executive put it, “it sounds
like ‘Data Government,’ and that can’t be good!” For analysts and data scientists who aspire to innovation
and data experimentation, governance can imply restriction, limitation, and unnecessary bureaucracy. For
executives operating in industries bound by regulation, compliance, and sensitivity to issues of privacy
and data protection, the thought of more governance runs counter to aspirations of innovation and "data
freedom." Yet, in spite of the bureaucratic-sounding name, and in contrast to the sexy-sounding term "Big
Data," Data Governance has become an essential requirement for any organization that aspires to derive
insight and business value from their data assets. Here is the case for Data Governance, and why data
governance should matter to every business executive, not only data professionals.
Data is a shared asset. It is often stated that good fences make good neighbors. This principle applies to
data as well. In complex organizations, agreed upon boundaries delineate ownership and areas of
responsibility. In business, responsibility and ownership is commonly delineated by product categories,
market segments, geographic regions, and internally by business functions. Data ownership and
responsibility does not correspond to traditional business functions and boundaries, with the result that
data management presents a profound challenge for most organizations. A very high profile example,
from the world of national security, illustrates this point. The 911 Commission faulted agencies of
government – FBI, CIA, NSA, and the executive branch – for an unwillingness or inability to share vital
security data across branches and agencies of government. The same challenges exist for any large
organizations – corporations, universities, hospitals, state and local governments – that are faced with
requirements to make data available for sharing. Resolution of this challenge begins with the recognition
that data is a ‘shared asset’ and must be treated as such. Data governance is essential – as a set of
practices, policies, standards, and guideposts that provide a foundation for deriving value and insight from
the data that an organization maintains. In the case of national security, effective data governance
establishes a set of practices intended to afford us protection.
Data is consumed by many. For many executives, discussions revolving around data management can
seem abstract or arcane. There is consensus that decision-makers want data that is credible, accurate,
reliable, and hopefully predictive and insightful. What exactly does this mean, and how does it translate
into a set of rules and processes for effectively managing data as an asset? I have found that one of the
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best ways to make data personally relevant to an organizational executive is through the process of ‘data
lineage’, which helps an executive understand why and how any element of data is important to them.
The data lineage process chronicles the ‘flow’ of data through an organization from its origin points,
generally beginning with a customer or patient or sensor or outside source, through its use and
consumption at varying stages along the ‘data life cycle’. This life cycle process illustrates all the points
along the way when data is accessed, used, reported, changed, or used to derive new data.
Data ownership is a responsibility. The data life-cycle process illustrates the various forks along the
way where data may be transformed, or where ‘bad data’ may be propagated. These forks represent likely
decision points, or points of governance, where data can be checked, validated, authorized, approved, and
where there may be a transition in data ownership and responsibility. Data lineage provides a twodimensional roadmap which helps any executive understand how data is produced and how it is
consumed within an organization. Think again of the national security example and the importance of
checkpoints and effective handoffs or consider the financial services crisis of 2008 and the impact of
financial services instruments that were sliced and repackaged with increased risk. The same principles
apply to patient information and successful patient outcomes, and to business data and successful business
outcomes.
Data is not just for specialists. Like with any specialized field – medicine, military, sports, finance,
academia – data is a complex domain that fosters its own specialists with their own jargon – meta-data,
master data management, ETL, Hadoop. For a line decision-maker, simply trying to understand “what the
numbers mean”, a lack of common language can be a barrier between process and result. I have long
heard the understandable frustrations expressed by executives and decision-makers who want answers
quickly to what they believe are simple questions – how many customers do we have; will this treatment
lead to a successful outcome? In response, they often encounter complicated technical explanations.
What are intended as genuine explanations of why it takes longer to get an answer, or why there is not
always a simple answer to some questions, can come across as excuses or evasive.
Data success requires partnership. Organizations that have been successful in developing a ‘data
culture’, where data is imbedded in key decision-making processes, share strong alignment and
partnership between data, technology, and business professionals. Business and technology partnership
was cited as the number one factor in ensuring successful adoption of data-driven initiatives according
to NewVantage Partners 2016 Big Data Executive Survey. Successful organizations have developed a
common language and reached common agreement on how data is organized, managed, and processed,
founded on a set of data governance principles and practices. In establishing these principles, data-driven
organizations build a bridge between technologists and decision-makers, whether they are line-ofbusiness executives, care givers, or national security officials. Data Governance may not sound sexy, but
sound data governance provides a foundation from which insight and value is derived.
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Inside American Express' Big Data Journey
April 27, 2016
By Randy Bean
In 1979, the aging British-American stage actor John Houseman appeared in a legendary television ad for
the investment firm E.F. Hutton. Gruffly summing up the firm’s investment approach, Houseman hisses:
"They make money the old-fashioned way... they earn it!" The same can be said when it comes to Big
Data these days. You don’t just build a Big Data system and claim success. You earn it! As more and
more leading firms go “all in” on Big Data, companies must demonstrate a path to achieving successful
results and business benefits that justify Big Data investments.
There have been few public stories that illustrate the trajectory of Big Data initiatives, reflecting the
opportunities and successes as well as the challenges and dead ends that tackling Big Data presents.
American Express (AMEX) is one of America’s iconic brands. Ash Gupta, President of Global Credit
Risk and Information Management for AMEX, is responsible for deploying data and analytics to enhance
customer experience and drive marketing innovation for the firm. For AMEX, customers are card holders
and merchants. Mr. Gupta points out that the AMEX Big Data story starts at the top of the firm. Longtime CEO Ken Chenault quickly grasped the transformative impact that Big Data holds for a business like
American Express, where data and analytics are core to the firm’s historic DNA. While AMEX
executives recognized the transformative opportunity, they understood that putting Big Data into action
meant embarking on an ambitious journey with potential hazards along the way.
Now five years into its Big Data journey, AMEX’s Gupta highlights three challenges the organization has
faced along the way. First, adoption of new and immature technologies requires significant organizational
adaptation and cultural transformation. Old processes become obsolete. New approaches require fresh
skills and approaches. Second, AMEX needed to recruit new talent, with skills in Big Data solutions and
approaches. This challenge is complicated by the scarcity of Big Data talent, and compounded by two
additional factors: a) the need to always understand “business context”, which comes from experience,
and b) the tendency for millennial Big Data talent to continually seek new challenges, creating a retention
challenge. Lastly, Mr. Gupta cites the “marketing process journey”, which he characterizes as a process of
continuous improvement intended to consistently refashion customer experience in a positive way. For
American Express, this has meant employing the same kind of “test and learn” techniques and learningthrough-iterative-improvement approaches that the firm uses to refine its customer marketing models.
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The AMEX team has learned, and continues to benefit from, valuable lessons and insights gained along
the way. The company began its Big Data transformation by focusing on the low-hanging fruit of risk
management. The ability to process larger volumes of data has transformed the process of credit risk by
allowing the firm to make credit decisions based on a considerably larger window of data. One machine
learning system was able to evaluate thousands of data points on each transaction in less than 2
milliseconds, resulting in processing of fraud and credit risk on $1 trillion in charge volume across the
AMEX network annually. To build its team, the firm opened a Big Data and Cloud Computing
technology center in Silicon Valley to be closer to the new talent and skills, and to create a culture with
“greater latitude”. Several of its competitors have done the same. Retention of in-demand talent in areas
as ‘red hot’ as data science and Big Data remains a major challenge for any firm. This challenge can be
ever greater in traditional industry sectors such as financial services, which must compete with Silicon
Valley start-ups for talent.
American Express has taken further steps to build a Big Data culture. The firm initiated an internal push
to “democratize” data by putting Big Data tools and techniques into the hands of business decisionmakers. The goal is to empower business people to “act locally”, where they are closest to the customer.
An example of marketing process improvement is the ability to provide “one-click cross-sell” which
increases the options for customers within selected marketing channels. This transformation is unfolding
amidst a heavily data-regulated industry, where respect for information privacy is paramount. Against a
backdrop of creating new systems and Big Data transformation, AMEX is learning to extinguish systems
and processes which have become obsolete. Mr. Gupta characterizes this as a process of “winning hearts
and minds” at each stage of the transformation journey.
The journey has not always been seamless however. Mr. Gupta points to false starts and course
corrections along the way, noting, “The transformation was larger than we imagined. It was a bigger
challenge than we initially expected.” Today, AMEX is in year five of what was conceived to be a tenyear journey. Gupta continues, “We thought it would take us ten years, because we didn’t know what to
expect. It has taken us just five years to get the type of results and outcomes we wanted to achieve
initially. The benefits have exceeded our expectations, so we have accelerated our investments in Big
Data”. The AMEX team now comprises 800 data scientists globally. American Express claims the lowest
fraud loss rate on their records, and among the lowest in the industry. The company states that benefits
from fraud improvement alone have paid for their investments in Big Data.
What are the lessons for traditional businesses looking to Big Data to transform their businesses? First, as
AMEX illustrates, sponsorship from the top remains essential. Long-term journeys require staying power
and commitment. Having support from the top is needed to weather periodic storms. Second, firms must
be patient and show a willingness and toleration for experimentation and trial-and-error. There is not one
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single tried and true path. Each firm must chart the course that conforms to their business vision and
strategy and stick to that path. Finally, firms embarking on a Big Data journey will be doing so amidst a
highly dynamic and evolving business landscape with increasingly fluid competition. Today’s
competitors may not be the competition tomorrow. The ability to move fast and adapt with speed and
agility will be critical to success. “Big Data is a mindset” concludes Gupta, “we see Big Data as a
fundamental driver of the future of American Express”. This is the promise and the ambition of Big Data.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can follow
him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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For Big Data, it’s ‘Show Me the Money’ Time
March 29, 2016
By Randy Bean
Big business has been investing big in Big Data initiatives. But, to what end? A recently released Big
Data executive survey, published by my firm, reports that nearly two-thirds of participating executives
indicate that a Big Data initiative is in production at their firms. Yet, many of these investments have yet
to produce tangible business results and benefits. I have been a strong proponent of Big Data, making the
case that Big Data approaches are transforming business processes, by putting data into the hands of
business decision-makers sooner, by creating more agile environments that are conducive to discovery
and rapid learning, and by eliminating obstacles to bringing new products and services to market quickly.
So, why is there a lag between Big Data investments and Big Data results? There are notable exceptions
of course. Firms including American Express, Capital One, General Electric, and JP Morgan Chase have
invested heavily in Big Data capabilities, and have been able to introduce operational efficiencies as well
as some new products and services. However, even these firms candidly admit that they are at the early
stages of what they see as a long-term transformational journey that will be driven by Big Data. Within
the life sciences world, a handful of firms have been investing and making headway in staging analytical
sandbox environments that are driving discovery to improve patient treatment and outcomes in clinical
areas such as oncology.
Most firms remain far behind these early innovators, in both the clarity and evolution of their thinking, as
well as their plans for execution. While a majority of firms have made substantial investments in Big
Data, fewer firms have shown that they have developed a vision for how they will derive business value
over time from their Big Data investments. Having developed a Hadoop capability is one thing. Being
able to tie these investments to ‘use cases’ or specific business initiatives remain a challenge for firms
seeking to rationalize their data investments and deploy the “right platform for the right purpose”.
Some financial services lament that they aren’t seeing an obvious opportunity to create the kind of “sexy”
applications that have distinguished Big Data investments for social media firms or businesses like
Uber. A few firms have created Big Data Labs and Big Data Centers of Excellence to stimulate
innovation, as they seek to identify opportunities to disrupt traditional ways of doing business. But, these
opportunities can be rare for traditional businesses that have been built to be risk averse. Within
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insurance, Big Data is enabling ways to test new methods of claim investigation, which include the use of
drones to gather data in high-risk territories.
As firms in tradition-bound industries aspire to unlock the disruptive potential of Big Data, they need look
no further than a very traditional industry sector that has evolved as a result of data and analytics. This
would be professional sports. Think Money Ball. Bringing this same kind of creative and fresh thinking
to Big Data applications in traditional industries could yield similar benefits. Perhaps it is ironic that that
the bounding factors inhibiting advanced use of Big Data many not be quantitative constraints, but
limitations of adventure and imagination. Einstein once observed, “Logic will get you from A to Z;
imagination will get you everywhere”.
Perhaps to is time for firms to think well outside the box, with an eye deep into the future. Technology
has accelerated the rate of business change. Data has become ubiquitous and is proliferating in
accelerating volumes and varieties. A growing numbers of organizations express the desire to forge a data
culture within their organizations. This is a noble intention, but building a data culture takes time and the
progression to data and analytics organization adoption is a journey. Firms need to begin to embrace data
as an essential corporate asset and organize business processes around the flow of data through a
business, from production through consumption. The pace of business transformation will continue to
accelerate, and data will be a driving factor. Data can be deployed to increase measurement, enabling
firms to fail fast and learn faster as they bring new services to market.
We are in the Big Data moment. Businesses have made substantial investments in new data and analytics
approaches. They will now be expected to demonstrate measurable impact and business benefit from
these investments. Big Data is no longer the “new, new thing”. While every indication is that Big Data
investments will prove beneficial, realization of this value will play out over time. The period of
evangelizing for Big Data has past. It is now time to deliver compelling business results.
Randy Bean is an industry thought-leader and author, and CEO of NewVantage Partners, a strategic
advisory and management consulting firm which he founded in 2001. He is a contributor to Forbes,
Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, and The Wall Street Journal. You can follow
him at @RandyBeanNVP.
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